AGENDA
OF THE CITY COUNCIL
CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS
TUESDAY, MAY 17, 2022 – 5:00 PM
CALL TO ORDER:
CALL OF ROLL:
DETERMINATION OF QUORUM:
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE:
OPEN FORUM:
“An opportunity for members of the public to address the City Council on items not on the current Agenda.
Items requiring Council action maybe deferred to staff or Boards and Commissions for research and
future Council Agendas if appropriate.”
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
1. Consider approving the minutes of the “Council Meeting” for the East Grand Forks, Minnesota City
Council of April 19, 2022.
2. Consider approving the minutes of the “Emergency Meeting” for the East Grand Forks, Minnesota
City Council of April 25, 2022.
3. Consider approving the minutes of the “Work Session” for the East Grand Forks, Minnesota City
Council of April 26, 2022.
4. Consider approving the minutes of the “Council Meeting” for the East Grand Forks, Minnesota City
Council of May 3, 2022.
5. Consider approving the minutes of the “Work Session” for the East Grand Forks, Minnesota City
Council of May 10, 2022.
SCHEDULED BID LETTINGS: NONE
SCHEDULED PUBLIC HEARINGS:
6.

Final Assessment Hearing for the proposed utility improvement and street reconstruction project on
5th Ave NW and 20th Street NW.
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CONSENT AGENDA:
Items under the “Consent Agenda” will be adopted with one motion; however, council members may
request individual items to be pulled from the consent agenda for discussion and action if they choose.
7. Consider approving hiring two Firefighter/EMTs from the current hiring process to fill the two
vacancies.
8. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-05-38 approving the use of Altru Recreation Partnership funding
for the Grand Bike Share Program for 2022 in the amount of $10,000.
9. Consider approving the Special Event Application for Sacred Heart High School authorizing 3rd Street
NW and 1st Ave NW closed off for their annual School Carnival for May 18, 2022 from approximately
1pm to 9pm.
10. Consider approving the Special Event Application for American Crystal Sugar to host their annual
employee appreciation picnic at Sherlock Park on June 28, 2022 from 10am to 8pm. – The power
request has been sent to the Water and Light Department.
ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF REPORTS OF OFFICERS, BOARDS, AND COMMISSIONS:
11. Regular meeting minutes of the Water, Light, Power, and Building Commission for April 20, 2022.
12. Regular meeting minutes of the Cemetery Commission for November 4, 2021.
COMMUNICATIONS: NONE
OLD BUSINESS: NONE
NEW BUSINESS:
13. Consider adopting a resolution to award the project or reject all bids for 2022 Assessment Job No. 1
for street reconstruction and utility improvements for 5th Ave NW and 20th St NW.
14. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-05-41 which adopts the findings and decision of the East Grand
Forks City Council approving the special use permit for RJ Zavoral & Sons Inc to operate an asphalt
plant and contractor yard.
15. Consider final approval of the Enright Addition along with the condition of submitting a digital file to
the planning office.
16. Consider authorizing Widseth to request quotes to address the drainage issues at the VFW Arena for
an estimated cost of $77,275.50.
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17. Consider approving the request to purchase kayak launch for LaFave Park area from At Ease Dock &
Lift for a total of $44,133.
18. Consider approving the facility use agreement between the City of East Grand Forks and the Blue Line
Club for use of the VFW Memorial Arena from June 5th to June 24th for a rental fee of $9,500.
19. Consider approving the On-sale Weekday and On-sale Sunday Liquor License Applicant Renewals:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Casa Mexico Restaurant located at 112 14th ST NE, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
Eagles Club 350 located at 227 10th St NW, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
Mike’s Pizza & Pub located at 411 2nd St NW, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
Up North Pizza Pub located at 314 4th St NW, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
Boardwalk Bar & Grill located at 415 2nd St NW Suite 2, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.

20. Consider approving the Off-sale Intoxicating Liquor License Applicant Renewal for Hugo’s Wine &
Spirits located at 310 14th St NE, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
CLAIMS:
21. Consider authorizing the City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer to issue payment of recommended bills
and payroll.
COUNCIL/STAFF REPORTS:
ADJOURN:
Upcoming Meetings
Work Session – Tuesday, May 24, 2022 – Training Room – 5:00 PM
Council Meeting – Tuesday, June 7, 2022 – Council Chambers – 5:00 PM
Work Session – Tuesday, June 14, 2022 – Training Room – 5:00 PM
Council Meeting – Tuesday, June 21, 2022 – Council Chambers – 5:00 PM
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UNAPPROVED MINUTES
OF THE CITY COUNCIL
CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS
TUESDAY, APRIL 19, 2022 – 5:00 PM
CALL TO ORDER:
The Council Meeting of the East Grand Forks City Council for Tuesday, April 19, 2022 was called to
order by Council Vice-President Riopelle at 5:00 P.M.
CALL OF ROLL:
On a Call of Roll the following members of the East Grand Forks City Council were present: Mayor Steve
Gander, Council Vice-President Tim Riopelle, Council Members Clarence Vetter, Dale Helms, Tim
Johnson, Marc DeMers, and Brian Larson.
Staff Present: Karla Anderson, Finance Director; Jeff Boushee, Fire Chief; Nancy Ellis, City Planner;
Steve Emery, City Engineer; Ron Galstad, City Attorney; Paul Gorte, Economic Development Director;
Rod Hajicek, Police Lieutenant; Charlotte Helgeson, Library Director; Keith Mykleseth, Water and Light
General Manager; Megan Nelson, City Clerk; and Jason Stordahl, Public Works Director.
DETERMINATION OF QUORUM:
The Council President Determined a Quorum was present.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE:
OPEN FORUM:
Vice-President Riopelle stated the open form was an opportunity for members of the public to address the
City Council on items not on the current agenda and items requiring Council action maybe deferred to
staff or Boards and Commissions for research and future Council Agendas if appropriate. He asked if
anyone would like to address the City Council, please come up to the podium to do so. No one came
forward.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
1. Consider approving the minutes of the “Council Meeting” for the East Grand Forks, Minnesota City
Council of April 5, 2022.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER LARSON, TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE “COUNCIL MEETING” FOR
THE EAST GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA CITY COUNCIL OF APRIL 5, 2022.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.
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SCHEDULED BID LETTINGS: NONE
SCHEDULED PUBLIC HEARINGS:
2. Public Hearing to consider a request for Special Use Permit for an asphalt plant and final flat. Public
comments from the Planning Commission meeting are included in the packet.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER VETTER, TO OPEN THE PUBLIC HEARING.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.

Ms. Ellis explained the Planning Commission had held a public hearing the previous Thursday for a
special use permit for the construction and operation of an asphalt plant and for final approval of a plat
for property that had been recently annexed that was located east of Crystal Sugar, west of Highway 2,
and north of County Road 17 that was owned by the Enright brothers who had a purchase agreement with
Zavorals. She stated the planning commission recommended approval of the special use permit with
conditions being set by the City Council.
She stated special use permits required a vote from the Council, it was special to the zone it was located
in which would be the industrial park, and they would be able to set any and all conditions that would
need to be abided by if approved. She said any violation of the set conditions would make the permit null
and void. She told the Council that Zavoral and Sons applied for a special use permit to construct and
operate a plant at the proposed location, the asphalt plant consisted of feeder bins that would be filled with
aggregate, there were aggregate piles, and there would be no concrete crushing on site. She continued
saying the materials would be heated and mixed in drums, the bag house would collect dust from the
materials, a burner and heater would be used to heat the materials into asphalt, and a generator would be
used to power such items. She stated a conveyor would be used to get the asphalt into trucks and there
would be other types of equipment and supplies on site. She commented this was a very simplified version
of how an asphalt plant works but the applicant was available to answer any questions.
Ms. Ellis continued saying the plant would run for a limited amount of year, the application requested
mid-May to October, it was not a typical manufacturing plant, and would only run when it was needed.
She said a busy year with a large operation could require 45 days for the plant to run, typically their other
asphalt plant operates 20 to 25 days out of the year. She stated the number of trucks to and from the site
on the high end would be approximately 30 trucks, based on visiting with other asphalt plants that was a
very high number, and would be approximately one truck every two minutes so daily traffic would be
approximately 600 trucks.
Ms. Ellis told the Council the access to the site would come from County Road 17 or an additional access
on the north end of the property that would connect to Highway 2 which would be used by emergency
services because that was where the retention basin would be placed for the dry hydrant and water that
was needed for fire services. She said both roads and access points could handle the traffic based on
conversations with both the county engineer and engineer from Minnesota Department of Transportation
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(MNDOT) who did not have concerns with the amount of truck traffic or require any additional service
or lanes. She added the County might consider a right turning lane into the property to help avoid stacking
traffic on County Road 17.
Ms. Ellis said utilities would be limited, no water or sanitary was needed, electric would be run by a
generator, and city electrical service may be added to help reduce noise from the generator. She said all
asphalt plants were regulated, permitted, and monitored by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). She stated three permits must be obtained, all
permits had detailed requirements, all required monitoring and reporting, and the information was
reviewed and enforced by staff from both agencies.
Ms. Ellis stated the permit had to comply with city standards that included not creating an excessive burden
on public facilities or utilities, the use would be sufficiently compatible with, or separated by sufficient
distance from or screened from adjacent land uses so that there would be no deterrence to the to the use
or development of adjacent land and uses. She commented the Council could make screening a condition
of the permit. She continued saying each structure or improvement is so designed and constructed that
was not unsightly in appearance to extent that it would hinder the orderly and harmonious development
of the district which was the industrial district. She stated the use needed to be consistent with the purposes
of City Code 152 and the purposes of the zoning district in which the applicant intended to locate the
proposed use which was consistent at this point and time because it was allowed as a conditional use in
the industrial district. She said the use could not be in conflict with the City’s land use plan which it was
not and the recently adopted 2050 land use plan shows this area as industrial. She continued with the
standard that adequate measures had been taken to provide ingress and egress which would be addressed
by the two separate entrances and exits along with the truck staging area on the property that was included
in the supplemental information.
Ms. Ellis said all buildings and structures must meet the intent of the State building code and/or fire codes.
She stated there were additional impacts or effects on a variety of issues regarding public facilities or
utilities. She informed the Council the closest school to this location was 1.4 miles away which was the
Central Middle School followed by Riverside Christian School. She ended by saying if the permit was
approved conditions would need to be included such as noise, odor, and hours of operation. She added
that odor may be subjective, but the conditions would be items that could be monitored and addressed if
included in the special use permit.
Ms. Ellis informed the Council that she had contacted multiple agencies including the County, State, the
City of Grand Forks which currently had to asphalt plants located within their city limits, and at this time
they had not received any complaints about the asphalt plants including the University of North Dakota
Medical school. She added she talked with American Crystal Sugar plant, and they did not feel there
would be impacts or impede the fall campaign. She asked for questions, gave the reminder the
supplemental information, all comments from the planning commission meeting, and comments sent in
from Huntsville Township along with a report based on all the conversations she had with the different
agencies were included in the packet.
Council Vice-President Riopelle asked anyone that had comments to step up to the podium and state their
name and address. Mr. Zach Bopp stated he was with RJ Zavoral and Sons and asked if there were any
questions because they were there to address any questions and had staff members present to help answer
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questions about the plant operation, conditions, or permits that were required. He said most of their
information had been provided in the supplemental information packet but if there was anything else to
let them know. Council member Vetter said a lot of people had asked him about land RJ Zavorals owned
east of Highway 2 that was an old dump ground and why this plant would not be located there. Mr. Bopp
said the biggest concern was space and the location they had applied for allowed them to have a staging
area for traffic, away from water resources because a coulee ran right past the property to the east, and
allowed them to set up this site as a more permanent site. Council member Larson asked about the
generator power, the transition to permanent power, and how residents had reached out to him regarding
concerns about noise and smell. He asked what the plan was to transition from a generator to more
permanent power which was a quieter option. Mr. Bopp said the City would need to get jurisdiction to be
able to provide power to the site but soon after that they would like to convert over to city power which
would provide them with a more reliable power source and reduce the noise.
Mr. Galstad said with the annexation being completed he was working with the Water and Light
Department and PKM Electric to address the territory issue. He explained there was already a territory
transfer agreement in place, so it was only a matter of negotiating a final document and transfer. He added
once that was finalized the City would be able to get power out to this location. Mayor Gander asked if
the plant by St. Hilaire would continue to be used or if that would be discontinued. Mr. Bopp said they
have had internal discussion about that plant, a decision had not been made at this time, and there was a
potential to relocate that plant. He said the proposed site provided a secondary site to provide service in
this area. Mayor Gander said it was yet to be determined. Mr. Bopp said yes.
Rob Raymond, 17702 429th Ave SW, said they all knew what was going on, Zavorals had tried to get a
permit through Polk County at a different location which was unanimously voted down due to concern
from residents, farmers, and businesses in close proximity. He stated they now got land annexed into East
Grand Forks, the City would find out as more people spoke, not everything was regulated, and the
information the Zavorals had brought forward was not all quite right. He said there were many things
they were concerned about including air quality, smell, noise, property values, and the research and data
he had showed property losses near asphalt plants were 15% to 30% and in some cases up to 56%. He
continued saying asphalt plants could never safely co-exist next to neighborhoods and schools and Ms.
Ellis said this plant was a little over a mile from the nearest school which on certain days they would smell
due to the hydrogen sulfide, benzene, chromium, formaldehyde, and the list continued.
Mr. Raymond stated concrete crushing was mentioned but concrete and asphalt were two different things.
He said he was in the concrete business for almost 30 years and crushing concrete did not smell but could
be dusty. He added they had been attending planning and zoning committee meetings, county hearings,
township meetings, and city meetings. He stated that at a previous meeting Mr. John Zavoral stated the
only issue they had were the people at the hearing which were the people with concerns. He added they
did not care about aesthetics or what people would see when they drove into town, they did not have a
plan ready, they were not sure if they would be moving the old plant from Thief River Falls to this location,
or if they would build new. He commented a plan would be good for a start and he could remember going
through county commission hearings for his neighbors at Stable Days Youth Ranch, and the commission
was 100% behind it because it was a great deal for kids. He said now there might be an asphalt plant just
down the road from this location and see how the kids and horses like that. He added the Council had the
information and data before the annexation hearing, he was not sure if anyone read it, and the vibe he got
he did not think they had. He commented how RJ Zavorals have done a lot for East Grand Forks, he was
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sure they would do a lot more for the City, and reading into the company there could be 1.7 million reasons
why there could be something going on.
Mr. Raymond continued in referencing the endorsement letters, how he had spoken with people who work
at the Opp asphalt plant, and they did not even do 10 trucks an hour. He said this would be like comparing
apples to oranges. He said he tried to call a number on one of the endorsement letters and it was a nonworking number, he had heard people did not realize what they were even signing, and there would be
complaints if this was approved. He stated they were elected to serve the residents and it seemed to many
of them they were just serving one company, so they were just asking to have this put off. He added
summer is way too short in the area, only a couple months a year to enjoy time out on the deck and yards,
so having 20 to 30 trucks going every two minutes was too much. He said this could be built in another
location and asked why it was even needed. He said the plants in Grand Forks were completely different,
people do not notice the truck traffic, but people would notice the truck traffic from this location. He
asked again to not let this go through.
Ms. Laura Raymond stated she lived at the same address at Rob. She explained when they first found out
about this, she started doing homework because she is a research scientist and for over 20 years her work
has been looking at air particulates and environmental toxins on human health. She said she was a
biochemist and for over 15 years she worked at the EERC so she was very familiar with the control
mechanisms, the different types of particulates, and a lot of the studies that were out there. She commented
that she had not done work with asphalt plants but when she heard about this, she started looking into this
to find out. She said she started doing her homework and it was very alarming, she spoke with some
companies and agencies, she spoke to some numerous times, and some of the agencies she spoke with
included the USDA, Soil and Water Conservation, EPA, Minnesota FEMA, Minnesota Pollution Control,
Minnesota State Farm office, the Polk County Farm office, the Federal Farm program office, the Center
for Health and Environmental Justice, and a few others.
Ms. Raymond said the agencies helped her out the best they could, she spoke to several people within
some of the agencies, and almost everyone she spoke to told her she had every reason to be concerned
because they would be concerned having an asphalt plant being built that close to a neighborhood or to a
town. She stated there were many unanswered questions and she expected a lot of those unanswered
questions to arise at this location if this was approved. She commented she had a lot to say, she would try
to get through it quickly, and mostly want she wanted to talk about was the health effects.
Ms. Raymond explained the health effects to her were quite alarming and that asphalt plants release
harmful airborne particulates that were hazardous to health. She said the fumes cause or exacerbate
respiratory ailments, cancer, liver damage, neurological problems, skin irritation, headaches, and nausea.
She continued saying a survey showed 45% of residents that lived within a half of mile from an asphalt
plant reported a deterioration of their health right after it was built. She stated that at the previous meeting
Mr. Altepeter who would be living across the street from where the plant would be built expressed some
of his concerns about some of the health issues. She said at that time Ms. Ellis asked where the information
had come from, she was handed a paper from Mr. Altepeter and was told the information was all over the
internet and had read several things about it. She continued saying that Ms. Ellis said the information was
from an Arabic University that she had not heard of and basically dismissed it by saying people can find
all kinds of things on the internet. She added the internet was where she had gotten a lot of her information,
but her information was from places that the Council would have heard about such as the EPA, the
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Department of Health and Human Services, and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry,
MIH, and other agencies.
Ms. Raymond said the EPA and other organizations list specific toxins of concern because of the health
effects, the information was compiled from peer reviewed research articles or studies that were published
in medical journals that were from all over the world. She said most of the publications could be found
on PubMed which was a search engine that was under the National Library of Medicine, and she wanted
to read some of the summaries of the different toxins. She started with hydrogen sulfide and exposures to
high concentrations could result in respiratory distress, pulmonary edema, nervous system depression,
neurobehavioral effects, tissue hypoxia, cardiovascular effects, unconsciousness, and death. She
continued saying exposure to lower concentrations could result in less severe neurological and respiratory
effects such as incoordination, loss of smell, nasal symptoms, sore throat, cough, and dyspnea or trouble
breathing. She said individuals reported permanent or persistent neurological effects including headache,
poor concentration ability, attention span, impaired short memory, or motor function.
Ms. Raymond said the studies were real and she searched by using the term of the toxin which had to be
either in the title or the abstract so they were specifically at that toxin. She stated for hydrogen sulfide it
came up with 63,826 articles, it was narrowed down to include emissions, and still came up with 2,082
studies. She continued talking about benzene which was a known carcinogen or cancer-causing agent and
brief exposures to high levels could result in death which she did not expect to happen. She stated lower
level exposures could cause drowsiness, dizziness, rapid heart, headaches, tremors, confusion, and
unconsciousness. She said it could lead to anemia, excessive bleeding, and be harmful to the immune
system as well as the human reproductive system and be passed from the mother’s blood to a fetus. She
added that studies on animals have shown that breathing in benzene was definitely harmful to the fetus
resulting in low birth weight, delayed bone formation, and bone marrow damage. She said she did the
search the same way and came up with 41,432 studies and searching for benzene and emissions the number
of articles totaled 2,453.
Ms. Raymond continued with formaldehyde saying it was specific to asphalt plants and was a cancercausing agent. She said it was an eye, skin, respiratory tract irritant, inhalation of vapors could cause
narrowing of the bronchi, accumulation of fluid in the lungs, and children may be more susceptible than
adults. She stated that even fairly low concentrations could produce rapid onset for children in their nose,
throat, causing cough, chest pain, shortness of breath, wheezing, significant inflammation in the lower
respiratory tract resulting in the swelling of the throat, inflammation of the windpipe, the bronchi, or
narrowing of the bronchi. She added there could also be inflammation of the lungs, accumulation of fluids
in the lungs, and there were 22,969 articles and 1,130 related to emissions.
Ms. Raymond explained polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons was a group of over 100 chemicals that could
attached themselves to dust particles and could enter water through discharges through wastewater
treatment plants or could move through the soil and contaminate ground water. She stated there was a lot
of different information and there was 479,542 research articles on this item and 8,764 relating to
emissions. She said cadmium was another one that listed different types of cancer, liver damage, changes
to the immune system, reproductive problems, babies being born with birth defects, reduced body weights,
behavioral problems, and learning disabilities. She stated the number of studies 58,188 on cadmium and
2,997 studies with emissions. She added these terms were lose terms, she could have put in all kinds of
different terms and gotten more. She said it was the same thing with arsenic and how it could attach to
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dust particles that could stay in the air for many days, travel long distances, and end up in the soil or
sediment. She stated children were exposed by playing in or eating dirt so they were especially at risk.
She said arsenic dust particles could settle into the lungs causing major problems, she found 45,453 articles
on arsenic, and 1,315 due to emissions.
Council member Vetter said he did not want to interrupt but he had a question. He stated she had a lot of
stats, her background was extensive, and he trusted her judgement so he asked her if she had a
recommendation for a monitoring system for all of the possible chemicals that could go up into the air that
the City could require. Ms. Raymond said she would get to that in a minute and particulate matters was
another one that was bad and had 163,000 articles. She said not all of the studies would be directly related,
many would show the same thing, but the point was the toxins were real, they had been studied, the
mechanisms were known, and this was what regulations were based off of.
Ms. Raymond said she looked at the paperwork given to the Council regarding emissions because the
emissions would be monitored by the MPCA, they would have to obtain permits, and do a lot of
monitoring which was true. She stated they had given a graph showing the toxins they were required to
monitor, not all have to be monitored, and the MPCA allows these plants to emit 50 tons per year. She
said information had been provided showing their emission levels from previous years, at first glance they
look low by listing 8 tons, 11 tons, down to less than one ton, and that was per year. She then referenced
the graph showing the number of days they were in operation so in 2012 there were 16 days of operation,
2021 there were 12 days of operation, so if they were running this for 365 days it was not a low number.
She said their numbers were not to exceed 50 tons and it would 250 tons, 400 tons, and these were just
examples. She commented that they would not be running every day but the point she was trying to make
was they were taking these large quantities and spewing them out in a matter of a couple days which was
okay with the MPCA. She said they could be getting anywhere from four to 10 times above the emission
limits and that was allowed.
Ms. Raymond told the Council she called the MPCA that day, spoke with them for a long time, they did
not do spot or interval numbers, and all 50 tons could happen in one day which was allowed as long as
that number was not exceeded within a year. She said those few days they were operating they would be
bombarded with four, eight, or 10 times the amount that was supposed to be allowable. She stated the
days that they were running, it would be a problem, and people with respiratory problems, small children,
people that had any kind of health issues. She continued saying she asked the MPCA questions about
their regulations and monitoring, the plants have to complete the permit with information about the plant,
and it was MPCA’s job to make sure they did not go above 50 tons per year while having the proper
control methods in place to help keep emissions down, and make sure they were being maintained. She
added that on any given day they could call and complain, they would take the complaint, but as long as
the plant was in compliance for the whole year, they were good to go. She said that was something that
they really needed to take into consideration. She added that MPCA did not do combined emissions, so
with American Crystal Sugar right next door, as long as they were both in compliance, they could both
run, and who knows how high the emissions could be. She said if they ran for 45 days, it would not take
long for them to hit the 50-ton mark, so then they could build another plant, and be allowed another 50ton emission because there were no limits because MPCA did not set limits for how many industries could
be together and releasing all of these toxins.
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Council member Vetter said it was not in Ms. Ellis’s wheelhouse to monitor this plant, it was not in his,
and he did not think there was anyone in the City that had that expertise. He said she may have it and
with this being a special use permit the City could require different things and asked Ms. Raymond if she
could come up with a plan for restrictions that might include monitoring the air on a daily basis based on
MPCA standards and if that was not followed it could be shut down and if she could do something like
that for the City. Ms. Raymond said that was something that would need to be done with the MPCA.
Council member Vetter said MPCA would not do that because they already had their monitoring standards
and would not make special standards for the City. He said he was asking if she could do that for the City.
Ms. Raymond said she could put the City in contact with people that could inform them different ways to
monitor this, it would not be cheap, and it would need to go through lab analysis. She stated the point she
was trying to make it didn’t matter how high it was as long as they were still in compliance. Council
member Vetter said he understood that and was asking about monitoring them the days they were
operating the plant. Ms. Raymond said it would depend on what they wanted monitored, MPCA had a
list of items that needed to be monitored, and how often that needed to be checked. She said anything
additional would need to be done by a lab and EERC did do some type of analysis but the City may need
to find a company that would do this.
Council member Vetter said he had some rebuttal and questions, those with the most risk would be workers
on site, and asked if they were required to wear respirators when they were coming or going or being on
site. Mr. Bopp said workers were not required to wear respirators onsite by OSHA or by their company.
Council member Vetter asked if they had ever been fined by OSHA due to an employee being sick because
of emissions. Mr. Bopp said they had not. Ms. Raymond said from what they had read this proposed
plant was much larger than the size of the plants located in the area. She added that studies did recommend
workers wear certain protective gear. She said Ms. Ellis stated she had looked into filed complaints about
the asphalt plants, she did also, and they did not find any. She added she did not find any complaints
against Crystal Sugar or Simplot so many did not file formal complaints but instead complain to each
other so the fact there wasn’t formal complaints was not a reassurance that it did not happen. Council
member Vetter said if he was an employee of a company and got sick it would be reported. He thanked
Ms. Raymond for her time but there were others that might also want to speak.
Council member Helms asked about the numbers and information about the toxins she gave were for all
had to deal with asphalt plants. Ms. Raymond said no which she tried to clarify in the beginning. She
explained those were known toxins that were emitted from an asphalt plant and it had been studied.
Council member Helms asked if those numbers has been escalated. Ms. Raymond said the numbers from
PubMed and there were numbers specific to emissions.
Mr. Bopp said he would like to address some items that had been mentioned and clarify. He referred to
figure 2 which showed the estimated production and was designed to show what could possibly be
produced at this site. He stated that was separate from emissions calculations, that was monitored by the
MPCA, and that information had been provided on Figure 5.1 along with graphs on Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
He continued saying the plant itself got an air emissions permit and that permit traveled with the plant so
the tons of asphalt produced by the plant was how that calculation was produced. He said there were two
different plants with twp different mixes and the information for both was provided because they were not
sure which plant was going to be located on this site or what jobs would they have in this area so they
were trying to be transparent. He stated the year to year information would depended on the number of
projects, it varied from year to year, and that was why there was a variation in the permits. He told the
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Council the results were based on third party testing, the MPCA required a stack test, and it was completed
by an independent third-party lab. Council member Helms asked if RJ Zavoral did any testing. Mr. Bopp
said they were not able to.
Mayor Gander said the stack test captured emissions for a period of time, was brought to the lab, and
tested for the different items. He asked if they could complete that on one sample. Mr. Bopp said yes but
if there was any changes or modifications to the plant another stack test was required. Mr. Galstad said
there was a lot of talk about the trucks per hour, based on the information provided he saw they averaged
around five trucks and hour, and that was a big difference. Mr. Bopp stated if there was a large scale
project, that is when more trucks would be needed, but day to day operations such as the parking lot project
they did at the schools would be similar to the plant in Grand Forks that was mentioned, they would have
five trucks running that were spread out between the asphalt paver and the plant and it could take them an
hour or more. He added it varied by job and they were trying to be transparent, so it was tough thing to
narrow down, so they were addressing questions as they come.
Jamie Lund, 704 8th St SE, stated some had done a great job with their information they had shared. He
said he was a father of two young boys and what concerned him were many things, but this plant would
be running from May until September. He commented how kids don’t stay inside in the summer and
would be breathing this stuff in. He said he wasn’t sure what all the stuff was, but it wasn’t good air. He
commented how the traffic would be an issue, but the biggest thing would be the air and kids. He added
he hoped there were more parents in this room that had the same concerns that he did along with some of
the council members. He asked how wide East Grand Forks was because the proposed plant was 1.5 miles
away from a school and that East Grand Forks was not that big and maybe six miles long so it was not a
big city. He said there was nothing against the Zavorals and nothing against the plant but this was not a
good place to put it. He commented there needed to be more investigation done, the kids and community
had been through a lot due to the bat flu and all of the restrictions, so they need to let the kids be kids in
the summertime and let them breath clean air.
Council member Helms stated the whole Zavoral family lived in East Grand Forks along with many of
the employees. He asked if they would introduce this to their whole family and their employees if it was
that serious. He said that Council member Vetter asked about moving this plant farther east at the dump
site, the same people would have the same issues, and asked where a good spot would be for this. Mr.
Lund said it should be moved away from the schools. Council member Helms stated it was his
understanding when they were told it could not be out by Simplot they were told to go to the location they
were applying for now but that was not working. He commented they would not put their own family in
danger and the Zavorals were a close family. Mr. Lund said that was one of the dumbest rebuttals. Council
Vice-President Riopelle asked to keep things civil. Mr. Lund said he was, he had started walking away,
and he was asked a question. He added they could agree to disagree because he wasn’t there to argue.
Jenna Jorgenson, 17704 429th Ave SW, stated her and her husband purchased their home almost six years
ago. She explained she had many concerns about the asphalt plant, she had been attending meetings about
this item, including the meeting in January where she chose not to speak, but realized that was a mistake.
She stated she attended the planning and zoning meeting where six people expressed their concerns about
this plant. She said four of those people lived within a mile of the proposed site and during that meeting
it was said the plant would run 6am to 10pm, six days a week, and it was unknown at that meeting if they
would be closing the Thief River Falls plant. She stated if that plant closed they could guarantee there
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would be 30 trucks an hour to compensate for that plant being closed. She added if they did the math that
was about 480 trucks per day along with the rest of the traffic from Highway 2. She said that was 2,880
trucks by her house six days a week along with the others that lived within that mile. She explained it was
said at the planning and zoning meeting this would be insignificant, but she begged to differ. She added
she has a daughter who always wants to be outside, they are right by Highway 2, and it would be affecting
her and her family which was a big deal to be taken under consideration. She asked the Council that if
their child or grandchildren were outside in the short summer months dealing with the smell, noise, the
trucks, and plant all summer long that it would not bother them at all. She said there was 168 hours in
one week, if the plant runs from 6am to 10pm, that was 96 hours total, and leaves them 72 hours of no
trucks, no smells, or try to enjoy outside. She said it was not fair to them and they should put themselves
in her shoes and if they would support this if they lived in one of the five homes.
Ms. Jorgenson added she bought her house to raise her kids in the country for a reason and the other
concern would be the resale value of her home because if the plant went forward, who would want to buy
her house. She said there was a comment from a business owner at the planning and zoning meeting and
said one of the council members said this was a win/win for the city and it was too bad that the concerns
of the people were not being considered. She added she was at the meeting for a reason and she did not
feel like anyone was listening so they should take into consideration the concerns about the noise, smell,
health reason to make this decision. She stated reminded the Council the Highway 2 project was
successfully completed without an asphalt plant with city limits, there had to be a better location, and
thanked the Council for their time.
Kelly Driscoll, 42813 170th St SW, told the Council he worked for an asphalt company. He said there
would be 60 feet piles of class 5, sand, and crusher dust. He stated when the wind blows, he lived less
than a quarter of a mile from the site, and it will blow into his yard with the winds usually blowing from
the northwest and how 90% of the time this past winter that was the direction of the wind. He explained
they would need to heat their AC tanks to 260 up to 280 degrees so they would need to run the generator
24 hours a day to keep the oil hot. He commented that the council members had never been to an asphalt
plant site when it was running full-bore, he asked if any had, and two acknowledged they had. He asked
them what they thought of the noise and the smell. Council member Johnson said there was a generator
four properties away from his at the lift station, he said he could hear it when he was on the street, it was
not that loud, and that system worked. Mr. Driscoll suggested he go to their site when it was running fullbore and listen to the generator that was running at 1800 rpms. He stated the Council did not understand
what this was all about, it was not only the smell when they were mixing it, it also the fumes from when
they heat the tank which would be blown straight towards him. He added he has two kids at home ages 9
and 10 who like to play out in the yard. He commented that if it wasn’t Zavorals putting a plant but Knife
River, this would have been shut down a long time ago. He said it should be a conflict of interest for the
Council to even vote on this item because of all of the things that Zavorals had done for the City and
money they have donated. He said again if it was a different company they would not be having this
discussion.
Mr. John Jeffrey introduced himself to the Council as a supervisor of the Huntsville Township. He stated
the township chairman, Scott Boushey, was present, along with Dan Zavoral, who was the other township
supervisor. He explained Huntsville Township was a municipality like the City, their board was made up
of three supervisors, and they did their own zoning for the 36 square miles of the township. He reminded
the Council he had asked them to wait on the annexation so they could discuss and get all the details so
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they could find out what was going on. He said it went ahead anyway with the idea it would get fixed
when it got to Planning and Zoning Commission. He stated one member, Mike Powers voted no, the rest
voted yes, and did not give any conditions or suggestions for the Council to consider. He added that Ms.
Ellis would not be able to give any conditions or suggestions. He stated he spoke with Mr. Galstad before
the meeting and it was explained to him once this was passed there was no going back, no review, it was
a done deal. He said if the Council passed this by just requiring they meet the MPCA requirements, that
was a low bar. He said 50 tons was the criteria, stack testing was done, and asked what the frequency was
of the stack testing. He commented that it could go all the way up to 50 tons based on the criteria.
Mr. Jeffrey said Council member Vetter was looking for some practical suggestions, so he had one with
regards to smell and emissions. He said in the materials it was listed what would be put out by the plant,
four of them that include sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, volatile organic compounds, and formaldehyde,
by their own admission, these items smell. He said they show what the plants have produced over the last
two years, and it was explained to Planning and Zoning this would not be used a whole lot. He suggested
looking at their output over the last two years, giving them the benefit of the doubt and add one ton,
because they cannot say what size of plant they were going to be bringing to this site, and they said they
would not be using much more than what they had been using but the max was 50 tons. He stated so one
thing that could be measured was the production of sulfur dioxide and they could put the cap at 5 tons
because the maximum they had been doing was 4 tons. He went on to nitrogen oxide, which smelled, the
max they had done between the two plants was 11 tons, so giving them an extra ton the limit could be set
at 12 tons. He continued with volatile organic compounds, 6 tons was their usage, so the limit could be
set at 7 tons. He stated formaldehyde usage was at .6 tons so the limit could be 1.6 tons. He added this
could be arbitrary but at least it gave a benchmark, and it was not unlimited. He said they were okaying
was a smokestack industry because when product was produced, stuff was coming out of the stack.
Mr. Jeffrey stated it seemed to him that this was marching ahead, restrictions were needed, if they couldn’t
or didn’t know what was going there, it was a reason to turn it down now, and let them come back to the
table along with information that was being requested. He said he didn’t know it, it was not in Ms. Ellis’s
wheelhouse, and maybe this would not be a problem at all and he hopes that is the case. He commented
that if it was put up, no one smells anything, emissions were fine, and life went on but he did not think
that would be the case because included in the materials that was given to Planning and Zoning, it included
materials from the MPCA about being a good business, and it included suggestions for beyond compliance
because the MPCA requirements did not take care of everything. He said the MPCA did allow additional
restrictions such as requiring the covering of aggregate materials or having the piles watered down. He
added there was a quarter mile road that could get a lot of traffic, Mr. Delisle was wanting to develop
commercial land to the south, all of the township was commercial, the annexed area was an island
surrounded by commercial, so there could be a restriction of watering the road and keeping conveyors
covered which were suggestions from the MPCA and seemed like reasonable restrictions that could be
added by the Council.
Mr. Jeffrey said with regards to the noise, crushing was not going to be done onsite, he knows how this
goes over time, things were not remembered, so if they were not having crushing onsite a restriction could
be included to not allow any crushing onsite. He stated they could limit the duration, they say mid-May
to October, so September 30th it should be shut down because there would be a lot of traffic coming down
County Road 17 for beet harvest. He added it seemed like beets were harvested earlier each year and this
would help with traffic congestion at a dangerous intersection where County Road 17 crossed Highway
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2. He said if the plant was done with their heavy operation by the end of September it would be light at
the end of the tunnel for some of the folks that lived so close. He continued saying with operation, how
they only operated 16 days at one of their plants, and the days of operation could be limited so the adjacent
homeowners had some peace once in a while which was why he was suggesting 30 days. He said he did
not have a reason behind it other than they said they would be operating fewer days than that and a limit
should be set so they were not surprised farther down the road with an operation going fullbore so they or
a successor could operate like there was no tomorrow. He stated again that the permit was not to Zavorals
but it ran with the land which was a legal term so if they sold the land the City would then be working
with the next property owner. He said Zavorals could be honorable and be good neighbors but the next
owner would only be limited to the restrictions that were listed by the Council. He said in regards to the
hours of operation he knew they wanted to run later but especially for the homeowners that live close,
operations could cease by 7pm because running Monday through Saturday, that would give them a break.
Mr. Jeffrey said he was not sure if there was a way to address odor other than using the metrics that had
been provided. He stated he had contacted some engineering firms, they had told him that asphalt stinks,
and there was no way to monitor it. He added there were ads stating they had ways to make asphalt not
smell but this would be an issue because air carries around here. He stated he lived two miles south of
East Grand Forks and depending on the wind and temperature there were times he could smell French
fries being cooked out there. He continued saying someone’s phone would start to ring when the wind
was right because of the smell. He added it would still be within MPCA criteria, but the City would still
have an issue. He said it was asked where a good spot for the plant and an answer for that was they were
doing just fine according to their own submission of $54 million in revenues, he did not begrudge them
that, and they got that with their current plant up in Thief River Falls. He said that was a good place for
it and they could still do projects in the area. He added he had not heard anything about the addition of
jobs, when it came to property values, the plant was portable, it was considered a contractor’s yard, but
when it would be assessed, the plant would be considered as personal property so there was no additional
value and would be based on a contractor’s yard.
Mr. Jeffrey said this was an emotional issue for everybody involved and it was hard when these things
happen. He added that if the permit was passed that restrictions were included and have a good discussion
about it. Council member DeMers said he had a question and that Mr. Jeffrey had mentioned he could
smell Simplot and asked if he could smell the asphalt plant that was located right next to it. Mr. Jeffrey
said no but he didn’t know how much was produced or how often it was run. He asked if it would be an
apples to apples comparison. Council member DeMers asked if Mr. Jeffrey was able to hear the races.
Mr. Jeffrey stated he thought Council member DeMers had recused himself from this issue. Council VicePresident Riopelle stated he lived on the north end, he could hear the races, he could not smell the asphalt
plant but was within a mile from that asphalt plant. Mr. Jeffrey asked how often that asphalt plant ran,
how much asphalt they were producing, and if it would be the same plant the Zavorals would be bringing
it or if it was something that was state of the art thing, so no one would smell it. Council Vice-President
Riopelle said again he had never smelled the plant.
Council member Larson said he just had a few comments and thanked everyone that had spoken. He said
what he was hearing was for a request for the City to require stricter environmental compliance that the
State of Minnesota and he was having a hard time understanding the City’s authority to do so. He
commented it was clear they were able to add anything into the permit but if they were to require stricter
environmental compliance than the State of Minnesota who was twice as strict as the federal requirements,
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he was concerned how that could impact American Crystal Sugar located just west of this location and
how they have a coal fired stack. He said setting some of the low emissions that had been suggested could
effectively shut down the plant. Mr. Jeffrey said they would not be putting restrictions on anyone else; it
would just be on this new use. He commented American Crystal had been around for 100 years, they all
built their homes knowing they would be smelling the plant, the business benefited the community as a
whole, and those that grew up in the area say it smells like money. He said this was something new which
would be the rationale tied with the fact that they were not changing all of the emissions but just the four
that smell so the benchmark would be set on their prior uses, and this would not affect American Crystal,
or anyone else. Council member Larson stated he appreciated the response and how the issues and
concerns were separated because it was a large issue and they had a blank agenda item which he was
somewhat frustrated by.
Council member Larson stated having environmental compliance that was stricter than the State he already
expressed his concerns with that. He continued saying the dust, noise, and smell were not regulated and
could be addressed in the permit. He asked the Zavorals to repeat their request related to crushing and
dust control. Mr. Jeffrey said since crushing was not going to happen on site he requested that the permit
indicate that no crushing of concrete or asphalt be allowed on site. Mr. Bopp commented that dust
monitoring of the road, piles, and plant was required by the storm water permit they were required to have
for this site. He said it was up to the City what the requirements were but it was also something they were
required to maintain as a permit holder. Council member Larson clarified it was a part of the MPCA
storm water pollution control that the dust control was regulated by the State. Mr. Bopp said yes. Mr.
Jeffrey asked what was required and not required by the State. Mr. Bopp said they were required to
suppress the dust, at other sites they have used water, blading, and calcium chloride so there were various
options that could be used but they usually used water because a water truck is on site at an asphalt plant.
He stated they water the roads because they want the drivers to see because this was a safety issue for
them as well. Mr. Jeffrey asked about the piles of aggregate and how they control the dust from that. Mr.
Bopp said they usually suppress that with water and it fell under their MPCA storm water permit. Mr.
Jeffrey said they were all in agreement on keeping the dust suppressed on the roads and piles so that could
also be included in the permit so there was a record of it. He added this way they would not have to dig
through MPCA rules, if rules change, or if there was a technicality everyone would know the roads and
aggregate piles watered to suppress dust. Council member Larson said it would need to conform to the
permits that the State required. Mr. Jeffrey said it was not sure what went into the detail but if it stated to
water roads and the piles, most would understand and only referencing the State rules did not help farther
down the road when trying to determine whether things are being done correctly so it could be included
as a benchmark.
Council Vice-President Riopelle commented he was told he was one that probably did not read everything
but under option 2, all of that was listed out on the form. He added he read everything more than once.
Mayor Gander asked how long it would take for a stack test from the time it was ordered to be performed
on average. Mr. Bopp said they would have to schedule it in advance, it would depend on the work load
of the agency, so depending on their schedule it was typically a few weeks up eight weeks at the most.
Mayor Gander said once or twice a year if the odor increased if a stack test could be initiated so there was
a random stack test and if that could be listed as condition. He explained by some process if there was an
unusually high aroma a stack test could be requested as condition of approval. Mr. Bopp said they would
have a concern about the cost as well as the criteria of what the request would be based upon. Mayor
Gander said there would need to be a process. Mr. Jeffrey asked about the frequency for stack tests, if it
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was not being requested by the City, how often would this be requested from the MPCA. Mr. Bopp stated
a stack test was required every three years. Mr. Jeffrey commented there was monitoring but it was only
once every three years to see if they were meeting the criteria. Mr. Bopp clarified that if there were any
modifications to the plant, they would be required to have a stack test completed and the plants did not
typically change because it was costly. Mayor Gander commented that they were trying to certify the
process. Mr. Bopp said that was correct. Mayor Gander stated they were determining if the process fit
their criteria and that would be why it was done every three years because they were not continually
revising the process so they would be following the same strategy until there was a change and it would
be tested again. Mr. Bopp said there were provisions in the testing that did encourage contractors to do
their best, there was a cost value based on the performance of the test, so they encouraged contractors to
achieve better standards. Mr. Jeffrey asked if it was a snap shot because they show up one day to complete
the test and then three years later the test was run again for one day of operation. Mayor Gander asked if
the test would be done when the plant was running fullbore and if that was a stipulation. Mr. Dan Zavoral
said it was an eight hour test where they had to produce a certain minimum per hour.
Jenna Carter, 42813 170th St SW, stated her family owned 75 acres from Highway 2 along 17 and it was
ironic they were there today fighting over land. She said her grandma, Donna Driscoll, the aunt of the
Enrights sitting behind her, fought for this. She said in her family trust she was set to inherit the acres
closest from Highway 2 next to her uncle’s house on 17 and where she planned to build her forever home
with her husband and soon to be three kids. She said the Council all had kids and none of them could tell
her that they would live next to this plant. She addressed Mr. John Zavoral saying she had known him
since she was five years old, how he could not tell her he would put his daughter and three kids next to
this. She then addressed Mr. Zach Bopp, said she knew his wife, how they grew up together, and his wife
would say no too. She continued saying another point she would like to make was about the traffic and
asked if anyone of them driven down 17th during beet harvest. She said it was very, very dangerous and
she did not know how many times her and her family had come upon accidents. She guaranteed some of
them died and the City would be sued which was a promise. She asked what this would do to land values,
how the farmers who make up most of the community, and the only people benefiting from this was the
Council and the Zavorals. She said that was all she wanted to say.
Lana Driscoll, 6164 Camellia Circle, Grand Forks ND, said it was her daughter Jenna that just spoke and
that she has a vested interest in this. She said her family owned part of the land and she had not heard
anything about the contaminants, what it would do to the water table, what would this do to people that
had wells, what would it do to the water, and what it would do to the farmland. She asked what happened
the land gets devalued. She stated at one time her mother, Donna Enright Driscoll, was offered $10,000
per acre for this land because it was so close to American Crystal and what would it go to now. She said
again she and her family had a vested interest in this. She stated her brother was Kelly Driscoll and he
had two children out there, like her daughter said, the traffic was terrible during beet season and asked
what it would be like when they were running their trucks. She commented that someone would be killed
out there, she has come upon many accidents when she lived out there, and she wished they would take
that under deep consideration.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER VETTER, TO CLOSE THE PUBLIC HEARING.
Voting Aye:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
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Voting Nay:
Absent:

None.
Olstad.

CONSENT AGENDA:
Items under the “Consent Agenda” will be adopted with one motion; however, council members may
request individual items to be pulled from the consent agenda for discussion and action if they choose.
3. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-04-28 awarding the annual sewer cleaning and televising to Pipe
Detectives, Inc for a total of $47,251.46.
4. Consider approving the parade permit application for the Alerus Center to hold the Monster Truck
Parade on Friday, April 22 between 4:45pm and 5:15pm.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER VETTER, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER DEMERS, TO APPROVE ITEMS THREE (3) AND FOUR (4).
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad

ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF REPORTS OF OFFICERS, BOARDS, AND COMMISSIONS:
5. Regular meeting minutes of the Water, Light, Power, and Building Commission for March 16, 2022.
COMMUNICATIONS: NONE
OLD BUSINESS: NONE
NEW BUSINESS:
6. Consider approval or denial of the Special Use Permit to construct and operate a hot mix asphalt plant.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER HELMS, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER JOHNSON, TO APPROVE THE SPECIAL USE PERMIT WITH THE
STIPULATION THE PERMIT BE REVOKED IT THE PROPERTY IS SOLD.
Mr. Galstad stated the condition of revocation if sold was not possible so once the permit was in place, as
long as they were substantially complying, the permit would not dissolve. Ms. Ellis said all operations
would need to continue to exist exactly how Zavorals were operating it so any changes could make the
special use permit null and void as well as if they were to sell and the site remained empty or unused for
a year the permit would be invalid.
Council member Vetter said he was not ready to vote on this, they needed to put some stuff into the special
use permit, so if they were going to be voting right now, he would be voting no. He asked to bring this to
a work session, put some checks and balances in the permit, and then they could move forward. Council
Vice-President Riopelle said he would also like to see restrictions in place before moving forward with it.
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Ms. Ellis said restrictions were stated in the report so they could set amount of time and operation, they
could set hours of operation, the city currently had construction hours, exclude holidays and Sundays,
make it weather dependent, limit to number of days, and based it on permits they receive from MPCA and
the EPA. She said a comment made at the planning commission meeting was if they were in violation of
the permits the MPCA would need to bring them back into compliance. She added the City could set it
so they must be in compliance so any violation would declare the permit null and void. She said a stack
test could be required every year and if they were in violation than they would be in violation of the City’s
permit. She continued saying they could require dust control being addressed within so many hours, the
MPCA did required a compliance audit for hot mix asphalt plants, and she asked if that was something
that was done for a new plant. Mr. Brooks said any time they move a plant an audit was needed. Ms.
Ellis told the Council they could require submittals of testing or monitoring to the City once a year or it
could be sent for an independent review at the contractor’s cost. She said there were some conditions to
consider along with the requirement of electrical service to the site as soon as possible so the generator
would only be used as backup. She added whether this was approved or denied they would need the
reasons for it so it could be drafted into a findings of fact. Mr. Galstad reminded the Council this needed
to be voted on within the 60 day period. Ms. Ellis said the application was received the week of March
23rd so they had time.
Mayor Gander thanked everyone for keeping this civil, for thinking about their kids, their quality of life,
and this had not evolved into personal attacks. He said they were not going to agree on everything, but
he appreciated the tone, it was passionate, but factual because going beyond that did not help this situation.
He said attorneys were good at saying they absolutely opposed something but if it was going to be
approved then here were some suggestions. He said there could be some conversations before the work
session to see if there were restrictions that could be agreed upon while they still opposed this moving
forward which could be helpful for the Council. He also asked the Zavorals if they would submit to
stipulations that would already be done such as watering the roads and piles, this would set the bar high
in the case at some point if it changed hands, and this would help protect the City and the neighbors. He
added this would help with enforcement and set parameters.
Mr. Jeffrey said the devil was in the details, it was apparent this would not be solved today, and he did not
know how it would work and suggested he along Zavorals and representatives from the City sit down to
meditate. He added if it was going to be approved, he would be willing to help develop reasonable
restrictions so everyone being a part of the solution would help, not everyone will end up liking everything,
but they could try to come up with something that would make sense. Council member Helms asked what
the next step was with the motion. Council member Johnson said he rescinded his second to the motion
on the basis the permit would stay with the land. Council Vice-President Riopelle asked for a motion to
table this item.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER LARSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER JOHNSON, TO TABLE THIS ITEM AND BRING IT TO THE NEXT WORK
SESSION.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:
Abstain:

Riopelle, Johnson, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.
DeMers.
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7. Consider final approval of the Enright Addition along with the condition of submitting a digital file to
the planning office.
Council Vice-President Riopelle said this item was also going to be pulled from the agenda.
8. Consider approving the rezoning of Lots 10 and 12 in Traill’s Addition and smaller pieces of shown
on the aerial map from C-2 Highway Commercial to I-2 General Industrial.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER VETTER, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER LARSON, TO APPROVE THE REZONING OF LOTS 10 AND 12 IN TRAILL’S
ADDITION AND SMALLER PIECES OF SHOWN ON THE AERIAL MAP FROM C-2
HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL TO I-2 GENERAL INDUSTRIAL.
Ms. Ellis said this property was located north of Pace Painting and the railroad tracks and south of Lulu’s
Thrift Store. She explained the property had been acting as a show room for trucks, the area itself was
small because of the right-a-ways and railroad easement. She stated Pace Painting purchased it for a
storage facility of their equipment and space for people to rent. She said the piece was zoned as highway
commercial, that did not allow storage units in this zone, but it was allowed in the industrial area which
the property next to was. She said the request was received to rezone this property and a few different
items were considered for a rezone. She explained the first was if it was appropriate zoning for the
property, if it fit with the current comprehensive plan, and how it fit with the current zoning of the area.
She stated the current zoning of the area was high commercial to the west, north, and south, but just to the
east was industrial zoning. She continued saying it would fit in with the current comprehensive plan
which did allow for some commercial and industrial uses in areas where it would be hard to have just
commercial. She said commercial involved many different things such as utilities, parking, space for
employees, and this would not require parking for customers or office space for workers so it was a good
fit to have the building. She said it would be appropriate zoning for the property.
Ms. Ellis stated based on those items, the lack of space, and the good fit for this property the planning
commission did recommend approving the change in zoning.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.

9. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-04-29 approving the hiring of Ashley Ruit as the part time
Administrative Assistant/Dispatcher/Jailer at a salary of $21.67 per hour.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER VETTER, TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 22-04-29 APPROVING THE HIRING OF
ASHLEY
RUIT
AS
THE
PART
TIME
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT/DISPATCHER/JAILER AT A SALARY OF $21.67 PER HOUR.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.
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10. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-04-30 approving the purchase of Parcel 59.00061.01 that is
approximately 64 acres for a total of $707,840 for the construction of a south-end bridge.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER VETTER, TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 22-04-30 APPROVING THE PURCHASE
OF PARCEL 59.00061.01 THAT IS APPROXIMATELY 64 ACRES FOR A TOTAL OF $707,840
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SOUTH-END BRIDGE.
Council member DeMers asked once this was done if there needed to be a discussion about the annexation
of this property into the city. Ms. Ellis said the City had a number of properties outside of city limits and
suggested to wait to annex this property until more bridge studies had been completed. She said they
could annex everything in between but the property would sit empty so she suggested to not annex the
property at this time. Council member DeMers said they should have a conversation about what should
be annexed into the City because it was all city property along the wetside of the levy system so if they
wanted to create parkland or trails or anything in that area it should be in city limits.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, and Vetter.
Helms.
Olstad.

11. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-04-31 awarding the 2022 City Project No. 5 Fire Station Roof
Replacement and Library Roof Repairs to Allweather Roof for a total project cost of $524,530.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER HELMS, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER LARSON, TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 22-04-31 AWARDING THE 2022 CITY
PROJECT NO. 5 FIRE STATION ROOF REPLACEMENT AND LIBRARY ROOF REPAIRS
TO ALLWEATHER ROOF FOR A TOTAL PROJECT COST OF $524,530.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.

12. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-04-32 setting the final hearing for the 2022 Assessment Job No.
1 for street and utility improvements for 5th Avenue NW and 20th Street NW for May 17, 2022.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER HELMS, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER LARSON, TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 22-04-32 SETTING THE FINAL
HEARING FOR THE 2022 ASSESSMENT JOB NO. 1 FOR STREET AND UTILITY
IMPROVEMENTS FOR 5TH AVENUE NW AND 20TH STREET NW FOR MAY 17, 2022.
Council member DeMers asked for an explanation of the steps, so people understood what was going on.
Mr. Emery stated bids had been received, this step was setting the final assessment hearing, and based on
feedback from the hearing the Council would decide if the project would be moving forward or if the bids
would be rejected. Discussion followed about how the information would be mailed out to the property
owners at the beginning of the following week, the bid opening was open to the public, and bid package
did include two phases to try and minimize the distance where people would have to park and get to their
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home. Mr. Emery said that could also be discussed at the hearing. More discussion followed about how
the whole street would have to be done at one time and the bid opening was advertised and was a public
opening.
Mayor Gander said this was a neighborhood street, the Council wanted to carry out their preference, and
bids were received because everything before that was based on an engineer estimate. He stated these
were hard numbers from the bid process so they could make an informed choice. He added some may not
be on board and again they wanted to move forward based on the preference of the neighborhood.
Discussion followed about how there were three bidders that included Taggert Contracting, Strata
Corporation, and Zavorals, Taggert was the lowest bidder, and the cross section included 7 inches of
concrete, and 10 inches of gravel base with geogrid fabric with drain tile. Council member Helms stated
this was just to set the final hearing date which would be on May 17th.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.

13. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-04-33 accepting the report of feasibility and setting the
improvement hearing for 2022 Assessment Job No. 2 for street and utility improvements to 4th Street
NE for June 7, 2022.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER HELMS, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER LARSON, TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 22-04-33 ACCEPTING THE REPORT OF
FEASIBILITY AND SETTING THE IMPROVEMENT HEARING FOR 2022 ASSESSMENT
JOB NO. 2 FOR STREET AND UTILITY IMPROVEMENTS TO 4TH STREET NE FOR JUNE 7,
2022.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.

14. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-04-34 authorizing the preparation of plans and specifications for
the installation of a HAWK system at the intersection of 13th Street SE and Bygland Road SE.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER LARSON, TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 22-04-34 AUTHORIZING THE
PREPARATION OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE INSTALLATION OF A HAWK
SYSTEM AT THE INTERSECTION OF 13TH STREET SE AND BYGLAND ROAD SE.
Council member DeMers asked how this system would affect traffic. Mr. Emery said it would be
specifically for traffic on Bygland. Council member DeMers asked if HAWK systems were able to handle
the four quadrants of traffic. Mr. Emery said he did not think so because typically the installation of
HAWK systems had been mid-block crossings. Council Vice-President Riopelle said they would need a
stop light for all four quadrants. Mayor Gander said there had recently been a revision to allow these at
intersections. Mr. Emery said it had been revised, MNDOT was not in favor of it, so as they get into the
design there may be more challenges. Mayor Gander said it would be a huge upgrade in safety for the
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kids and was available now. Council member DeMers said it would not be a huge upgrade, visibility
would be an issue, and it was a congested intersection. He stated he did not want to give a false sense of
security but he was in favor of moving forward with this because it did offer some benefit, but traffic
congestion may get worse. Ms. Ellis told the Council that HAWK systems were not traffic control devices,
they were for pedestrian safety, and she had seen them on a public road similar to this situation but not
usually at two public roads. Council member DeMers commented about the different situations he had
seen at this intersection and the best thing is the light would be higher but did not do anything for visibility.
He added if they wanted to improve safety, they would need to address the traffic congestion. Mayor
Gander suggested they keep working on the connection on the back side of the two schools which could
help congestion.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.

CLAIMS:
15. Consider authorizing the City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer to issue payment of recommended bills
and payroll.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER HELMS, TO AUTHORIZE THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR/CLERK-TREASURER
TO ISSUE PAYMENT OF RECOMMENDED BILLS AND PAYROLL.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.

COUNCIL/STAFF REPORTS:
Mayor Gander reminded everyone the State of the City was going to take place on Thursday, April 21st at
the Civic Center. He said seats were available for those that would just like to attend the program and lot
of different folks had contributed to the program so it should be informative. He added the meal started
at 11:30am with the program following at 12pm. He also reminded everyone about the upcoming the
Childcare Open House that would be on Monday, April 25th at the Spud Jr, everyone in the community
was invited to try and figure out how to do things better for childcare. Mr. Gorte said the deadline for
registration was at noon on Wednesday, the link was available on the city website, or staff could be
contacted to help with registration.
Council Member Helms commented about the ground breaking that was taking place on the north end of
town, it was excited, and another business was coming to town.
Council Vice-President Riopelle said the Mayor had volunteered the Council to serve the meal at the State
of the City event.
Council Member Johnson wanted to reach out to the public employees, it had been 25 years since the big
flood, and staff in all departments do their things so that did not happen again. He added he slept well at
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night knowing things were being taken care of.
Mr. Galstad thanked Sonny who was the maintenance person for the city. He said he did not get enough
credit and was unbelievable when it came to the knowledge he has, how he performs his duties, and the
promptness it was done in. He said Sonny did not get kudos very often, so he wanted to put that out there.
Mayor Gander said if an adhoc committee was formed to discuss the permit he would be willing to
serve. Council member Vetter said it would be going to a work session.
ADJOURN:
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER VETTER, TO ADJOURN THE APRIL 19, 2022 COUNCIL MEETING OF THE EAST
GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA CITY COUNCIL AT 7:12 P.M.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Riopelle, Johnson, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, and Helms.
None.
Olstad.
_______________________________________________
David Murphy, City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer
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#2

UNAPPROVED MINUTES
OF THE EMERGENCY MEETING
CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS
MONDAY, APRIL 25, 2022 – 5:00 PM
CALL TO ORDER:
The Emergency Meeting of the East Grand Forks City Council for Monday, April 25, 2022 was called to
order by Council President Olstad at 5:30 P.M.
CALL OF ROLL:
On a Call of Roll the following members of the East Grand Forks City Council were present: Mayor Steve
Gander, Council President Mark Olstad, Council Vice-President Tim Riopelle, Council Members Dale
Helms, Tim Johnson, Marc DeMers, and Brian Larson.
Staff Present: Jeff Boushee, Fire Chief; Ron Galstad, City Attorney; David Murphy, City Administrator;
and Megan Nelson, City Clerk.
DETERMINATION OF QUORUM:
The Council President Determined a Quorum was present.
1. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-04-35 extending the period of local emergency for the City
of East Grand Forks due to flooding of the Red River of the North and Red Lake River until the
river levels return below the 28-foot flood stage.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER RIOPELLE, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER HELMS, TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 22-04-35 EXTENDING THE PERIOD OF
LOCAL EMERGENCY FOR THE CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS DUE TO FLOODING OF
THE RED RIVER OF THE NORTH AND RED LAKE RIVER UNTIL THE RIVER LEVELS
RETURN BELOW THE 28-FOOT FLOOD STAGE.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

Johnson, Olstad, DeMers, Larson, Helms, and Riopelle.
None.
Vetter.

Chief Boushee stated he was behind but would be getting a situation report to the Council. He said he
wanted to give a quick briefing on where things were at. He explained the river level was currently at
44.79, it was expected to climb to 48 feet on Wednesday by approximately 1pm, and precipitation would
be coming in on Friday and Saturday. He added the information they had at this time showed it would
not increase the river level but extend the time the river was up. He stated steps taken included the closure
of the Point and Sorlie bridges, the 17th Street closure was in place, and they have held daily meetings to
determine plans. He said they would be meeting to reevaluate following the briefing from the National
Weather Service and make decisions on what closures might be next. He added Mr. Stordahl and Public
Works might be staging by the Louis Murray Bridge depending on the information from the National
Weather Service.
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Chief Boushee stated Saturday the City was asked by the Polk County Emergency Manager to find some
volunteers to send to Crookston to help sand bag, the Independent School District 595 offered up two
school buses to transport people, and they got 11 volunteers to go and help. Mayor Gander said Council
member Brian Larson was one of those volunteers. Chief Boushee said earlier in the day the City of Fisher
reached out for assistance, ISD 595 provided the buses, and sent 50 students to go and help. He added he
spoke with the Fisher Fire Chief who wanted to express his thanks and appreciation for what was done for
Fisher because the students helped them get things done. He commented they were able to send out
volunteers because city employees were able to take care of things in the city. He said that he and Mayor
Gander visited businesses on Sunday morning to let them know what was going on, reassured them the
bridge would be opened back up just as soon as it would be safe to, and they were all very understanding.
He asked if there were any questions.
Council member DeMers asked if staff was able to incorporate the Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
training they recently went through. Chief Boushee said it was something he considered but they did not
open up EOC because they were able to handle the requests through on-duty staff. He added that IT was
preparing in case they needed to open it and it played a part when working with the County. Mayor
Gander said they would like to thank the groups and individuals, they had observed a lot of professionalism
and comradery, and anything observed they would like to hear and give credit to at the meeting the
following day.
Mr. Murphy told the Council there was some overland flooding on the north end of the city, the water was
now down, there was a perfect storm of scenarios that caused the area to flood, and they were not sure
how it could have been avoided. He said the storm sewer was overwhelmed, the ground was saturated
and partially frozen, and there was significant rainfall, that came quickly. He stated they were doing the
best they could so they would try and learn from this situation. Council Vice-President Riopelle stated
some individuals would be attending the next council meeting and be looking for answers because they
said it had happened before when there was only one inch of rain.
ADJOURN:
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER HELMS, TO ADJOURN THE APRIL 25, 2022 EMERGENCY MEETING OF THE
EAST GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA CITY COUNCIL AT 5:39 P.M.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

Johnson, Olstad, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, and Riopelle.
None.
_________________________________________
David Murphy, City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer
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#3

UNAPPROVED MINUTES
OF THE CITY
COUNCIL WORK SESSION
CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS
TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 2022 – 5:00 PM
CALL TO ORDER:
The Work Session of the East Grand Forks City Council for Tuesday, April 26, 2022 was called to order
by Council President Olstad at 5:00 P.M.
CALL OF ROLL:
On a Call of Roll the following members of the East Grand Forks City Council were present: Mayor Steve
Gander (5:05pm), Council President Mark Olstad, Council Vice-President Tim Riopelle, Council
Members Clarence Vetter, Dale Helms, Tim Johnson, Marc DeMers, and Brian Larson.
Staff Present: Jeff Boushee, Fire Chief; Nancy Ellis, City Planner; Steve Emery, City Engineer; Ron
Galstad, City Attorney; Paul Gorte, Economic Development Director; Michael Hedlund, Police Chief,
Reid Huttunen, Parks and Recreation Superintendent; David Murphy, City Administrator/ClerkTreasurer; Megan Nelson, City Clerk; and Jason Stordahl, Public Works Director.
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM:
The Council President Determined a Quorum was present.
Mr. Murphy said there were quite a few people in attendance, so he wanted to make sure everyone was
aware of what was happening and what kind of meeting it was. He explained this was a work session, the
Council would review and discuss the application along with the public comments from the public
hearings, and comments that were provided electronically. He stated this would be an opportunity for the
Council to ask the applicant questions, discuss potential conditions, and move the item forward to a future
council meeting for a vote. He added this was not a public hearing, it was a public meeting, and two
public hearings were already held.
1. Discussion on Possible Conditions for the Special Use Permit for Construction and
Operation of a Hot Mix Asphalt Plant – Nancy Ellis
Council President Olstad stated Ms. Ellis would be available for questions. He said something that had
come up during discussions was having a limited time permit, different time lengths of time had been
suggested, and if a term limit was going to be a requirement they would need to start another process
because a time limit was not allowed by State Statute for the current process. He added he did not want
to waste everyone’s time discussing this any further if a time restriction was going to be a requirement.
He asked Mr. Galstad to explain further before the Council started discussion.
Mr. Galstad explained a special use permit had been requested, a special use permit was synonymous with
conditional use permit, and was dealt with by Minnesota Statute. He told the Council the Statute says
these kinds of permits did not have a durational time restriction, but an interim use permit would allow
for a time restriction which was a different permit and process. He said for this permit and process there
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was no duration or time period the Council could place on the permit as a restriction. He added it was
also confirmed by the League of Minnesota Cities.
Council President Olstad said he watched all of the meetings, read all of the emails, received phone calls,
and he did not think there needed to be term limits, they could rely on the State, and their requirements.
He added they could talk about other requirements such as keeping the roads watered. Council member
Helms asked if the State put a time limit on the permit. Council President Olstad said once the permit was
issued there was no end date. Mr. Galstad added there was no end date unless they were not in compliance
with the permit, they would be given an opportunity to come back into compliance, but if they did not the
permit would be terminated. Council President Olstad asked if term limits put on this from 3 to 5 years
and what that would mean to them based on the investment that would need to be made at the site. Mr.
John Zavoral told the Council the amount of dollars that would be needed to be put into this site, they
would need it to be unlimited, the County issued temporary permits and those sites moved over time, but
they would be in favor of no time limit. Council President Olstad asked what their estimated costs were
for this site. Mr. Zavoral said it was between $3 to $5 million.
Council member Vetter said they had heard from a lot of citizens, he had taken a lot of phone calls, and
there were lots of concerns. He explained he was not against this site, but they owed it to the citizens to
give a time frame of three to five years, see if there were the same concerns, and at that point consider a
permanent permit. He added if they were not able have a three to five year limit he would be voting no.
Council President Olstad asked if they had a time restriction, and what criteria would be used at the end
of the permit to determine if a permanent permit could be issued. Council member Vetter said that was a
good question, he hadn’t thought about it, but was thinking more about public opinion. He said if there
were problems the Council would be hearing about it and if there was a big fall out from it the room would
be full of people. He added suggestions had been made about what to include as restrictions, some of
those restrictions might eliminate some concerns, but he wasn’t sure what could be included as restrictions.
Mayor Gander said a shorter term was something to consider but object criteria would need to be set in
advance for the continuation or termination of the permit. He added he would not be willing to leave
things opened ended because that would not work. Council President Olstad commented the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) already had regulations in place that could be used as parameters, if
there were other issues brought up, they could look into them, but if they were operating based on the
regulations without having any instances where they were being sited, he did not have a problem with it.
He asked again if council members wanted to set a time frame for the permit, it would require a different
process, and if they should continue.
Mayor Gander said if they had approval without a time frame when it might be terminated due to violations
and what would be required to get it reinstated. Mr. Galstad explained most of this would be controlled
by outside agencies such as the MPCA, the MPCA was more stringent that the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), Grand Forks, and 90% of the other states in the country. He said the plant would be
monitored, a stack test would have to be performed every three years unless the plant was modified, both
the City and State would have to grant permission for them to modify the plant. He added they could not
exceed what was allowed by the special use permit because they were allowed to have a 300-ton plant as
opposed to an 800-ton plant. He added those were reasonable restrictions, they would be monitored by
the MPCA, and they would have a reasonable time period to come back into compliance which would
depend upon the circumstances of the non-compliance or issue. He stated if they did not make the
correction to get back into compliance then the special use permit would be terminated.
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Council President Olstad stated they would listen and be respectful of the citizens but wanted to make it
known the Council would also be following the standards set by the MPCA which were more extreme
that what was set by the EPA. Mayor Gander commented they would also be enforceable. Mr. Galstad
told the Council that if the permit would need to be terminated the City would need to bring an action to
revoke the permit, it would go before the district court, and a neutral third party would make a
determination regarding if they were not substantially complying. Council Vice-President Riopelle asked
if an interim permit was approved for three to five years and when that ended if they would have to apply
and go through another permit process. Mr. Galstad said they would have to start another process, or the
interim permit could be extended. Council member Johnson asked Mr. Zavoral if it was their intention to
build this and sell it. Mr. Zavoral said their business had been in the community for over 70 years and
they planned on being around another 70 plus years.
Council President Olstad asked again if the Council wanted to consider an interim permit they could move
onto the next item. Mr. Zavoral said if they voted no or asked for another process it would take another 3
month which would affect them. Council member Larson asked about terms and if a restriction could be
limiting this to a 300-ton per hour mobile asphalt plant so if there was a desire to install a larger, permanent
plant later it would trigger another permit process. Mr. Galstad said it would start another process but he
had limited information on the plant and thought any of these plants could be moved. Mr. Zach Bopp told
the Council that all plants could be in a location long term, or it could be mobile because it was up to the
user on how it would be utilized. Council member Larson said there was a proposed site plan, a proposed
plant, and all restrictions for emissions were based on that information. He added they did not know about
a larger plant so there was a fear of the unknown. Mr. Galstad said the Council could limit this to what
was being indicated in the plan and reminded everyone that the MPCA emission standards were the same
regardless the size of the plant. Mr. Bopp told the Council two plants were listed in the supplemental
information and figure 5.1 showed two plants, Plant 1 was the larger 600-ton plant, and Plant 2 was the
smaller 300-ton plant. He said both were under the MPCA and EPA limits and they provided information
on both because they did not know what would be going there.
Council President Olstad said another process would take three months and asked Ms. Ellis if she could
explain the process. Ms. Ellis said the City Code did provide for an interim permit, no one had every
applied for one, and usually when people were located within city limits, they want to be able to operate
for any given period of time. She stated an interim permit would go through a public hearing process, be
reviewed by the Planning Commission, but she was not sure if conditions could be added. Mr. Galstad
said the interim permit would be the same process except it would have a limited time frame. Ms. Ellis
added they would have to go through the same process after the time period was over. She told the Council
that if operations ceased at this location for a year, pull the plant, and the site was empty the special use
permit would end because it was for the land so if the use wasn’t being performed, they would have to
start the process over again. Mr. Zavoral stated that an interim permit would not work for them because
they would be taking a risk being limited to a number of years. Council President Olstad he wanted to
make sure everyone understood the process they were going through.
Council President Olstad asked if there were any other comments on term limits or if they could move on
to discuss other conditions. Mayor Gander said some may be on the fence regarding a term limit and
placing certain conditions might help them decide. He asked to proceed with other conditions. Mr.
Murphy stated if the Council did want to look at an interim use this process would need to end, the permit
would be denied, and they would need to apply to start the other process.
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Council President Olstad asked Ms. Ellis to start going through possible conditions. Ms. Ellis stated the
list of potential conditions was put together from what she had received from council members, staff,
Huntsville Township, and any other comments received. She explained she listed them by issue that
included dust, hours of operation, days and months of operation, air emissions, city code requirements
such as traffic, utilities, and aesthetics. She stated the majority of them regarding dust were similar, there
was a request to have the aggregate piles covered or watered on a regular basis, to have the gravel road
watered, and require the road to be paved. She told the Council when property was annexed into the City
and it was platted, a developer’s agreement was required which did include requiring a hard dustless
surface within a period of time which was usually around three years so that along with utilities would be
addressed in the agreement. She added the road would be considered public right of way but not be a
public road because it would not connect one site to another site. She said the road width would still need
to be at least 20 to 24 feet wide to allow for fire and rescue services.
Council President Olstad asked to discuss these items one at a time. He asked Zavorals about covering or
watering their piles. Mr. Dan Zavoral explained one of the piles was rock which did not blow around,
another pile was sand which was heavy particles that did not usually blow around, and the crusher dust
was rock that had been broken down into different sized particles with the smallest being a clay-like
particle which made up 12% of the pile. He said it was a small percentage of the pile and adding water to
the piles also increased the amount of energy needed to dry the materials prior to producing asphalt and
using more fossil fuels so watering piles was not effective dust control on a stationary pile. He added if
they were stacking materials using a conveyor, they would control dust by using sprayers connected to
the conveyor. He said covering a pile could be cumbersome due to the small operation they would have
at this location. Mr. Bopp informed the Council that dust control was also monitored by two of their
permits for the site, they had to determine how to control it, and it was included in the emissions
calculations along with the travel of the trucks to the nearest paved road.
Council President Olstad asked about watering the gravel road or what other things they could do. Mr.
Zavoral stated a best management practice would be watering on a daily basis or as needed, an application
of calcium chloride with regular maintenance and watering kept it activated to keep dust down, and
reducing truck speed helped. Council President Olstad asked if it was typical to use calcium chloride.
Mr. Zavoral stated the solution of calcium chloride on the road makes the road look wet, it pulled moisture
from the air, and kept the dust down. Ms. Ellis asked how long it would take to address dust. Mr. Zavoral
said a water truck would be readily available to remedy any dust issues and they would have to schedule
a calcium chloride application.
Council member Larson stated there was a ready-mix concrete plant not far from the proposed site and if
their site would have a similar arrangement with the aggregate piles and asked how the finest materials
were stored. Mr. Zavoral said the crusher dust was stored in a pile by itself and it was still a heavy material
because it still had some rock in it and depending on the asphalt mix, only made up 5% up to 15 % of the
overall mix. Council member Larson asked if there was a comparable situation to anywhere else in the
city to what they were proposing. Jeff, a Zavoral employee, said that was correct and the only difference
between the piles was they had dust on hand, and they did not at the ready-mix site but their crushed
concrete would be comparable to their crushed dust pile. Council Larson asked if they knew if the readymix plant crushed on-site. Jeff said he thought they did. Council member Larson then asked Mr. Bopp
or Mr. Zavoral about how dust control was enforced since it was a part of their permit. Mr. Bopp said
they try to be good neighbors, if it was dry and windy, they might already be addressing it, the water truck
would be available, apply water if they were using the conveyor, because it was a safety factor and concern
for their workers. Council member Larson asked if the MPCA inspector showed up randomly to see if
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they were complying with the permit. Mr. Bopp said they had to keep track of what they do for dust
control and the MPCA did make surprise visits to sites. He added when they met with township boards
or with the County they provide their phone numbers so if there is an issue it could be addressed. He
added they could provide city departments with their phone numbers so things could be addressed.
Ms. Ellis continued with hours of operation and suggestions that had been received included not operating
after 7pm, not before 8am, not before noon, not in the afternoon, only 8am to 12pm on Saturdays, no
Sunday operations, and more. She stated the City did have a noise ordinance that addressed construction
projects including road and building projects which did allow for operation on Monday through Fridays
from 7am to 10pm, Saturdays from 9am to 9pm, and nothing allowed on Sundays. She added these times
were for construction and not hours for operation for permitted uses. Council President Olstad asked since
there was already an ordinance and if different hours of operation would deviate from what the City
already had in place. Ms. Ellis said it could be included as a condition because they could address noise
so they could put those hours in there since there was already an ordinance in place but there were no
conditions for operation for other businesses because they were not looking at their noise. She added
hours of operation could be limited due to noise. Mr. Galstad agreed with that and how there was a
Minnesota rule that dealt with residential, commercial, and industrial day time and night time hours which
was referenced within the city code.
Council President Olstad asked if there were any industries that went above and beyond those hours. Mr.
Galstad said none that he was aware of. Ms. Ellis stated hours of operations were addressed at preconstruction meetings and if they had received a complaint for someone working outside of project hours
someone was sent out to address it. She said she did not drive by the industrial uses or construction
projects because it was done on a complaint basis. Mr. Murphy asked if there were any industries that
currently had more restricted hours of operation that what the ordinances allowed. Ms. Ellis said no, and
it would be based on the construction hours if a complaint was received. Council President Olstad asked
if there were any other questions on time. Council member Larson said they had received a lot of feedback
from the public regarding noise and he was concerned any restrictions a future council could use against
American Crystal Sugar, especially during campaign. He asked if any restrictions for this plant be used
in future litigation or complaints with other industries. Mr. Galstad said it would be an automatic argument
to allow a business to run 24/7 and another only allowed to run 7am to 7pm. Ms. Ellis said it might affect
businesses that come in after this.
Council President Olstad asked the Zavorals about what kinds of hours were their normal operating hours
for the last couple years and he understood how weather could become a factor. Mr. Dan Zavoral
explained they typically started the plant at approximately 6am to let things warm up, trucks showed up
around 7am, and they try to work 12 to 13 hours a day. He said it was usually 6am to 10pm during the
week and they had a broad range based on the Polk County application and kept it because they thought
it would be good for potential operations. He said if they worked later into the evening it was usually
because of a weather event coming. Mr. Bopp stated that Sundays and holidays had been brought up and
typically their trucks had to be off the road a day before a holiday. He added in the last couple years they
only worked a handful of Saturdays for various reasons, the construction season was short, and they may
need to make up time. Council Vice-President Riopelle asked if they ever had to work overnight because
it was too hot during the day. Mr. Bopp said it sometimes happened with concrete but not so much with
asphalt because they needed to be able to see so they had not done it at all. He told the Council they fired
up the generator at Sacred Heart over the weekend during a quiet time, the generator was equivalent in
size to their generator, and reviewed the decibel readings that started out at 101 right next to the generator
and dropped down the farther they were away from it and compared to those typical activities such as
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traffic and a quiet neighborhood. Mr. Dan Zavoral stated if the generator was set up on the south end of
their property it would be 500 feet away from Highway 2 and 1600 feet away from County Road 17 or
1600 feet from the nearest shelter belt and at those distances the decibel level would be in the 50s and be
similar to regular traffic. He said there was a lot of separation from other properties and that would allow
the sound to dissipate.
Ms. Ellis stated the City was still working on obtaining service territory, they were applying for the permit
to run the electrical line, and when property was annexed Water and Light would provide services.
Council member Johnson asked if they wanted to be allowed to start at 6am. Mr. Zavoral said they were
able to operate this site as a contractor yard as it was. He asked what the hours of operations were for a
contractor yard because the 7am to 10pm was for construction projects. Ms. Ellis stated there were no
hours of operation listed for the industrial area. Mr. Zavoral asked if the operation hours for the asphalt
plant were going to be restricted or if they would have hours restricted on the entire site because currently
there was no restriction on the rest of the site. He commented how they could do everything on the site
expect mix asphalt without the permit. Council President Olstad said he was asking more about the
process and asked if there were any more questions on time. Mr. Zavoral said they were trying to get off
the road before dusk because that was safest.
Ms. Ellis continued with days and months of operation and suggestions that had been received included
limiting the number of days operation between May 15-October 15, May 1-October 1, May 1-September
30, or a six-month period. She said they would not be limiting them to days or hours of operation for the
contractor yard if they chose to use that, but the Council could do so when it came to running the asphalt
plant. She stated they had requested May 1-October 31 in the Polk County permit application. Council
President Olstad asked what their typical time frame was. Mr. Zavoral said the weather was a factor but
usually they could start April 15th some years, they had been shut down by a snow storm in October, but
were able to finish the job in November because it warmed back up. He said they could be reasonable
and asked why they would be limited. He added they would not be paving in December, January,
February, or March so why would their schedule be limited. Mayor Gander said the construction season
included all of the outside recreation months so there was no gain to take off winter months. Council
President Olstad asked what they were asking for and what had been suggested. Mr. Bopp said that was
not something they were asking for but was required for the Polk County application.
Ms. Ellis said the recommendations received for air emissions was to test every other day during operating,
hire an expert, if the permit holder was in violation of any environmental regulations of OSHA, the EPA,
or the MPCA when it came to air quality, water quality, or storm water management the special use permit
would immediately become null and void. She stated when a city permit was issued and there is a
violation, a stop work order was issued and a time frame was given to bring it back into compliance, and
if they were not able to do so then the permit became null and void. She added she was not sure if they
were able to just pull the permit because of a violation because that was not the practice with other permits.
She continued with the list of monitoring annual emissions, only 1 more ton allowed than their current
output from their other plants, and establish two odor monitoring stations at the Altepeter and Raymond
residences. She stated another suggestion was to have a compliance audit for hot mix asphalt plants which
was no longer in use by the MPCA and how they test during specific days. Mr. Bopp told the Council
that any time a plant moves the information moved with the plant, the booklet of information included
parameter checks that were tested, and like the audit information it helped the operator notice if there was
an issue, report it, and work with the MPCA to address it. He stated the MPCA encouraged compliance
and they tried to give them tools so it was the same process as the audit but done in the different form.
Ms. Ellis stated she and Mr. Galstad had discussed how the conditions had to be reasonable, enforceable,
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and defendable so the City should not place any conditions for air emissions that the City was not able to
enforce, and requiring a consultant to be hired to test the air every time their were operating was not a
reasonable request asked of anyone else.
Council member Larson asked about the stop work order, the period to comply, and if there was a defined
time frame to bring them back into compliance before there was a secondary action. Ms. Ellis they were
usually given two weeks to set up a time to speak with staff about the plan they had to get back into
compliance and they were not able to work until they were back in compliance. Council member Larson
asked if they were only allowed a certain number of stop work orders and if that was reached if the permit
would then be null and void. Mr. Galstad said in this case in order to revoke the permit unless they were
not using it anymore, the City would have to give them due process, and the City would have to complete
a revocation proceeding. Council President Olstad asked for clarification on how quickly someone could
meet with staff when a stop work order was issued. Ms. Ellis said they had up to two weeks to meet with
staff. Mr. Galstad commented they could meet with staff as soon as the following day. Ms. Ellis said
they could meet with staff within an hour of receiving the stop work order or had up to two weeks to set
the timeline of coming back into compliance. Mr. Galstad said if they were not able to take care of it a
revocation petition could go before the court requesting to revoke the special use permit and with the stop
work order in place, they would not able to do any work.
Ms. Ellis stated the next items addressed the dry hydrant and pond required to hold 120,000 gallons of
water at all times to meet fire code requirements or allow for service for city water. She explained what
was needed for the water line, the line would have to be looped, and be approximately 13,000 lineal feet
costing approximately $90-$100 per foot. She said they could use the retention basin for the water along
with a dry hydrant to meet the fire code which was needed for the certificate of occupancy. Mr. Bopp told
the Council they did the calculations; 120,000 gallons of water was 600 cubic yards which was small for
them. He said digging a deeper hole for the water was something they could easily do, it was reasonable
for the situation, and then they did not need to run 13,000 feet of waterline at this time. He commented
they could join city services as it became available in the area.
Ms. Ellis said another suggestion was to pave the road which would be addressed by the developer’s
agreement. She stated a suggestion was that the plant could not run until it had electric service to the site.
She explained the City had to obtain territory through a process, getting electric to the site would require
a Corps permit, and possibly by spring of next year service might be available but she was not sure. She
said there was questions about the aesthetics and a request for trees or a hedge row to help separate this
from the commercial businesses to the south or from Highway 2 which were things that could be requested
by the Council. She added another suggestion for a condition was that the plant could not be substantially
modified without city approval and be at the City’s sole discretion. She said they could only allow one
plant on site so there could be no other plant of another type at the location. She said this had addressed
the conditions based on the issues that had been brought up.
Council President Olstad asked if there were any other questions. Council member Helms said he was
worried about the next seal coat and overlay project, if this would be the same process. Mr. Bopp said the
oils were similar, the seal coat was the same type, and it varied from job to job. Council member Helms
asked they would be going through the same process the next time a seal coat and overlay project was
done. Ms. Ellis stated that was a construction project, it would need to follow the plans, and work within
the hours of 7am to 10pm during the week and 9am to 9pm on Saturdays. Mr. Emery said the last few
times local contractors had been awarded the job and most have an asphalt plant already set up in the area
and would not be moving the plant into the City. Council member Helms said they might have a plant
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somewhere else, but they were still hauling the product into the City and asked if they would have to
follow the same stipulations. Mayor Gander said the mixing plant was the difference. Mr. Emery said
they haven’t had an asphalt plant moved in for street projects. Ms. Ellis said they would not be limiting
the number of trucks but would be limiting hours they could work.
Mayor Gander said there was a clear indication from the Minnesota Department of Transportation
(MNDOT) and from others that the volume of traffic this would generate was not a great concern. Ms.
Ellis said no, roads were designed for levels of service, Highway 2 was a highway that was based on
15,000 to 20,000 cars a day, it was monitored for traffic, but that did not include the Transystems trucks
or trucks hauling for manufacturing. She said it was the same for County Road 17, it was designed as a
major collector, and the only thing that might be considered would be to add a right turning lane to help
remove some stacking if they were hauling at the same time as American Crystal Sugar. Mayor Gander
asked if County Road 17 was at or near capacity. Ms. Ellis said it was not.
Council member Vetter said he represented Ward 1 and possibly Ward 2 in the future and explained he
had received a lot of calls from citizens that were against the plant. He stated personally he was not against
the plant, but he needed to represent the people in his ward or potential ward. He commented when this
first came up it was said they would be applying for a special use permit and the Council would be able
to tack on any requirements to the special use permit. He said citizens would have issues and that would
be away to address the issues but now things were either not reasonable or already addressed in city code
so he was back requiring a three to five year permit, after that time period he would be positive the fears
would be alleviated, in three to five years there wouldn’t be the opposition that was currently was, because
today it was an unknown. He added they were unable to add items to the special use permit to help address
fears so he would be voting no unless it was a three to five year permit.
Council member Johnson said he was looking forward to having the asphalt plant to help save taxpayers
money and save the City money. Council President Olstad asked if there were any conditions they should
discuss. Mayor Gander asked if there was an opportunity to hear from the residents to see what conditions
were more important to them. Council member Vetter said they need either Mr. Galstad or Ms. Ellis say
from the list that was presented what could actually be done. Mr. Galstad said it would need to be
reasonable, there were already restrictions in place, and to go beyond the restrictions that were already in
place in his opinion was unreasonable because all other businesses did not have those same restrictions.
He said there were noise concerns but there was a noise ordinance in place they could use to make sure
they were compliant. He stated they could be asked to plant trees which could help with noise and
screening issues so those there the types of issues that could be addressed. He commented to go over and
above, the Council would be asking for problems in the future, because it would be changing the code for
this one specific use so it would not be uniformly applied. Ms. Ellis told the Council they had applied for
a special use permit, she had provided information to the Council on the interim permit, so that is all that
she could process.
Mayor Gander said when they consider dust, the road will be required to be paved in short order, and
asked if there was any concerns with that. Mr. John Zavoral said no as long as it was permanent. Mayor
Gander said that addressed dust, the rock was not going to be blowing anywhere, and there may be one
pile that they will need to control dust on. He asked if they determined how that was going to be done.
Mr. Galstad said they had indicated they would water it if needed. Mayor Gander asked how to quantify
what was necessary. Ms. Ellis stated dust qualified as a nuisance. Mr. Galstad said he had a hard time
seeing this creating more dust than other uses that were already allowed. Ms. Ellis said if they did receive
a complaint about dust a staff member would go out to visit on site. Mr. Bopp reminded the Council the
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MPCA and other agencies said if the dust could be seen it is a nuisance. He explained that American
Crystal Sugar is required to water things down daily during campaign regardless if it was raining outside.
He said if it was a nuisance, they would address it but to use some common sense. Mayor Gander said
these things could be sorted out, even though a special restriction wasn’t included for some items, it may
not need to be. Mr. Galstad said he agreed, they were still working on the territory agreement, they would
need get a permit to bore under the levy, and based on past experience it could take some time to get that
addressed.
Council President Olstad said this would be moved forward to next week’s council meeting so a motion
would be made, conditions could be added, and a vote would be taken. Mr. Murphy stated if there were
any conditions that were agreed upon to let staff know so they could be included in the packet. Ms. Ellis
said they could set a time frame for the road paving because that was done in a developer’s agreement and
currently the time frame was three years which could be a condition. Mr. John Zavoral requested to be
allowed five years to put in a paved road because they would have to put in the road, it would cost a lot
of money, and oil prices were high. Ms. Ellis said it was different for a residential development and the
time frame could be negotiated. Mr. John Zavoral added they would use calcium chloride so there was
no dust on the road. Council President Olstad asked for questions, there were none, so he said it would
be moved on to the next week for consideration.
Council President Olstad stated that those that were at the meeting to discuss flooding could come to the
meeting the following week when there was an open forum. He added they could also reach out to the
City Administrator to discuss the issue.
2. Update on Recreation Facility Improvement Planning & Local Sales Tax Request – Reid
Huttunen
Mr. Huttunen said before he started, he wanted to take an opportunity to share condolences with Dave
Aker’s family and friends, he had passed away over the weekend, and he had committed more than 40
years of his life to Parks and Recreation and the community. He stated services had been planned for
Friday and people could take the opportunity to thank his family for his contributions to the community.
Mr. Huttunen stated there were a few updates regarding the sales tax, Senator Mark Johnson shared he
had testified on behalf of the of City before a tax committee, he only had a brief amount of time, and he
presented the information very well. He said the committee had no questions about the project, but a
comment made by one of the senators was becoming a common concern about the ballot questions, how
each site has to have its own question, and how the tax proposal relates to that project site. He said for
the City there would be two questions listed, both would say 1.25% sales tax increase, and the concern
Senator Bakk had was voters may think the City was asking for a 2.5% sales tax increase instead of a just
1.25% for both projects. He added he was not aware of any proposals to try and make a change or fix the
issue, but it was being recognized as a concern. He stated there were an additional 14 sales tax testimonials
give earlier in the day to the Senate Tax Committee and some of the themes that have come up include
the multiple line-item request, a number of communities received approval last year to vote on an issue,
but it was required to be at a general election, and now the actual project costs were higher that originally.
He explained communities, such as Warren, were back asking to increase their proposed funding amount
to cover the project and the Senate brought forward a bill to vote on a sales tax could happen at any general
city election which did not change anything for the City.
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Mr. Huttunen reminded the Council testimony was given in March to the House of Representatives, not
long after staffers at the State reached out after because there was no funding break down for each site, so
they had to give an estimated break down for each location. He stated the House tax bill had been moved
forward to the Senate for review, the bill in the Senate did not have the same break down, and if a tax bill
was approved, they would need to make sure that was addressed. He asked for questions regarding the
sales tax and how he wanted to review where things were at with the project, get direction from the
Council, and possibly update the concept plans so the voters could see what they were voting for. There
were no questions regarding the sales tax.
Mr. Huttunen continued with a project update and the building committee broke things down into two
phases and removed items from the plan. He stated the committee tried to keep the plan for the Civic
Center site as intact as possible so there was one real strong project and was included in Phase 1. He said
spaces such as the lobby were reduced to reduce the overall costs down so the estimated project costs was
$11.8 million and how the project costs were based on a concept plan and on some pictures or sketches
and nothing had been designed at this point. He explained Construction Engineers based their estimates
on industry standards, inflation was included, and looking at to 2023 or 2024 to start construction. He
added the number would continue to develop and change over time as they start getting into the design.
He said the baseball field would still have the connection to the Civic Center, there would still be a
retaining wall, but they removed some of the aspects such as the picnic area and canopy, so it was more
of an open concept by removing some of the bells and whistles.
Council member Larson commented that when they said baseball field, that did include softball field, and
there was equity for both there. He asked if the ability to maintain both fields was still included in the
project. Mr. Huttunen said it was, it was sized for a baseball field, but since it was a turf field it would be
a multi-purpose field and something they could work through in the design phase. He stated they could
have a removable pitching mound, have it mark for a softball field, and the turf could be used for lacrosse,
soccer, or any youth program they offer if it was available. He said they were viewing it as a multipurpose facility.
Mr. Huttunen said Phase 1 at the VFW Arena the cost included bringing things up-to-date with a new ice
plant, new roof, new parking lot, fix the ADA issues, and improve the air movement and quality in the
current space. He stated what had been removed was the connection to the Blue Line Arena and lobby
space. He explained Phase 2 at the Civic Center had minimal additions, but the VFW site included the
connection and items that would be needed if a connection was completed. He also showed a list of items
that had been removed from the project so the overall project cost was now approximately just under $30
million and the initial estimate was over $37 million. He said when they get through the design phase
there might be other ways to help reduce costs. He asked for questions and the updating of the concept
designs. He commented they could think about it, they could get started on the concept drawings, and
bring everything back at the end of May to update everyone on where things were at.
This item will be brought back to a future work session.
3. Request to Update Seasonal Pay Scale for Red River State Recreation Area Laborer
Positions – Reid Huttunen
Mr. Huttunen said they were struggling to get applicants for the seasonal positions. He stated he thought
a number of skilled, seasonal positions were underpaid and in most departments there was nothing
included in the budget to make a change to pay a higher wage. He told the Council the reason this was
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brought forward was because the Department of Natural Resource students at the University of Minnesota
in Crookston could go to work in one of these positions at a different State facility and make $5 or more
an hour compared to the facility in East Grand Forks. He asked to increase the wage which may attract
more applicants and there was funding available in the campground budget for this year to make the
change. Council Vice-President Riopelle asked if they did any internship grants from the State for any of
the employees. Mr. Huttunen said they had not. Council member Vetter said all positions were pointed
and if these positions could be moved or if it would affect all the other positions. Mr. Murphy said he did
not believe these positions were within that scope, but he would double check.
This item will be brought forward to a City Council Meeting for action.
4. Consider Joint Powers Agreement with Minnesota Internet Crimes Against Children Task
Force – Mike Hedlund
Chief Hedlund explained the Police Department had been contacted by the State of Minnesota to become
a part of Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force which they would like to join. He said the
agreement would allow them to do that and would provide the Police Department with additional access
to data and potential for reimbursement for some investigations. Council member DeMers asked if this
would significantly change their standard operating procedure and if they needed to complete additional
training for this. Chief Hedlund said he was not sure about training, he thought there was some but not
sure what it all entailed. He added it was his understanding that this would be used primarily by
investigators, they were already involved with some of these investigations, and this would give them
additional tools to use. Council member DeMers asked if about the direction of work, if that was still
decided by the department, or if this would commit the department for taking direction from the other
agency. Chief Hedlund said he was not aware of any issues. Council member DeMers said he wanted to
make sure the Police Department was running itself. Chief Hedlund said he would bring back additional
information to answer the questions. Council President Olstad asked if Mr. Galstad had reviewed the
information. Mr. Galstad said he had looked through it and he did not see where another agency would
control the daily management of the department.
This item will be referred to a City Council Meeting for action.
5. Request to Renew the Memorandum of Understanding for the School Resource Officer
with the East Grand Forks Public Schools – Mike Hedlund
Chief Hedlund reminded the Council the City was awarded a COPS grant in 2014 for a school resource
position. He said it was originally for four years, three years covered by the grant with one year covered
by the City and school, and there had been a three year extension. He stated the costs were split between
the City and the school for this position and the new agreement was for an additional three years. Council
member Johnson asked how it had been working. Chief Hedlund said he thought it was working
wonderful and this agreement was already approved by the school board. Council member Helms asked
about the salary. Chief Hedlund said the contract included two numbers, the remaining months for 2022,
and a full year of pay for 2023. He stated there were no estimates past 2023 because those contracts have
yet to be negotiated. Council member DeMers asked how old the car was. Chief Hedlund said it was
getting close to six or seven years so at some point it would need to be replaced.
This item will be referred to a City Council Meeting for action.
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OTHER:
Mayor Gander said he wanted to report what the city crews had been up to and say thank you to those
involved. He stated there were many to thank that include Public Works, Water and Light, the Fire
Department, Police, Engineering, and Parks and Recreation. He explained the action plan was detailed
and followed very closely, except when it is not because of sudden changes that come up, and staff had
the ability to do that. He continued saying on Saturday, April 23rd the crest prediction jumped by about
10 feet in a 24-hour period, staff took that in stride, adjusted plans accordingly, and kept moving. He
continued saying the three-inch rain in a short period of time created problems on the north end of the city
around 20th to 23rd streets. He said Public Works started troubleshooting, identified where the bottle neck
was, and pumped around it and moving water out of the neighborhood they avoided a much greater
problem that could have taken place. He added when this event passes the Council may want to look at
improving storm water drainage in some of the areas in town.
Mayor Gander stated Water and Light crews were removing the power hookups in the campground when
the thunderstorm and hail came through and they continued to work right through the storm. He said had
to because they were scheduled to install the flood closures the following day which they also did in the
rain. He thanked Keith Mykleseth, Todd Grabanski, and the Water and Light crew. He stated Mr.
Huttunen and the Parks Department were also a part of the flood fight by shutting off the water to every
camp site, removed the water heaters from the bathrooms, closed water lines, and removed the solar gate.
He said they also removed bike fixtures, signs, and prepared the River Heights trailhead for flood waters.
He added they would also be cleaning up after the flood waters recede. He added the Parks crew has been
dealing with water issues at the Civic and VFW Arenas and the VFW and Blue Line arenas had been busy
for alternate uses with soccer and lacrosse because of the wet spring.
Mayor Gander said Chief Hedlund, Chief Boushee, and their departments had been involved with the
flood protection strategy so they could protect citizens as roads and bridges closed. He stated coordination
with Grand Forks had been seamless from the bridge closures to emergency declarations. He added he
had been in contact with Mayor Bochenski and the emergency manager, Chief Boushee, had been in close
contact with his counterpart in Grand Forks keeping both cities on the same page. He continued saying
Crookston requested assistance, the school made a bus and driver available, and a group of volunteers
went to sandbag which included Council member Brian Larson on Sunday. He said the City of Fisher
requested help, the school sent over 50 students to help, and Mayor Emily Tinkham said the students
worked incredibly hard, behaved in a manner to be proud of, and lifted the morale. He thanked all those
students and those who made it happen.
ADJOURN:
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER RIOPELLE, TO ADJOURN THE APRIL 26, 2022 WORK SESSION OF THE EAST
GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA CITY COUNCIL AT 7:14 P.M.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

Olstad, DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, and Johnson.
None.
_______________________________________________
David Murphy, City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer
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#4

UNAPPROVED MINUTES
OF THE CITY COUNCIL
CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS
TUESDAY, MAY 3, 2022 – 5:00 PM
CALL TO ORDER:
The Council Meeting of the East Grand Forks City Council for Tuesday, May 3, 2022 was called to order
by Council President Olstad at 5:00 P.M.
CALL OF ROLL:
On a Call of Roll the following members of the East Grand Forks City Council were present: Mayor Steve
Gander, Council President Mark Olstad, Council Vice-President Tim Riopelle, Council Members
Clarence Vetter, Dale Helms, Tim Johnson, Marc DeMers, and Brian Larson.
Staff Present: Karla Anderson, Finance Director; Jeff Boushee, Fire Chief; Nancy Ellis, City Planner;
Steve Emery, City Engineer; Ron Galstad, City Attorney; Paul Gorte, Economic Development Director;
Rod Hajicek, Police Lieutenant; Michael Hedlund, Police Chief, Charlotte Helgeson, Library Director;
Reid Huttunen, Parks and Recreation Superintendent; David Murphy, City Administrator/ClerkTreasurer; Megan Nelson, City Clerk; and Jason Stordahl, Public Works Director.
DETERMINATION OF QUORUM:
The Council President Determined a Quorum was present.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE:
OPEN FORUM:
Jeanine Purcell, 2137 7th Ave NW, stated they had a lot of water, more than any other neighborhood in
the city because they drove around to check, it stayed until late Monday morning, and asked if anything
was done to see why this happened. She said it was getting worse every year, there had to be something
that was causing it, and she would like it remedied. Council President Olstad asked Mr. Stordahl to come
forward.
Mr. Stordahl said there was nothing wrong with the system at the time, the lift station that served this area
was working and the pumps were running non-stop, there was a series of culverts that pushed water
through the swales and into the ponds at the golf course. He stated one of the biggest issues was the
amount of rainfall which was around three and a half inches and the National Weather Service told both
cities that the top four inches of soil was saturated, the ground was frozen below, so no water was being
absorbed, it was all being shed off. He explained the system was inundated. Ms. Purcell asked why it
was just that area. Mr. Stordahl said it wasn’t just that area, it stayed longer in that area, but the storm and
sanitary lift stations were inundated in all areas of the City.
Ms. Purcell stated the water was so high in their neighborhood that they would not be able to get through
with a car, the water was up on her front lawn, and she did not see it like that anywhere else in town. She
said again there was no where else like it in town so they could come up with excuses. Mr. Stordahl said
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it wasn’t an excuse and the water was higher in her neighborhood, there were low points along 5th Avenue,
and again it was not an excuse, but they were dealing with a large rainfall. Ms. Purcell asked if every time
there was a big rainfall that area of town would flood, she would be flooded for three days, and she would
not be able to take her car out and asked what would be done. Mr. Stordahl said they were working on it
and discussing with the city engineer on possible ideas. He added he along with the city administrator
had talked with some people in the area and in order to change the system it would take a lot. Ms. Purcell
said she would probably move before anything would get done. Mr. Stordahl said they would do what
they could with the funding available. Ms. Purcell said just like 20th Street and if that area could be causing
an issue. Mr. Stordahl said to his knowledge things were flowing for what the system could handle, they
did not know of any blockages, and they would have the crew clean and televise some of the storm sewer
to make sure there were no issues. He added they used three pumps to help get the water down in addition
to the system working so they were doing everything they could to move the water.
Council member Vetter asked if this has happened before. Ms. Purcell said it had but the water never
stayed like this before. Council member Vetter asked if there was a two-inch rain if there were issues.
Ms. Purcell said it would flood but it wouldn’t stay as long. She said she had lived there since 1990 and
every year it seemed to get worse. She asked if she had to move to get out of this situation or would
something happen. She added she could see they were doing everything they could with putting in the
additional pumps, the system was working its max, but the system wasn’t working well. She commented
she paid taxes just like everyone else and why she had to live on the street that floods whenever it rains
because that wasn’t right. She stated something else that wasn’t right was the round-a-bout. She explained
she goes to the south end a lot because she babysat for her daughter and there was not enough traffic to
warrant the round-a-bout other than for a short time in the morning and again in the evening. She said she
had been out there during the pandemic at all times of day there was no traffic to warrant the round-about. She asked if anything was going to be done.
Council member Helms asked if any of the water ran west or went to the ponds. Mr. Stordahl said none
of it drained west and it all went to the ponds. Council member Helms asked if the pond levels were too
high. Mr. Stordahl said no, he explained the water got to the ponds three different ways, and reviewed
how water gets to the ponds. He said the ditch was full of water and they were pumping water into the
ponds with a six inch pump. Mayor Gander said this would require an engineered fix and would not be
solved at the meeting. Ms. Purcell stated she understood that but wanted to know what they were looking
into or what the problem might be. Mayor Gander said they would need to look into it, determine a cost,
and fix it because he agreed there was a whole area that had deep water. Ms. Purcell asked how long it
would take. Mayor Gander said she should see action right away, but they would also need to work within
the confines of available funding.
Ruth Ann Schleif, 806 22nd St NW, said this was not the first time this had happened at the intersection of
8th Avenue NW and 22nd Street NW. She said when there was a big rain in a short period of time, even
during the summer, that intersection was affected for a day or two. She added when the additional pump
was added they could tell because the water dropped but even with a pickup, the water was way to deep
to drive through. She stated again this was not the only time this had happened.
Bruce Keifenheim, 2131 7th Ave NW, stated he concurred with the two previous speakers. He explained
he was up at 4am on April 23rd and at that time there was six to 12 inches of water on the driveway. He
said the strange thing about it was the water level didn’t go up but it didn’t go down either. He added the
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only thing the City did to remedy the situation was to put up barricades on the streets affecting hundreds
of people that could not leave unless they had a pickup. He said the water was about six inches deep in
the middle of the street but got up to a foot deep at the curb. He added the strange thing the water level
did not change from 4am on Saturday morning until sometime during the night on Sunday or early Monday
morning.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
1. Consider approving the minutes of the “Work Session” for the East Grand Forks, Minnesota City
Council of April 12, 2022.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER HELMS, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER VETTER, TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE “WORK SESSION” FOR THE
EAST GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA CITY COUNCIL OF APRIL 12, 2022.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
None.

SCHEDULED BID LETTINGS: NONE
SCHEDULED PUBLIC HEARINGS: NONE
CONSENT AGENDA:
Items under the “Consent Agenda” will be adopted with one motion; however, council members may
request individual items to be pulled from the consent agenda for discussion and action if they choose.
2. Consider approving the Special Event Permit Application for Altru Family YMCA for the annual
5/10K Run Walk on Monday, July 4, 2022 from 8am to 10am.
3. Consider approving the Special Event Permit Application for the East Grand Forks Public School
District approving the closure of the parking lot by restaurant row for Prom Grand March from
approximately 6:30pm to 8pm, weather permitting.
4. Consider approving the Memorandum of Understanding between the City of East Grand Forks and
the East Grand Forks Public School District for School Resource Officer Services from June 1, 2022
through May 31, 2025.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER VETTER, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER JOHNSON, TO APPROVE ITEMS TWO (2) THROUGH FOUR (4).
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
None.

ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF REPORTS OF OFFICERS, BOARDS, AND COMMISSIONS:
5. Regular meeting minutes of the Water, Light, Power, and Building Commission for April 6, 2022.
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6. Regular meeting minutes of the Park and Recreation Commission for March 16, 2022.
COMMUNICATIONS: NONE
OLD BUSINESS: NONE
NEW BUSINESS:
7. Consider approving the Special Use Permit with the recommendations that were provided by staff.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER RIOPELLE, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER JOHNSON, TO APPROVE THE SPECIAL USE PERMIT WITH THE
RECOMMENDATIONS THAT WERE PROVIDED BY STAFF.
Mr. Murphy said the item before the Council was for a special use permit to operate a hot mix asphalt
plant on property that was recently annexed into the city and zoned at I-2 General Industrial. He explained
I-2 general industrial zoning permits allowed uses in I-1 light industrial zone that included heavy industrial
uses such as general manufacturing, indoor storage units, wholesaling, auction houses, and antennas
without a special use permit. He continued saying heavy industrial uses included bulk fuel storage,
concrete mixing plants, recycling yards, asphalt plants, along with some other uses were allowed by a
special use permit. He stated the special use permit provision was in place to allow uses that had the
potential to affect other properties by placing reasonable improvement conditions on the property to
minimize any impact to the greatest extent reasonable possible. He said the special use process required
applicant to submit an application, the application was reviewed by staff, also reviewed by the Planning
Commission, a public hearing was called for and held. He added a notice was included in the official
newspaper at least 10 days prior to the hearing along with written notification mailed out to property
owners within 350 feet of the proposed site.
Mr. Murphy stated both the Planning Commission and City Council held a public hearing on the
application which was more than required and once the public hearing was closed typically the public
comment portion of the process was completed. He continued saying staff had reviewed the application
along with recommendations from the Council, the applicant, and public comments from the hearings the
following conditions were being recommended. He listed the recommended conditions for the special use
permit which included the following:
1 – The road leading to the site must be a hard surfaced roadway within three years unless otherwise
agreed upon by the applicant and the City Council.
2 – If dust becomes a nuisance, the piles and/or gravel road needed to be watered or calcium chloride
needed to be added.
3 – While the asphalt plant was in operations, the City’s noise ordinance would be followed. This
condition was applicable only during the operation of the asphalt plant. An annual decibel test taken
during operation would be submitted to the city.
4 – They must follow Minnesota Administrative Rules Chapter 7030 regarding noise pollution. The land
use activity would be classified at a level 3 under the noise area classification.
5 – Require a dry hydrant and water retention pond to hold 120,000 gallons of water at any given time to
meet the Minnesota and city fire code requirements.
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6 – The asphalt plant must hook up to city electrical service once it was available on site.
7 – The topsoil berm is required on the south end of the property, and larger trees or a hedge row would
be planted on or near both the south and east sides of the property within 5 years.
8 – The plant operation cannot be substantially modified without city approval and at the City’s sole
discretion. This site will allow a maximum 300 ton per hour operation average per year.
9 – The asphalt plant must be in substantial compliance with all city, State, and Federal permits including
the Air Emissions permit and the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit. All
monitoring and emissions reports submitted to the State or Federal Governments must be submitted to the
City annually.
He said as the City Administrator, he recommended approval of the special use permit with the listed
conditions. Mr. Galstad said it was asked for people to make some comments and he did not want to have
any confusion regarding this because the public hearing had been closed. He added any submissions,
discussion, testimony, exhibits, emails, or information that was provided by the time the public hearing
was closed were a part of the record. He said any comments provided at this time were outside of the
public hearing and not a part of the record to be used for finding of facts is this item was approved.
Council President Olstad stated those speaking would be limited to two minutes after the Council had a
chance to ask any questions or make any comments. There were no questions or comments from the
Council. Council President asked those that came forward to state their name and address.
Mr. John Jeffrey, 43125 200th St SW, stated he was with Huntsville Township. He explained the issue
before the Council was trying to determine impacts, there had been lots of information given, a lot of he
said she said, and there was a tool to fix this which was the interim use permit. He said when they
originally applied a packet referenced a review in three years and somehow it progressed to all or nothing.
He stated the Council could vote this down today, under Minnesota Law Zavorals would be able to apply
for the interim permit, an application had to be acted on within 60 days, and more than likely the Council
would be able to act on that much quicker, so they were able to issue the permit for a specific period of
time and review it in three years. He added there were no conditions that were addressing odor, he was
not sure of the reasoning to wait five years to plant trees or hedges, and MNDOT had large pine trees to
the north which was a good way to cut down on some of the concerns. He said he checked the criteria on
noise, level 3 was the loudest they could have, so that was normal for industry, but he wasn’t sure what it
would do. He said they were advocating for the Council to turn this down, when making this request to
the County, they would have only been at the location for one year, so three years would be a reasonable
approach. He added they did not have to set the precedent on this so the people on the point would not
have to smell Crystal along with this plant. He said a few years down the road nothing may happen so at
that time they could be issued the permit they were requesting now.
Rob Raymond, 17702 429th Ave SW, stated he was getting tired of the non-stop phone calls he had been
receiving for weeks because people had no idea they were trying to get this pushed through. He said he
had gone over data pertaining to noise, odor, chemicals, traffic, aesthetics and more and there was one
more thing he wanted the Council to know before they voted. He explained a retired judge heard about
this situation, contacted him, and said that Minnesota Statute 561.01 defined a nuisance. He then listed
activities that Minnesota Courts have found as public nuisances which include accumulation of filth,
offensive odors, gases and gas odors, petroleum tanks, engines, smoke, dirt, cinders emitted from
chimneys and smoke stacks, and noise. He continued saying since this affected the community at large,
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it was enforced by city action which was by the prosecuting attorney. He said a prosecuting attorney
which including a city attorney, county attorney, or State Attorney General and private nuisance actions
could also be maintained by those who was affected by the nuisance. He said while law indicated a
business should not be destroyed unless necessary to protect another’s rights, abatements had been ordered
that have closed down legitimate businesses in the past. He said he talked to the neighbors that live by
the Zavorals plant outside of Thief River Falls who told him if they were operating don’t even plan on
going outside and was told the noise and smell were ridiculous, and the neighbor had to hose off her deck
every time they ran the plant. He commented they did not have a plan, asked if they were going to bring
the old plant here, or if they were going to bring in a new one. He added Zavorals continued to say they
were way below MPCA limits, it was misleading, because based on their own information they reached
nearly 25% of the yearly thresholds for some of the toxins within 12 days, and he asked what happened
after that. He said there were a lot of concerned citizens in East Grand Forks who were hoping the Council
would vote against this and it may not be a done deal if they voted in favor of the plant. He thanked the
Council for their time.
Carrie Swatlowski, 42813 170th St SW, stated she resided with Mr. Kelly Driscoll. She said she was a
concerned citizen of the township and the City of East Grand Forks. She explained this plant would be
way to close to their home, to the schools, to farmers, and to the nearby businesses. She stated she had a
child who had severe asthma along with allergies and she was a huge advocate for children so she spoke
on behalf of them along with her family. She said the City was taking a huge risk to them by placing this
within city limits. She continued saying if they said yes to this plant they were taking away the farm to
table due to contamination, taking away businesses that had been struggling the last few years due to
COVID, taking away from kids outdoor activities, people’s homes, freedom to enjoy the great outdoors,
the beauty from living in the country, and from of the community. She added to take all that under
consideration because they would not get them back if it was approved.
Kelly Driscoll, 42813 170th St SW, asked the City Council when they were voted in, they were supposed
to listen to what people say and bring it to the table. He asked why everyone in East Grand Forks was not
sent a letter informing them about the asphalt plant because there was only a few that lived within 350
feet. Mr. Murphy explained this was an industrial area that allowed uses, some require a special use
permit, and State Statute required the notification to affected property owners within the prescribed
distance which was 350 feet. Mr. Driscoll said they needed to speak for the people so if the people did
not know what was going in, they were only speaking for themselves, and asked how they were able to
vote on this. Mayor Gander said the meetings were online, the media picked up on items that were before
the Council, and discussion started around the community which was why the place was full. Mr. Driscoll
said the reason why the room was full was because of their group doing the signs and getting information
out there, it wasn’t because of the Council. He commented that some council members did not answer
their phone when called regarding questions. Mayor Gander said he had returned every call and email.
Council President Olstad asked if a voicemail was left because he did have a day job. Mr. Driscoll said
no but he called the numbers many times. Mr. Driscoll said every household should have received a letter
about this, the whole city was concerned about it but a lot of people did not know about it. Mayor Gander
said this had been talked about for several weeks. Mr. Driscoll said everyone he had talked to did not
know about it so they could not say everyone knew. He then asked Zavorals about testing the generator
at Sacred Heart school, how that was specifically made to be located next the school and homes, so it was
quiet, and asked why they did not do a decibel test on their own generator.
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Jenna Carter, 5560 Gallatan Circle, Grand Forks, stated she was not able to reach the council members by
phone and how they are supposed to be available to the people. She said she asked Brian Larson if he
wanted to live next door to this and he said no. She asked how she was supposed to tell her kids they were
not able to be outside because the air would make them sick and how the people were supposed to deal
with that. She continued saying Dale Helms commented it was no worse than the fertilizers the farmers
put on the crops. She said there were carcinogens which were cancer causing agents. She said she did
not let her kids eat or play in fertilizer and this was an injustice for East Grand Forks because they did not
answer their phones, they did not advocate for the people, and she was glad she did not reside in the City.
Council member Johnson said he had tried her back. Ms. Carter said she only had one missed call and
made some additional comments about why he may not have called her back.
Mr. Dave Zavoral, 40504 215th St SW, said he was the Vice-President of RJ Zavoral and Sons. He
explained he was not a member of the technical team but wanted to share a few things about their business
and he was a third-generation business owner with his family. He stated the core values of their business
included safety, accountability, integrity, teamwork, consideration for others, and the pursuit of
excellence. He said safety had been brought up quite a bit during discussions and they received during
the off season a platinum level safety award from the Association of Builders and Contractors of
Minnesota. He stated the business that receives this type of award was 242% safer than the Bureau of
Labor average so safety was something they took seriously because they were committed to it for their
crews, families, and community. He continued with integrity and accountability, how they work in a
heavily regulated industry, they heard many environmental concerns, and regulations, and hopefully the
technical team was able to answer questions. He stated they trust the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and the MPCA and use their guidance to continue to eliminate environmental
concerns. He said they were there for a reason and purpose, and they strive to be compliant in all areas of
their business. He commented at the work session there was a question asked if they were committed to
stay in the community. He stated it was their vision to continue to be a premier employer in the community
for years to come, they were committed to this asphalt plant not to be a blister in the industrial park but a
shining star.
He continued with consideration of others, their team heard a lot about family values, families didn’t
always get along, but at the end of the day they were a family and committed to being there for each other
and grow together. He added this would be the same approach they were going to take with the neighbors
in this situation, they see them throughout the community, and were committed to the community. He
added the concerns would only go away if they continued to live the core values as a business. He thanked
the Council for the time for the process and for their civic leadership.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Abstain:

Larson, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
Vetter.
DeMers.

8. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-05-36 approving the joint powers agreement between the City
of East Grand Forks and the State of Minnesota regarding the Minnesota Internet Crimes Against
Children Task Force.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER RIOPELLE, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER DEMERS, TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 22-05-36 APPROVING THE JOINT
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POWERS AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS AND THE STATE
OF MINNESOTA REGARDING THE MINNESOTA INTERNET CRIMES AGAINST
CHILDREN TASK FORCE.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
None.

9. Consider adopting Resolution No. 22-05-37 approving and authorizing the grade change for the parttime/seasonal general park worker position be placed on a grade 9 and the campground assistant
manager position be placed at a grade 11 on the seasonal pay scale.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER DEMERS, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER LARSON, TO ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 22-05-37 APPROVING AND
AUTHORIZING THE GRADE CHANGE FOR THE PART-TIME/SEASONAL GENERAL
PARK WORKER POSITION BE PLACED ON A GRADE 9 AND THE CAMPGROUND
ASSISTANT MANAGER POSITION BE PLACED AT A GRADE 11 ON THE SEASONAL PAY
SCALE.
Council member Vetter asked if the positions could be moved around. Mr. Murphy said based on the ties
to the campground they would not affect the other part time positions.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
None.

10. Consider approving the On-sale Weekday and On-sale Sunday Liquor License Applicant Renewals:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

VFW Post 3817 located at 312 Demers Ave NW, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
River Cinema 15 located at 211 Demers Ave NW Suite 4A, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
The Shire Bar & Grill located at 211 Demers Ave NW Suite 4B, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
Blue Moose Bar & Grill located at 507 2nd St NW, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
American Legion Post 157 located at 1009 Central Ave NW, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
Valley Golf Association located at 2407 River Road NW, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.

A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER RIOPELLE, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER VETTER, TO APPROVE THE LISTED ON-SALE WEEKDAY AND ON-SALE
SUNDAY LIQUOR LICENSE APPLICANT RENEWALS.
Council member DeMers asked if they were all in good standing with the City. Mr. Murphy said they
were.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
None.

11. Consider approving the Off-sale Intoxicating Liquor License Applicant Renewal for Pop’s Liquor
located at 122 4th St NE, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
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A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER HELMS, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER DEMERS, TO APPROVE THE OFF-SALE INTOXICATING LIQUOR LICENSE
APPLICANT RENEWAL FOR POP’S LIQUOR LOCATED AT 122 4TH ST NE, EAST GRAND
FORKS, MN 56721.
Council President Olstad stated they were in good standing with the City.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
None.

12. Consider approving the Off-sale Non-intoxicating Malt Liquor License Applicant Renewals:
a. Northdale Oil Inc located at 607 Gateway Dr NE, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
b. Orton’s Point Cenex located at 504 Rhinehart Dr SE, East Grand Forks, MN 56721.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER RIOPELLE, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER HELMS, TO APPROVE THE LISTED OFF-SALE NON-INTOXICATING MALT
LIQUOR LICENSE APPLICANT RENEWALS.
Council President Olstad stated they were in good standing with the City.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
None.

CLAIMS:
13. Consider authorizing the City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer to issue payment of recommended bills
and payroll.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER HELMS, TO AUTHORIZE THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR/CLERK-TREASURER
TO ISSUE PAYMENT OF RECOMMENDED BILLS AND PAYROLL.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
None.

COUNCIL/STAFF REPORTS:
Mayor Gander thanked everyone involved with the flood fight, the river level was staying high, there had
been multiple crests, an additional thank you to the American people for the flood control system, but the
local people have assembled it and kept the water out. He thanked Ms. Ellis and Planning Commission
for their work. He also thanked Mr. Emery, Mr. Galstad, and Mr. Murphy for the team effort to work
through this.
Council Vice-President Riopelle stated he would be following through on the water problem, he also had
water on his street, and they would take care of the problem.
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Council President Olstad asked Mr. Stordahl when spring clean up was going to be held. Mr. Stordahl
said hazardous waste and electronic drop off was going to be held on Saturday, May 7th at Public Works.
He stated spring cleanup would be taking place the week of May 16th because of bridges being closed and
staff working on flood activities. He told the Council they were hoping to open up the Minnesota Avenue
Bridge some time during the week, they were coordinating with Grand Forks, and MNDOT would be
coming to inspect the Sorlie Bridge so they were hoping to get it opened early next week. He added the
river had to drop down far enough so they were able to get a drone below the bridge for the inspection.
Mr. Galstad said he did not want the hard work that Council member Johnson had made from a mistake
to be diluted by a comment that was made today. He stated that Council member Johnson was not
prosecuted by him, it was referred to the city prosecutor in Crookston to be handled, and he wanted to set
the record straight.
Mr. Emery told the Council they had held a couple preconstruction meetings with Opp Construction for
the paving of Sawgrass Court and the 2022 ADA improvement project. He said they were hoping to get
started in a couple weeks.
ADJOURN:
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER VETTER, TO ADJOURN THE MAY 3, 2022 COUNCIL MEETING OF THE EAST
GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA CITY COUNCIL AT 5:49 P.M.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

DeMers, Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, and Olstad.
None.

_______________________________________________
David Murphy, City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer
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#5

UNAPPROVED MINUTES
OF THE CITY
COUNCIL WORK SESSION
CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS
TUESDAY, MAY 10, 2022 – 5:00 PM
CALL TO ORDER:
The Work Session of the East Grand Forks City Council for Tuesday, May 10, 2022 was called to order
by Council President Olstad at 5:00 P.M.
CALL OF ROLL:
On a Call of Roll the following members of the East Grand Forks City Council were present: Mayor Steve
Gander, Council President Mark Olstad, Council Vice-President Tim Riopelle, Council Members
Clarence Vetter, Dale Helms, Tim Johnson, Marc DeMers, and Brian Larson.
Staff Present: Karla Anderson, Finance Director; Nancy Ellis, City Planner; Ron Galstad, City Attorney;
Paul Gorte, Economic Development Director; Charlotte Helgeson, Library Director; Reid Huttunen,
Parks and Recreation Superintendent; David Murphy, City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer; Megan
Nelson, City Clerk; and Jason Stordahl, Public Works Director.
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM:
The Council President Determined a Quorum was present.
1. Request to Hire Additional Full Time Firefighter/EMT – Jeff Boushee
Mr. Murphy stated there was a vacancy in this position due to a retirement and one of the firefighters took
a position with another agency so there were two openings, so the request was being made to fill both
vacancies. Council member Johnson asked how many EMTs there were. Mr. Murphy said nine, with
three firefighters, three engineers, and three assistant chiefs.
This item will be referred to a City Council Meeting for action.
2. Request to Fix Water Drainage Issues at South Entrance at VFW Arena – Reid Huttunen
Mr. Huttunen stated the packet had included pictures of the VFW Arena that were taken after recent
rainfalls. He continued saying the frost heave had gotten worse with time and now the water was running
into the building instead of draining away. He said there was storm sewer and catch basins in the parking
lot on the east side of the building so he asked Mr. Emery what it would take to get better storm water
drainage in the area. He added he asked about this for future years because it was not included in the
budget but after speaking with Ms. Anderson it could qualify for ARPA dollars and see if this was
something they could move forward with this summer. He said approximately $55,000 of the estimate
was for storm water improvements, there was discussion about accessibility requirements, that added
sidewalks and concrete, so the whole project would cost approximately $75,000.
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Council member Johnson asked what ARPA was. Mr. Huttunen said it was the American Rescue Plan
Act that gave out federal dollars for COVID relief to each city. Council member Vetter said it seemed
like a lot of money, it was not that they should not fix it, but if the sales tax was approved how much of
this would be a waste. Mr. Huttunen explained based on the presentation he had give a couple weeks
prior, if only Phase 1 was completed, there was no funding to connect the two buildings, so potentially it
would all stay in place. He added if they reached the fundraising goal and were able to complete Phase 2
that would connect the buildings so all of this work would be torn down which was a concern of his. He
said the difficultly was they were facing this issue they need to fix and there was uncertainty on if they
were able to fundraise enough to connect the two buildings. Council member Vetter asked if there was
enough slope to have this drain out into the parking lot. Mr. Huttunen said Mr. Emery would be better to
answer, if they only sloped it with the addition of curb and gutter, the proposed catch basin location was
a natural low spot, and water sat there. Council member Vetter said just regrading the area would save a
lot of money.
Council Vice-President Riopelle said in perfect world they were probably four to five years from being
able to move forward with Phase 2 so it would be there for at least that long. He added they could ask to
see if they could re-slope the area as a temporary fix. Mayor Gander said he looked at it, it was flat area,
and there was no possibility to mud jack the area because it was already level with the arena floor. He
added they could do to dry this up and grade it out but he would be onboard with this solution if that was
not possible. He said staff was working to prevent mold so if there were a few years or more of healthier
conditions it would be worth it.
This item will be referred to a City Council Meeting for action.
3. Update on Grand Rides Bike Share & Sponsor Request – Reid Huttunen
Mr. Huttunen explained this was a follow up because staff was asked to look into funding from the
Minnesota Department of Transportation (MNDOT), there were no grants available, and if the
infrastructure was not going to be owned by the City or be located in the State there would not be funding
available for it. He said he discussed this with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR),
there was some initial interest, a decision had not been made, the DNR owned its own fleets at other
locations that were rented out, but they were still considering this. He commented how the Altru funds
were available for this year, he saw it as a good fit, and Altru supported it because they were the title
sponsor of the program. He asked for direction.
Council President Olstad asked Mr. Huttunen to speak with the DNR about it again and this year the City
could use the Altru dollars for this request. Council member Larson said the new occupants of the
Whitey’s building would be a destination in the area and having more options like this in the area would
be popular, so he was in favor of moving forward with this. Council member Vetter asked if the DDA
had applied to MNDOT for funding. Mr. Huttunen said was not sure. Council member Vetter said the
only way MNDOT funding was available was if the City was applying and purchasing the bikes on its
own so would it be possible for the organization that was running this to apply on behalf of the City since
they were running part of the program in the city. Ms. Ellis said she could bring it up to them to see if
they would be willing to look into it, MNDOT may not give funds based on if the organization was located
in North Dakota, and they could be very particular with what funding could be used on. Council President
Olstad said that might be possible in future years and they should move forward with the Altru dollars this
year. Council Vice-President Riopelle asked if this would be a yearly ask. Mr. Huttunen said yes.
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This item will be referred to a City Council Meeting for action.
ADJOURN:
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COUNCIL MEMBER JOHNSON, SECONDED BY COUNCIL
MEMBER RIOPELLE, TO ADJOURN THE MAY 10, 2022 WORK SESSION OF THE EAST
GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA CITY COUNCIL AT 5:14 P.M.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:

Larson, Vetter, Helms, Riopelle, Johnson, Olstad, and DeMers.
None.

_______________________________________________
David Murphy, City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer
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#6

NOTICE OF FINAL ASSESSMENT HEARING ON 2022 ASSESSMENT FOR JOB NO. 1 –
STREET RECONSTRUCTION & UTILITY IMPROVEMENTS FOR 5TH AVE NW & 20TH ST NW
IN THE CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA
Notice is hereby given that on Tuesday, May 17, 2022 at 5:00 p.m., or as soon as possible thereafter, in the Council
Chambers of the East Grand Forks City Hall, the City Council has scheduled a meeting to hear, consider and pass
upon all written or oral objections, if any, to the proposed assessments for street improvements known for reference
purposes as “2022 Assessment Job No. 1” on the following project.
Street Reconstruction & Utility Improvements for 5th Avenue NW & 20th Street NW
The total proposed amount to be assessed - $1,475,234.52
The proposed assessment roll #343 is now on file and open to public inspection by all persons interested in the
office of the City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer. The entire amount assessed against any parcel of land would be
payable, unless prepaid, in 20 equal consecutive installments, the first of such installments to be collectable with
general taxes during the year 2024. The first installment will be payable with interest at the rate of 4.5% per annum
on the entire assessment from the date of the resolution levying said assessment to December 31, 2023, and each
subsequent installment will be payable with one year’s interest at said rate on all unpaid installments, except that
no interest will be charged if the entire assessment as to any parcel is paid at the office of the City
Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer within 30 days from the date of adoption of the assessment roll. If there are more
than 30 days from the date the assessment roll was adopted residents will have until the last business day in
November to pay for assessments.
The area proposed to be assessed for the costs of said improvements will include all property abutting upon the
public roadways described above.
Notice is hereby given that no appeal may be taken as to the amount of any assessment unless a written objection
signed by the affected property owner is filed with the City Clerk prior to the assessment hearing or presented to
the presiding officer at the hearing. The owners of property subject to assessment may appeal an assessment to
District Court, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 429.081, by serving notice of the appeal upon the Mayor or
the City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer of the City of East Grand Forks within thirty (30) days after adoption of the
assessment, and file such notice with the District Court within ten (10) days after service upon the Mayor or City
Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer.
By order of the City Council.
David Murphy, City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer
City of East Grand Forks, MN (Published April 27, May 4, & 11, 2022)
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Assessment Roll - Based on As-Bid Costs
2022 Assessment Job No. 1
Utilities and Street Reconstruction
(20th St and 5th Ave NW)
EAST GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA

PARCEL
No.

OWNER

83.02365.00
83.02366.00
83.02367.00
83.02368.00
83.02369.00
83.02370.00

GARDEN VALLEY ADDITION
TIMOTHY S & SANDRA J AUBOL
KOVAR SHIRLEY J
MONLEY RICHARD & JANEENE
OLSON ERICA
NELSON BETH A
KOVAR JARED J & TRACI D

83.04228.00

SHEROD LEE W

83.04227.00
83.02373.00
83.02374.00
83.02375.00
83.02376.00
83.02377.00
83.02378.00
83.02379.00
83.02380.00
83.02381.00
83.02382.00
83.02383.00
83.02391.00
83.02392.00
83.02393.00
83.02394.00
83.02395.00
83.02396.00
83.02398.00
83.02399.00
83.02400.00
83.02401.00
83.02402.00

LANDA CLETUS W & BARBARA J
JOHNSON CRAIG A & SHARI L
WOLTERS BARBARA K
KOTASKA JOSEPH D & SHELLEY K
HUTTON KENNETH O & SANDRA A TRUSTEES
SMITH RONALD & CAROL
YOUNG MYRANDA LEE
DEITZ JUSTIN D & LYNNE M
WEISS GARY E & JANICE F ETAL, LIFE ESTATE
OLSON MICHAEL R & VICKIE R
BUZZO DAVID & SARA
ECKMAN JEREMY G
LESTER JOHN P
RPSLEGACY108PROP LLC
RPSLEGACY108PROP LLC
RPSLEGACY108PROP LLC
SEVEN MAC LLC
MARATHON ESTATES INC
SIRJORD CHELSEA
NOKELBY RONALD J & JULIE A
BOYER JOSEPH
BIRKHOLZ THEODORE W
REAK CHRISTOPHER D & CHRISTINE
SUBTOTAL GARDEN VALLEY ADDITION

83.02484.00
83.02485.00
83.02486.00
83.02487.00
83.02488.00
83.02489.00
83.02490.00
83.02491.00
83.02492.00
83.02493.00
83.02494.00
83.02498.00
83.02499.00

GARDEN VALLEY 2nd ADDITION
VASEK KENNETH J & KARYN C
ARROYO ANTONIO
QUAMME ROBERT L & BARBARA G
MILLING BRIAN T & BARBARA C
MARTIN KRISTIE J
SNEDKER JEREMIAH J & SUSAN M
BENSON MICHAEL & NANCY
OLSON STEVEN D & RHONDA L
CONELY DARRELL & JULIE
FREEMAN ANDRES & KRYSTYNA
WALDORF TERRY M & JACQUELINE R
SZYMANSKI WILLIAM & CHARLOTTE
JOHNSTON JASON W

DESCRIPTION

STREET IMPROVEMENTS
$ FRONT
END
BENEFIT
FOOTAGE
$287.99

FRONT
FOOTAGE

LOT 17 BLOCK 1
LOT 18 BLOCK 1
LOT 19 BLOCK 1
LOT 20 BLOCK 1
LOT 21 BLOCK 1
LOT 22 BLOCK 1
REPLAT OF LOTS 23 &
24, BLOCK 1 , LOT B
REPLAT OF LOTS 23 &
24, BLOCK 1 , LOT A
LOT 25 BLOCK 1
LOT 26 BLOCK 1
LOT 27 BLOCK 1
LOT 28 BLOCK 1
LOT 29 BLOCK 1
LOT 30 BLOCK 1
LOT 31 BLOCK 1
LOT 32 BLOCK 1
LOT 33 BLOCK 1
LOT 34 BLOCK 1
LOT 35 BLOCK 1
LOT 1 BLOCK 2
LOT 2 BLOCK 2
LOT 3 BLOCK 2
LOT 4 & 5 BLOCK 2
LOT 6 BLOCK 2
LOT 7 BLOCK 2
LOT 2 BLOCK 3
LOT 3 BLOCK 3
LOT 4 BLOCK 3
LOT 5 BLOCK 3
LOT 6 BLOCK 3

LOT 5 BLOCK 1
LOT 6 BLOCK 1
LOT 7 BLOCK 1
LOT 8 BLOCK 1
LOT 9 BLOCK 1
LOT 10 BLOCK 1
LOT 11 BLOCK 1
LOT 12 BLOCK 1
LOT 13 BLOCK 1
LOT 14 BLOCK 1
LOT 15 BLOCK 1
LOT 3 BLOCK 2
LOT 4 BLOCK 2
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$ END
BENEFIT
$96.00

TOTAL
ASSESSMENT
BEFORE INTEREST

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

70.00
70.00
70.00
79.13
78.16
89.48

$6,719.74
$6,719.74
$6,719.74
$7,596.18
$7,503.07
$8,589.74

$6,719.74
$6,719.74
$6,719.74
$7,596.18
$7,503.07
$8,589.74

72.97

$21,014.53

72.97

$7,004.84

$28,019.38

73.44
80.60
80.81
75.02
77.22
101.16
93.58
77.18
80.68
0.00
0.00
0.00
72.00
74.89
79.06
130.87
0.00
0.00
75.13
75.19
65.24
70.35
66.54
1,521.93

$21,149.89
$23,211.89
$23,272.37
$21,604.91
$22,238.49
$29,132.94
$26,949.98
$22,226.97
$23,234.93
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$20,735.19
$21,567.47
$22,768.39
$37,689.08
$0.00
$0.00
$21,636.59
$21,653.87
$18,788.38
$20,260.00
$19,162.77
$438,298.62

73.44
80.60
30.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
70.00
70.00
70.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
70.00
68.48
75.13
75.19
65.24
70.35
66.54
1414.78

$7,049.96
$7,737.30
$2,886.61
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$6,719.74
$6,719.74
$6,719.74
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$6,719.74
$6,573.82
$7,212.20
$7,217.96
$6,262.79
$6,753.33
$6,387.59
$135,813.54

$28,199.85
$30,949.18
$26,158.97
$21,604.91
$22,238.49
$29,132.94
$26,949.98
$22,226.97
$23,234.93
$6,719.74
$6,719.74
$6,719.74
$20,735.19
$21,567.47
$22,768.39
$37,689.08
$6,719.74
$6,573.82
$28,848.79
$28,871.83
$25,051.18
$27,013.34
$25,550.36
$574,112.16

25.00
75.00
70.01
70.01
75.02
70.02
70.02
75.03
70.03
75.04
70.05
0.00
0.00

$7,199.72
$21,599.15
$20,162.09
$20,162.09
$21,604.91
$20,164.97
$20,164.97
$21,607.79
$20,167.85
$21,610.67
$20,173.61
$0.00
$0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
75.02
70.02
70.02
75.03
70.03
75.04
70.05
37.50
70.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$7,201.64
$6,721.66
$6,721.66
$7,202.60
$6,722.62
$7,203.56
$6,724.54
$3,599.86
$6,719.74

$7,199.72
$21,599.15
$20,162.09
$20,162.09
$28,806.55
$26,886.62
$26,886.62
$28,810.39
$26,890.46
$28,814.23
$26,898.14
$3,599.86
$6,719.74

83.02500.00

BARTA TYLER & EMILY

83.02501.00
83.02502.00
83.02503.00
83.02504.00
83.02505.00
83.02506.00
83.02507.00
83.02508.00
83.02509.00
83.02510.00
83.02511.00
83.02512.00
83.02513.00
83.02514.00
83.02515.00
83.02516.00
83.02517.00
83.02518.00
83.02519.00
83.02520.00

WIRSING FRANKLIN G
BROWN JADE & THEODORE FRANZWA
KNAUS KEVIN & KELLY
CHRISTIANSEN MATHEW J & TANIA
ANDERSON SCOTT G
KOSTEL NICHOLAS S & ASHLEY A
URNESS GLORIA K
SCHWARTZ MICHAEL S & JULIE
OLVERA CHRISTIAN
ZIMBELMAN GREGGORY S & PAMELA
SENTI DAVID & JODY
OLIVIER DRU D
SVENDSEN BRADLEY J & NATALIE G
FILIPI BRIAN S & JENNA S
SOLI MICHAEL R & TRUDY S
IVERSON BRIANNA JUNE MARIE
KOOP MISTI
TROYER CHARLES E & LINDA L
BUCKALEW CRAIG & KAY
KLEMETSRUD BETHANY & TWANDA NIGEL MURINDA
SUBTOTAL GARDEN VALLEY 2nd ADDITION

83.02677.00
83.02678.00

GARDEN VALLEY 3RD ADDITION
SEVEN MAC LLC
PIERCE INVESTMENT LLC

83.04237.00

PIERCE INVESTMENT LLC

83.04236.00

PIERCE INVESTMENT LLC

83.04235.00

PIERCE INVESTMENT LLC
SUBTOTAL GARDEN VALLEY 3RD ADDITION

LOT 5 BLOCK 2
LOT 6 BLOCK 2 & SLY 10
FT LOT 7
LOT 7 BLOCK 2
LOT 8 BLOCK 2
LOT 9 BLOCK 2
LOT 10 BLOCK 2
LOT 1 BLOCK 3
LOT 2 BLOCK 3
LOT 3 BLOCK 3
LOT 4 BLOCK 3
LOT 5 BLOCK 3
LOT 6 BLOCK 3
LOT 7 BLOCK 3
LOT 8 BLOCK 3
LOT 1 BLOCK 4
LOT 2 BLOCK 4
LOT 3 BLOCK 4
LOT 4 BLOCK 4
LOT 5 BLOCK 4
LOT 6 BLOCK 4
LOT 7 BLOCK 4

LOT 1 BLOCK 1
LOT 2 BLOCK 1
REPLAT OF LOTS 3, 4 &
5, LOT E, BLOCK 1
REPLAT OF LOTS 3, 4 &
5, LOT D, BLOCK 1
REPLAT OF LOTS 3, 4 &
5, LOT C, BLOCK 1

0.00

$0.00

85.00

$8,159.68

$8,159.68

95.01
75.01
85.02
80.02
87.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
82.13
71.83
71.63
71.49
71.09
77.00
77.21
72.30
72.54
78.04
81.04
1,993.83

$27,361.80
$21,602.03
$24,484.80
$23,044.85
$25,124.13
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$23,652.51
$20,686.23
$20,628.63
$20,588.31
$20,473.12
$22,175.13
$22,235.61
$20,821.58
$20,890.70
$22,474.64
$23,338.60
$574,200.48

0.00
0.00
42.50
80.02
87.24
72.02
72.00
72.02
85.92
82.13
71.83
71.63
71.49
71.09
77.00
77.21
72.30
36.27
0.00
0.00
1840.38

$0.00
$0.00
$4,079.84
$7,681.62
$8,374.71
$6,913.65
$6,911.73
$6,913.65
$8,248.00
$7,884.17
$6,895.41
$6,876.21
$6,862.77
$6,824.37
$7,391.71
$7,411.87
$6,940.53
$3,481.78
$0.00
$0.00
$176,669.54

$27,361.80
$21,602.03
$28,564.64
$30,726.47
$33,498.84
$6,913.65
$6,911.73
$6,913.65
$8,248.00
$31,536.68
$27,581.64
$27,504.84
$27,451.08
$27,297.49
$29,566.84
$29,647.48
$27,762.11
$24,372.48
$22,474.64
$23,338.60
$750,870.02

0.00
0.00

$0.00
$0.00

31.65
102.71

$3,038.28
$9,859.77

$3,038.28
$9,859.77

0.00

$0.00

70.47

$6,764.85

$6,764.85

0.00

$0.00

56.09

$5,384.43

$5,384.43

0.00
0.00

$0.00
$0.00

68.44
329.36

$6,569.98
$31,617.32

$6,569.98
$31,617.32

83.04443.00
83.04444.00

GARDEN VALLEY 5TH RESUBDIVISION
VIJAYAN LAVENYA & KYLE M VIVIER
AGUIRRE MARIA
SUBTOTAL GARDEN VALLEY 5TH RESUBDIVISION

LOT A
LOT B

77.34
69.97
147.31

$22,273.04
$20,150.57
$42,423.61

77.34
69.97
147.31

$7,424.35
$6,716.86
$14,141.20

$29,697.39
$26,867.42
$56,564.82

83.04479.00
83.04480.00

GARDEN VALLEY 6TH RESUBDIVISION
BAKER JEREMIAH
PETERSON TYLER
SUBTOTAL GARDEN VALLEY 6TH RESUBDIVISION

LOT A
LOT B

45.21
34.80
80.01

$13,019.97
$10,022.01
$23,041.97

45.21
34.80
80.01

$4,339.99
$3,340.67
$7,680.66

$17,359.96
$13,362.67
$30,722.63

83.03489.00
83.03490.00
83.03491.00

NOAHS 1ST ADDITION
THOMPSON ERIC A & MARY M
GARCIA JUAN DIOS & HELEN
HANSON DONOVAN
SUBTOTAL NOAHS 1ST ADDITION

LOT 1 BLOCK 1
LOT 2 BLOCK 1
LOT 3 BLOCK 1

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

77.40
75.83
68.32
221.55

$7,430.11
$7,279.39
$6,558.46
$21,267.96

$7,430.11
$7,279.39
$6,558.46
$21,267.96

83.02332.00
83.02333.00

MJ RYAN ADDITION
LARSON KENT E & CYNTHIA M
KOVAR MICHAEL M
SUBTOTAL MJ RYAN ADDITION

LOT 6 BLOCK 1
LOT 7 BLOCK 1

0.00
0.00
0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

35.00
70.00
105.00

$3,359.87
$6,719.74
$10,079.60

$3,359.87
$6,719.74
$10,079.60

3,743.08

$1,077,964.69

4,138.39

$397,269.83

$1,475,234.52

GRAND TOTAL
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Request for Council Action
Date: 5/3/2022
To:

East Grand Forks City Council Mayor Steve Gander, Council President Mark Olstad,
Council Vice-President Tim Riopelle, Council members Clarence Vetter, Dale Helms, Tim
Johnson, Marc DeMers, and Brian Larson.

Cc:

File

From: Fire Chief Jeff Boushee
RE:

Fulltime Firefighter/EMT Hiring Process

Background:
The East Grand Forks Fire Department has received a signed resignation from Firefighter
Benjamin Staska. Firefighter Staska’s separation date will be May 16th, 2022. We currently have
a hiring process open to fill a current Firefighter/EMT vacancy. I am requesting approval to hire
two (2) Firefighter/EMT’s from this process. Provided that we have two (2) candidates that fit the
position.
Budgetary Impact:
Both positions have been budgeted.
Recommendation:
Authorize the Fire Department to hire up to two (2) Firefighter/EMT’s from the current hiring
process.
Enclosures: None
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Request for Council Action
Date: May 10, 2022
To:

East Grand Forks City Council Mayor Steve Gander, Council President Mark Olstad, VicePresident Tim Riopelle; Council members Clarence Vetter, Dale Helms, Brian Larson, Tim
Johnson, and Marc DeMers.

Cc:

File

From: Reid Huttunen, Parks & Recreation
RE:

Grand Rides Bike Share update and sponsor request

Background:
A few updates on the Bike Share funding request from since the discussion in March.
- Ms. Ellis has researched any potential DOT funds available for a project like this. At this time,
there are no funds or grants available to be used for a project like this. DOT funds would only
be applicable if the City was applying to purchase and own bikeshare infrastructure of its
own.
- MN DNR – The DNR does own and operate bike rental programs at other parks throughout
the state. The District Supervisor was open to the idea of participating as a partner in the
program and suggested they would discuss it with the Regional Manager. To date, I have not
heard a final decision from the DNR on their interest.
Budget Impact.
DDA is asking the City of East Grand Forks to commit to a $10,000 annual sponsorship of the
program.
Other community partners already committed to the program are Altru, Univ. of North Dakota, and
City of Grand Forks.
Altru Recreation Partnership funds are available and I would view this as a good use of those funds,
with the intention being to fund health and wellness activity in the community.
Recommendation:
Seeking discussion and direction from City Council.
Enclosure:
Resolution
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RESOLUTION NO. 22 – 05 - 38

WHEREAS, the Downtown Development Association (DDA) has taken over operations of the Grand
Rides Bike Share program; and
WHEREAS, the DDA have requested sponsorships for running the program in both cities since the bikes
are located in both cities; and
WHEREAS, the DDA has asked the City of East Grand Forks if they would be a sponsor for the 2022
season and requested $10,000; and
WHEREAS, staff has looked into possible funding sources including grant opportunities from the
Minnesota Department of Transportation; and
WHEREAS, the recommendation from staff was to utilize funding from the Altru Recreation
Partnership for 2022 because the intent of the funding was for a health and wellness activity in the
community; and
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the City Council approves use the of the Altru Recreation
Partnership funding for the Grand Bike Share Program for 2022 in the amount of $10,000.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:
The President declared the resolution passed.

Passed: May 17, 2022

Attest:
______________________________
City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer

_______________________________________
President of Council

I hereby approve the foregoing resolution this 17th of May, 2022.
______________________________________
Mayor
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#11

Minutes of the regular meeting of the Water, Light, Power and Building Commission of the City of East
Grand Forks, Minnesota held on April 20, 2022, at 8:00 am in the City Council Chambers.
Present: Beauchamp, Quirk, Grinde, DeMers
Absent: None
Also present: Keith Mykleseth, Ron Galstad, Brian Johnson, Todd Grabanski, Steve Emery, Todd Forster,
Alex Breyer, Kevin Hatcher, Brianna Feil, Corey Thompson, Karla Anderson and Tyler Tretter.
It was moved by Commissioner Quirk seconded by Commissioner Grinde that the minutes of the previous
regular meeting of April 6, 2022, be approved as read.
Voting Aye: Beauchamp, Quirk, Grinde, DeMers
Voting Nay: None
It was moved by Commissioner Grinde seconded by Commissioner Quirk to authorize the Secretary to
issue payment of the recommended bills and payroll in the amount of $1,575,105.64.
Voting Aye: Beauchamp, Quirk, Grinde, DeMers
Voting Nay: None
It was moved by Commissioner Grinde seconded by Commissioner Quirk to authorize WSN to prepare
plans & specs for the 2022 Watermain Improvement Project; advertise for bids; set bid date for 10am on
5-24-22.
Voting Aye: Beauchamp, Quirk, Grinde, DeMers
Voting Nay: None
It was moved by Commissioner Grinde seconded by Commissioner Quirk to adjourn at 8:24 am to the
next regular meeting on May 4, 2022, at 8:00 am to be held in the City Council Chambers.
Voting Aye: Beauchamp, Quirk, Grinde, DeMers
Voting Nay: None
Lori Maloney
Commission Secretary
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Meeting Minutes of the
Resurrection Cemetery Commission
Thursday, November 4, 2021
City Hall Training Room
CALL TO ORDER:
The City of East Grand Forks Resurrection Cemetery Commission meeting for Thursday, November 4,
2021 was called to order by Chairman Dave Tucker at 11:56 a.m.
ROLL CALL:
Members Present were: Chairman Dave Tucker, Commissioner Rich Nickelson, Commissioner Len
Vonasek, Alderman Tim Johnson, and Executive Secretary Reid Huttunen.
Guests Present: Dan Dahl and Melonie Larson, Dahl Funeral Home
OPEN FORUM:
No guest comments were provided during Open Forum.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
There were no corrections or additions to the Cemetery Commission minutes from August 4, 2021.
Motion was made by Vonasek to accept the meeting minutes, seconded by Nickelson, motion carried.
APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL REPORTS:
o August, September, and October 2021.
o Chairman Tucker asked Secretary Huttunen to detail the financial statements. Mr.
Huttunen shared the update on monthly revenues from the three months listed. No
questions or amendments. Commissioner Nickelson moved to accept the financial
statements, seconded by Vonasek. Motion carried.
OLD BUSINESS:
1)
Discussion on continued development of cemetery plots for burial.
a. Commissioners shared discussion on the development of cemetery lots in section 10,
11, & 12. The general idea before the commission is to plan for personal columbarium
monuments to be placed in the area, with additional city owned columbarium to
center the garden area. Discussion was held by commissioners, with comments of
support by Dan Dahl from Dahl Funeral Home. Mr. Huttunen suggested he receive a
proposal from Widseth, the City engineer to create a concept of what the garden
space could look like. Commissioner Vonasek moved to seek a price quote from
Widseth to create this concept plan. Seconded by Nickelson, motion carried. Huttunen
will bring an additional plan to the commission at the spring meeting.
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NEW BUSINESS:
1) Winter Burial rates and plans for 2021-2022 winter season
a. Winter prices were presented to the commission for information and discussion.
Huttunen directed the commission that he saw no reason to change the winter prices
going into this winter season. Once snow accumulates, Huttunen will notify funeral
homes that winter burial rates are in effect.
2) Other Discussion as requested by Commissioners
a. No other discussion was brought forward at this time. A meeting date in early May will
decided in the spring. Chairman Tucker did notify the group the Commissioner
Vonasek would provide lunch at the May meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:
Seeing no other business, Vonasek made a motion to adjourn at 12:19 p.m., seconded by Alderman
Johnson, motion carried.
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RESOLUTION NO. 22 – 05 - 39
RESOLUTION ACCEPTING AND AWARDING BID FOR IMPROVEMENT
Council Member _______, supported by Council Member _______, introduced the following resolution
and moved its adoption:
WHEREAS, pursuant to an advertisement for bids for the improvement of 2022 Assessment Job No. 1 –
Street Reconstruction and Utility Improvements for 5th Ave NW and 20th St NW, bids were received,
opened and tabulated according to law, and the following bids were received complying with the
advertisement:
WHEREAS, it appears that Taggart Contracting, Inc is the lowest responsible bidder at a bid price of
$2,278,451.00.
WHEREAS, the total project cost for the street reconstruction is $1,831,452.16; and
WHEREAS, the total amount that would be assessed for the street reconstruction is $1,475,234.52; and
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED,
1. The Mayor and City Administrator are hereby authorized and directed to enter into a contract with
Taggart Contracting in the name of the City of East Grand Forks for the improvement of 2022
Assessment Job No. 1 – Street Reconstruction and Utility Improvements for 5th Ave NW and 20th
St NW according to the plans and specifications therefore approved by the City Council and on
file in the administration office.
2. The City Administrator is hereby authorized and directed to return forthwith to all bidders the
deposits made with their bids, except that the deposits of the successful bidder and the next lowest
bidder shall be retained until a contract has been signed.
3. The City of East Grand Forks, Minnesota declares its official intent to reimburse itself for the costs of
the improvement from the proceeds of the tax exempt bond.

4. The City Portion for this project will be paid out of the following funds:
414-43-154-45300
414-43-154-43030
414-43-154-43030
414-43-154-43030
414-43-154-45300
414-43-154-43500

Construction
Plans/Specifications
Staking/Inspection
Assessment Roll
Contingencies
Admin/Legal

Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:
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$1,506,852.00
$76,050.00
$123,002.00
$5,000.00
$75,342.60
$45,205.56

The President declared the resolution passed.
Passed: May 17, 2022
Attest:
____________________________________
City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer

____________________________________
President of Council

I hereby approve the foregoing resolution this 17th of May, 2022.
____________________________________
Mayor
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RESOLUTION NO. 22 – 05 - 40
Council Member _______, supported by Council Member _______, introduced the following resolution
and moved its adoption:
WHEREAS, the City Council was considering utility improvements and a street reconstruction on 5th
Avenue NW and 20th Street NW; and
WHEREAS, the Council requested to have plans and specifications prepared for 2022 Assessment Job
No. 1; and
WHEREAS, the engineers prepared the plans and specifications, advertised, and open bids for this project;
and
WHEREAS, the Council has received several objections to this project; and
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF EAST GRAND
FORKS, MINNESOTA that the City Council at this time rejects all bids for 2022 Assessment Job No. 1
– Street Reconstruction and Utility Improvements.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

The President declared the resolution passed.
Passed: May 17, 2022
Attest:
___________________________________
City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer

____________________________________
President of Council

I hereby approve the foregoing resolution this 17th day of May, 2022.
____________________________________
Mayor
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#14
RESOLUTION NO. 22 – 05 - 41
Council Member _______, supported by Council Member _______, introduced the following resolution
and moved its adoption:
WHEREAS, the City of East Grand Forks (hereinafter “The City”) had a public hearing dated April 19,
2022; and
WHEREAS, after the completion of the public hearing the city directed further discussion regarding the
special use permit for an asphalt plant be brought to the April 26, 2022 work session to discuss the
information and any potential restriction for the permit if it were to be approved; and
WHEREAS, after discussion the City Council had staff prepare restrictions based upon the concerns
presented at the public hearing; and
WHEREAS, the City Council was provided a list of proposed restrictions to be included in a motion for
approval of the special use permit; and
WHEREAS, the City Council moved for approval of the special use permit with the proposed restrictions;
and
WHEREAS, the City Council by a majority vote approved the special use permit with restrictions;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
1. The City adopts the attached Findings and Decision of the East Grand Forks City Council
approving the special use permit for RJ Zavoral & Sons Inc to operate an asphalt plant and
contractor yard.
2. The City authorizes the City Administrator, Council President, and Mayor to sign all appropriate
documents.
Voting Aye:
Voting Nay:
Absent:

The President declared the resolution passed.
Passed: May 17, 2022
Attest:
___________________________________
City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer

____________________________________
President of Council

I hereby approve the foregoing resolution this 17th day of May, 2022.
____________________________________
Mayor
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FINDINGS AND DECISION OF THE
EAST GRAND FORKS
CITY COUNCIL
Special use permit for RJ Zavoral & Sons Inc.
To operate an Asphalt plant and Contractor Yard
I.

BACKGROUND
The city planning commission received a petition to annex twenty-two acres of land into

the City of East Grand Forks for a proposed asphalt plant. Proper notices, public hearings, council
approval and final approval from the State Office of Administrative hearings the Municipal
Boundary Adjustment Unit were received and recorded as required by law.

After

the

annexation was completed the Planning and Zoning Commission followed the appropriate process
and recommended the property be rezoned from C-2 Highway Commercial to I-2 General
Industrial; council approved the recommendation.
Next, a Public Hearing was held before the East Grand Forks Planning and Zoning
Commission on April 14, 2022, at 12:00 p.m. after proper notice. Present were the Planning
Commissioners, City Planner Nancy Ellis, Executive Assistant Brenda Ault, City Attorney Ronald
Galstad, RJ Zavoral & Sons representatives Zach Bopp, John Zavoral, Jeff Brooks and Ben
Horken, John Jeffrey Huntsville Township Board, Huntsville Township business owners Bryan
and Caryl Lester from Stable Days, Mike Delisle Mayo Manufacturing and Gary Sheilds, Valley
Bag and Supply; Huntsville Township homeowners, Robert and Laura Raymond, Darren Schimke,
Jennee Jorgenson, Roger Altapeter and Dale Helms Council member.
The Public Hearing was opened, and information was presented by Nancy Ellis. Ms. Ellis
informed the commissioners that the applicant RJ Zavoral & Sons are requesting a special use
permit for the newly annexed property described as the Enright Addition to the City of East Grand
Forks. The application along with a Supplemental Information packet from RJ Zavoral was
entered into the record. Nancy Ellis informed the planning commission what must be considered
to pursuant to City Code when considering a special use permit and discussed each element and
how the plant meet the requirements.
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Ms. Ellis testified about her investigation and whether the application met the legal criteria.
She provided comments from staff Jason Stordahl, public works, and Chief Boushee Fire
department. Nancy discussed the information she received from MNDOT (traffic), the City of
Grand Forks (re: asphalt plants), American Crystal Sugar Company plant manager Lloyd Kennedy
and UND facilities manager regarding its proximity to the Opp Asphalt plant.
Next testimony and information were provided by John Jeffrey, Huntsville Township.
Additionally, Mike Delisle, Jenna Jorgenson, Robert Raymond, Laura Raymond, Bryan Lester
Roger Altapeter and Darren Schimke testified in opposition of the permit regarding toxic
emissions, noise affecting health, environmental and outdoor enjoyment concerns, increased
traffic, and increased residue left on roads causing safety concerns. After testimony, the
commissioners asked questions of the attendees and clarifying questions of the applicant. Upon
completion of questioning and discussions the public hearing was closed, motion to approve was
brought forward and the commission approved the request by unanimous vote to send it to the City
Council for further public hearing, discussion, setting on special conditions and for a vote by the
council.
II.

PUBLIC HEARING COUNCIL
Introduction

A.

Nancy Ellis-City Planner

1.

On April 19, 2022, at 5:00 p.m. to approve the special use permit for the General Industrial

District. This matter came on for public hearing before the East Grand Forks City Council. Present
were the East Grand Forks City Council, its Mayor Steven Gander, City Administrator David
Murphy, City Clerk Megan Nelson, and City attorney Ronald I. Galstad. The Public Hearing was
opened, and the council had been provided the agenda and an evidentiary packet prior to the
meeting. A copy was available for the public. The packet included the permit application,
supplemental informational packet, and all other written material entered into the record at the
planning commission public hearing.
2.

Nancy Ellis was called upon to address the council. Ms. Ellis described the process to date.

Ms. Ellis stated the planning commission recommended approval of the special use permit with
conditions to be set by the council. Ms. Ellis informed the council of the requirements pursuant to
City code Chapter 152 zoning land usage, section 152.022 to be followed when considering
approval of the permit. Nancy Ellis summarized the applicants request for a special use permit to
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construct and operate an asphalt plant. She told the council that special use permits require an
affirmative vote of the council, it would be located in an industrial park, and that they could set
any reasonable conditions on the permit and the permit could be revoked for noncompliance.
3.

Ms. Ellis recapped the operation. Ms. Ellis described the plant consisted of feeder bins that

would be filled with aggregate and aggregate piles. She stated the materials would be heated and
mixed in drums, the bag house would collect dust from the materials, a burner and heater would
heat the materials into asphalt, and a generator would be used for power. She stated a conveyor is
used to get the asphalt into trucks and other types of equipment and supplies would be on site.
4.

Ms. Ellis explained the plant would only run during a limited time during the year since it

was not a typical manufacturing business that operated daily. On average a busy operation would
operate approximately 45 days a year. The operation would average approximately 5-8 trucks per
hour however for a large construction project it could be up to thirty trucks.
5.

She stated access to the site would be from County Road 17 and an additional access on

the north end of the property near Highway 2 for an emergency exit. To satisfy state fire code a
dry hydrant and water was needed for fire services. A water retention pond is required to be
maintained on site. This was confirmed by Chief Boushee. In addition, Chief Boushee testified
that this was satisfactory for his purpose to fight any potential fires and he had no concerns.
6.

Nancy Ellis addressed traffic concerns and testified regarding her conversations with the

Polk County engineer and the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MNDOT). Neither the
County or the State had any concerns regarding the amount of traffic and stated the roads were
constructed the handle the truck traffic.
7.

Nancy Ellis testified that to issue the permit the use had to comply with city standards set

forth in Section 152.022 as follows:
(a) The use will not create an excessive burden on public facilities and utilities, which serve
or are proposed to serve the area.
(b) The use will be sufficiently compatible with, or separated by sufficient distance from,
or screened from adjacent land uses so that there will be no deterrence to the use or development
of adjacent land and uses.
(c) Each structure or improvement is so designed and constructed that it is not unsightly in
appearance to the extent that it will hinder the orderly and harmonious development of the district
wherein proposed.
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(d) The use is consistent with the purposes of Chapter 152, and the purposes of the zoning
district in which the applicant intends to locate the proposed use.
(e) The use is not in conflict with the East Grand Forks Land Use Plan.
(f) Adequate measures have been taken to provide ingress and egress so designed as to
minimize traffic congestion, provide adequate access to public roads, and provide sufficient onsite parking.
8.

Nancy Ellis testified and provided a memo to address these issues.
a.

No utilities will be necessary to operate the plant at this time. A generator will

provide electricity until the city acquires the territory from PKM and installs electric power.
b.

Further, there will be no deterrence to the use or development of adjacent land and

use. The plant is in an industrial area and compatible with the uses to the north and west of the
property and berms and distances will separate the use from the south and the east.
c.

The plant will be harmonious with the area, industrial uses and industrial structures

are industrial in look and feel. The appearance of the plant will look like other industrial uses,
storage tanks and buildings in the area.
d.

She stated the use needed to be consistent with the purposes of City Code 152 and

the purposes of the zoning district in which the applicant intends to locate the proposed use. The
zoning district is industrial, and the plant is to be located in the industrial zone.
e.

Nancy Ellis testified the proposed use was consistent with the zoning code because

it was allowed as a special use in the industrial district. She also testified the use could not conflict
with the City’s land use plan, and she testified that it would not, and stated the recently adopted
2050 land use plan shows this area as industrial.
f.

She continued to discuss that adequate measures had been taken to provide ingress

and egress by the two separate entrances and exits and the property had a truck staging area as
noted in the supplemental information.
9.

Ms. Ellis testified that all buildings and structures must meet the intent of the State building

code and/or fire codes. She stated there were additional impacts or effects on a variety of issues
regarding public facilities or utilities. She informed the Council the closest school to this location
was 1.4 miles away which was the Central Middle School followed by Riverside Christian School.
She ended by stating if the permit were approved reasonable conditions could be included.
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10.

Ms. Ellis concluded her testimony by informing the Council that she had contacted multiple

agencies to include the County, State, and the City of Grand Forks. The City of Grand Forks
currently has asphalt plants located within their city limits and they had not received any
complaints about the asphalt plants which included the University of North Dakota Medical school
which was nearby the plants. She added she talked with American Crystal Sugar plant manager
Lloyd Kennedy and ACSC did not feel there would be any negative impact and it would not
impede the fall campaign.
11.

Lastly, she also asked for questions, and informed the council that the supplemental

information, all comments from the planning commission meeting, and comments sent in from
Huntsville Township along with a report based on all the conversations she had with the different
agencies was included in the evidentiary packet.
B.

RJ Zavoral Representatives - applicant

12.

Chairman Riopelle asked for comments from the public. Mr. Zach Bopp stated he was with

RJ Zavoral and Sons, asked if there were any questions because they were there to address any
issues and had staff members present to help answer questions about the plant operation,
conditions, or permits that were required. He said most of their information had been provided in
the supplemental information packet but if there was anything else to let them know.
13.

Council member Vetter asked him about land RJ Zavoral, Inc. owned east of Highway 2

that was an old dump ground and why this plant would not be located there. Mr. Bopp said the
biggest concern was space, the location in East Grand Forks allowed them to have a staging area
for traffic, was away from water resources because a coulee ran right past the property to the east,
and it allowed them to set up this site as a permanent location.
14.

Mr. Galstad said there was a lot of talk about the trucks per hour, based on the information

provided he saw an average of five trucks per hour. Mr. Bopp stated if there was a large scale
project, that is when more trucks would be needed, but day to day operations such as the parking
lot project they did at the schools would be similar to the plant in Grand Forks that was mentioned,
they would have five trucks running that were spread out between the asphalt paver and the plant
and it could take them an hour or more. He added it varied by job and they were trying to be
transparent, so it was tough thing to narrow down and address questions as they come.
15.

Council member Larson asked about the generator power and transition to permanent

power and how residents had reached out to him regarding concerns. He asked what the plan was
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to transition from a generator to more permanent power which was a quieter option. Mr. Bopp
testified the city needed to get authority to be able to provide power to the site but soon after that
they would convert over to city power to provide them with a more reliable power source and
reduce the noise.
16.

Mr. Bopp addressed some items that had been mentioned. He referred to the supplemental

information packet; the figures were to show the estimated production and was designed to
demonstrate what could potentially be produced at this site. He stated that was separate from
emissions calculations that are monitored by the MPCA as shown on Figure 5.1 along with graphs
on Figures 5.2 and 5.3. He testified the plant itself gets an air emissions permit and that permit
traveled with the plant, so the tons of asphalt produced by the plant was how that calculation was
produced. He told the Council the results are based on third party testing, the MPCA requires them
to get a stack test completed by an independent third-party lab. Tests are completed every three
years. A test takes 8 hours, and it is conducted when the plant is operating at full capacity. He
stated that they are in compliance. Mayor Gander asked if the stack test captured emissions for a
period of time, bring it to the lab, and test for the different items. Mr. Bopp said yes but if there
was any changes or modifications to the plant another stack test is required.
Opposition
C.

Rob Raymond – 17702 429th Ave SE – Homeowner - Township

17.

Rob Raymond addressed the council, he stated his concerned included air quality, smell,

noise, and property values. Mr. Raymond stated that research shows valuation decreases and that
asphalt plants could never co-exist next to neighborhoods.
17.

Mr. Raymond also referenced the endorsement letters that were provided to the council, he

inferred that the letters were not accurate, and that the individuals did not realize what they were
signing however, Mr. Raymond did not provide any rebuttal letters for the council to review.
D.

Laura Raymond – 17702 429th Ave SE – Homeowner - Township

19.

Laura Raymond addressed the council. She stated she was a research scientist and for

twenty years has been looking at air particles and environmental toxins on human health. Ms.
Raymond stated she spoke with companies and agencies including USDA, Soil and Water
Conservation, EPA, Minnesota FEMA, Minnesota Pollution Control, Minnesota State Farm office,
the Polk County Farm office, the Federal Farm program office, the Center for Health and
Environmental Justice, and a few others. She stated the EPA and other organizations list specific
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toxins of concern because of health effects. She stated the information was complied from peer
reviewed research or studies published in medical journals. Ms. Raymond went on to discuss her
research on the listed toxic chemicals in asphalt and the health issues that can be caused from their
effects. Ms. Raymond did not submit any studies for the council to review. Council member Helms
asked if her research was related to asphalt plant emissions and she stated no it was regarding
toxins in general and their health effects.
20.

Ms. Raymond disputed the supplemental materials provided by the applicant and the

amount of emissions the current Zavoral asphalt plant produced yearly. She testified it is MPCA’s
job is to make sure they did not go above 50 tons per year while having the proper control methods
in place to help keep emissions down, and make sure they are being maintained however, she
added if they were in compliance for the whole year, they were good to go.
21.

Council member Vetter stated that the MPCA monitors asphalt plants, but does Ms.

Raymond have any suggestions. She stated anything additional would need to be done by an
outside lab, but the city would need to find a company to do it.
22.

Council member Vetter said he had some rebuttal and questions, those with the most risk

would be workers on site and asked if they were required to wear respirators when they were
coming or going or being on site. Mr. Bopp said workers were not required to wear respirators
onsite by OSHA or by their company. Council member Vetter asked if they had ever been fined
by OSHA due to an employee being sick because of emissions. Mr. Bopp said they had not.
E.

Jamie Lund, 704 8th St SE – Homeowner - City

23.

Mr. Lund expressed concerns regarding emissions and the effect on children. He said he

was a father of two young boys many things concerned him, but this plant would be running from
May until September and kids do not stay inside in the summer and would be breathing in
emissions. He commented how the traffic would be an issue, but the biggest thing would be the
air and kids. He commented there needed to be more investigation done.
F.

Jenna Jorgenson, 17704 429th Ave SW – Homeowner - Township

24.

Ms. Jorgenson stated her, and her husband purchased their home almost six years ago. She

explained she had many concerns about the asphalt plant, she had been attending meetings about
this item, including the meeting in January. Ms. Jorgenson’s expressed concerns regarding traffic,
noise, odor, reduced outdoor summer enjoyment, and resale value of her home. She expressed a
concern for the hours of operation from 6 a.m. to 10 pm. six days a week. Ms. Jorgesnon calculated
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traffic based upon 96 hours a week at 30 trucks per hour. She said that was 2,880 trucks by her
house six days a week along with the others that lived within that mile. She added she did not feel
like anyone was listening, so she asked the council to take into consideration the concerns about
the noise, smell, and health to make this decision.
G.

Kelly Driscoll, 42813 170th St SW - Homeowner - Township

25.

Mr. Driscoll testified he worked for an asphalt company. He said there would be sixty feet

piles of class 5, sand, and crusher dust. He stated when the wind blows, he lived less than a quarter
of a mile from the site, and it will blow into his yard with the winds usually blowing from the
northwest and how 90% of the time this past winter that was the direction of the wind. He explained
they would need to heat their AC tanks to 260 up to 280 degrees so they would need to run the
generator 24 hours a day to keep the oil hot. He asked the council what they thought of the noise
and the smell. Council member Johnson said there was a generator four properties away from his
at the lift station, he said he could hear it when he was on the street, it was not that loud, and that
system worked. Mr. Driscoll suggested he go to their site when it was running full-bore and listen
to the generator that was running at 1800 rpms. He stated the Council did not understand what this
was all about, it was not only the smell when they were mixing it, it also the fumes from when
they heat the tank which would be blown straight towards him. He added he has two kids at home
ages 9 and 10 who like to play out in the yard. He commented that if it were not Zavorals putting
a plant but Knife River, this would have been shut down a long time ago. He said it should be a
conflict of interest for the Council to even vote on this item because of all the things that Zavorals
had done for the city and money they have donated. He said again if it were a different company,
they would not be having this discussion.
H.

Jenna Carter, - Beneficial interest in Township property

26.

Ms. Carter stated her family owned seventy-five acres from Highway 2 along 17 and it was

ironic they were there today fighting over land. She said her grandma, Donna Driscoll, the aunt
of the Enrights sitting behind her, fought for this. She said in her family trust she was set to inherit
the acres closest from Highway 2 next to her uncle’s house on seventeen and where she planned
to build her forever home with her husband and soon to be three kids. She said the Council all had
kids and none of them could tell her that they would live next to this plant. She continued saying
another point she would like to make was about the traffic and asked if anyone of them driven
down 17th during beet harvest. She said it was very, very dangerous and she did not know how
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many times her and her family had come upon accidents. She asked what this would do to land
values, how the farmers who make up most of the community, and the only people benefiting from
this was the Council and the Zavorals.
I.

Lana Driscoll, 6164 Camellia Circle, Grand Forks ND - Beneficial owner Township

property
27.

She said her family-owned part of the land and she had not heard anything about the

contaminants, what it would do to the water table, what would this do to people that had wells,
what would it do to the water, and what will it do to the farmland. She asked what happens the
land gets devalued. She stated at one time her mother, Donna Enright Driscoll, was offered $10,000
per acre for this land because it was so close to American Crystal and what would it go to now.
She said again she and her family had a vested interest in this. She stated her brother was Kelly
Driscoll and he had two children out there, like her daughter said, the traffic was terrible during
beet season and asked what it would be like when they were running their trucks. She has come
upon many accidents when she lived out there, and she wished they would take deep consideration.
HUNTSVILLE TOWNSHIP
J.

John Jeffrey-Township Board

28.

Mr., Jeffrey prior to the hearing provided a letter to the council dated April 14, 2022.

29.

Mr. John Jeffrey introduced himself to the Council as a supervisor of the Huntsville

Township. He stated the township chair, Scott Boushey, was present, along with Dan Zavoral, who
was the other township supervisor. He stated Huntsville Township was a municipality like the city,
their board was made up of three supervisors, and they do their own zoning for the thirty-six square
miles of the township. Mr. Jeffrey testified that the concerns were with emissions, odor, dust, noise,
hours and duration of operation, and the permanency of the permit.
30.

That granting a permanent permit rather than an interim was a concern. If the permit were

to Zavorals, but it ran with the land, which was a legal term, so if they sold the land the City would
then be working with the next property owner. He said Zavorals, could be honorable and be good
neighbors but the next owner would only be limited to the restrictions that were listed by the
Council.
31.

Mr. Jeffrey suggested denying the request and issue an interim permit limiting the number

of years to be able determine the if the stated concerns were in fact legitimate. He said in the
materials listed that would be put out by the plant, four of them, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide,
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volatile organic compounds, and formaldehyde, by their own admission, smell. Mr. Jeffrey
suggested placing restrictions on the amounts of emissions and limit all of them to one ton more
than reported in the RJ Zavoral materials.
32.

Mr. Jeffrey also discussed MPCA requirements and stated additional restrictions could be

required. He said the MPCA did allow additional restrictions such as requiring the covering of
aggregate materials or having the piles watered down. He added there was a quarter mile road that
could get a lot of traffic so there could be a restriction of watering the road and keeping conveyors
covered which were suggestions from the MPCA and seemed like reasonable restrictions that
could be added by the Council.
33.

Mr. Jeffrey said regarding the noise and traffic concerns, Zavorals could limit the duration

to mid-May to October. He stated September 30th the plant should be shut down because there
would be a lot of traffic coming down County Road 17 for beet harvest. He added it seemed like
beets are harvested earlier each year and this would help with traffic congestion at a dangerous
intersection where County Road 17 crosses Highway 2. He said if the plant were done with their
heavy operation by the end of September it would be light at the end of the tunnel for some of the
folks that lived so close. He said regarding the hours of operation he knew they wanted to run later
but for the homeowners that live close, operations should cease by 7 p.m. because running Monday
through Saturday, this would give them a break. Mr. Jeffrey said this was an emotional issue for
everybody involved and it was hard when these things happen.
K.

Council

34.

Council member Larson said he just had a few comments. He said what he was hearing

was for a request for the City to require stricter environmental compliance that the State of
Minnesota and he was having a hard time understanding the City’s authority to do so.

He

commented if they were to require stricter environmental compliance than the State of Minnesota
who was twice as strict as the federal requirements, he was concerned how that could impact
American Crystal Sugar located just west of this location and how they have a coal fired stack.
He continued saying the dust, noise, and smell were not regulated and could be addressed in the
permit. Mr. Bopp commented that dust monitoring of the road, piles, and plant was required by
the storm water permit they were required to have for this site. He said it was up to the city what
the requirements were, but it was also something they were required to maintain as a permit holder.
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35.

Council member Larson clarified it was a part of the MPCA storm water pollution control

that the dust control was regulated by the State. Mr. Bopp said yes, they were required to suppress
the dust and at other sites they have used water, blading, and calcium chloride so there were various
options that could be used but they usually use water because a water truck is on site at an asphalt
plant. He stated they water the roads because they want the drivers to see because this is a safety
issue for them as well. Mr. Jeffrey asked about the piles of aggregate and how they control the dust
from that. Mr. Bopp said they usually suppress that will water and it fell under their MPCA storm
water permit.
36.

The hearing notice was sent to the residents as required by the City Code and published in

the Exponent Newspaper on March 30, 2022, and April 7, 2022, as required by statute.
37.

The Public Hearing was closed and meeting adjourned. The council requested that the

matter be brought before the Council work session for council to discuss the information presented
at the public hearing and potential restrictions to be placed on the permit. The matter was discussed
at the April 26, 2022, work session. Issues regarding emissions, noise, dust, screening, traffic,
hours of operation, days and months of operation, code requirements, utilities, and aesthetics.
Based upon the comments and discussion the staff complied a list of permit restrictions if it were
to be approved:
a.

The road leading to the site must be a hard surfaced roadway within three years

unless otherwise agreed upon by the applicant and City Council.
b.

If dust becomes a nuisance, the piles and/or gravel road needs to be watered or

calcium chlorate needs to be added.
c.

While the asphalt plant is in operation, the City’s Noise Ordinance will be followed.

This condition is applicable only during the operation of the asphalt plant. An annual Decibel test
taken during operation will be submitted to the city.
d.

Must follow Minnesota Administrative Rules Chapter 7030 regarding noise

pollution. The land use activity would be classified as a level 3 under the noise area classification.
e.

Require dry hydrant and a water retention pond to hold 120,000 gallons of water at

any given time, to meet the MN and City Fire Code requirements.
f.

The asphalt plant must hook up to City electrical service once it is available on site.

g.

A topsoil berm is required on the south end of the property, and larger trees or a

hedge row will be planted on or near both the south and east sides of the property within 5 years.
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h.

The plant cannot be substantially modified without city approval at the City’s sole

discretion. This site will allow a maximum three hundred ton/hour operational average per year.
i.

The asphalt plant must be in substantial compliance with all City, State and Federal

permits, including the Air Emissions Permit and the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Permit. All monitoring and emissions reports submitted to the State or Federal
Governments must be submitted to the city annually.
Based upon testimony, exhibits, Planning and Zoning Commission meeting minutes,
public hearings, public comment, argument and files and records herein and on record, the
City Council makes the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1.

That the East Grand Forks Planning and Zoning Commission followed the procedure

outline in the City Code to investigate the proposed Special Use application for the proposed
location of the asphalt plant.
2.

That the East Grand Forks Planning and Zoning Commission submitted its

recommendation for approval of the application based upon substantial evidence presented to it
during the application Process.
3.

That the East Grand Forks Planning Commission and East Grand Forks City Council

considered the proposed application and its use upon the health, safety and general welfare of
homeowners, business and residents of the City of East Grand Forks and affected residents of
Huntsville Township.
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4.

The property is approximately twenty-two acres in size and is legally described as follows:

The easterly 2.0 acres of the West Half of the Southeast Quarter and that part of the East
Half of the Southeast Quarter, all in Section 6, Township 151 North, Range 49 West of the 5th
Principal Meridian, Polk County, Minnesota, described as follows:
Commencing at the southeast corner of said Section 6; thence westerly along the
south line of said Section 6 having a grid bearing of South 87 degrees 24 minutes
17 seconds West, a distance of 276.73 feet; thence North 02 degrees 30 minutes 30
seconds West, a distance of 1895.00 feet to the point of beginning of that tract of
land to be described herein; thence continuing North 02 degrees 30 minutes 30
seconds West, a distance of 756.29 feet to the north line of said Southeast Quarter;
thence South 87 degrees 06 minutes 48 seconds West, along said north line, a
distance of 1070.67 feet; thence South 02 degrees 27 minutes 00 seconds East,
parallel with the west line of said East Half of the Southeast Quarter, a distance of
2645.85 feet to the south line of said Southeast Quarter; thence North 87 degrees
24 minutes 17 seconds East, along said south line, a distance of 80.00 feet; thence
North 02 degrees 27 minutes 00 seconds West, parallel with the west line of said
East Half of the Southeast Quarter, a distance of 1889.96 feet; thence North 87
degrees 06 minutes 48 seconds East, a distance of 991.44 feet to the point of
beginning.
Said tract of land contains 22.06 acres, more or less.
5.

Huntsville Township supervisor John Jeffrey submitted a letter dated April 14, 2022, into

the record with two options. First to deny the permit as not compatible due to zoning issues, dust,
noise, smell, and emissions fire hazard concerns.
6.

The City satisfied the statutory notice requirements by mailing notice to the affected

property owners by letter and by publishing notice in the Exponent, the official newspaper for the
City of East Grand Forks on March 30, 2022, and April 7, 2022.
7.

The city conducted a public hearing on April 19, 2022, taking comment from the public.

Seven Landowners testified in opposition to the permit siting health reasons, emissions, noise,
quality of life, odor, dust, environmental, traffic, reduced land values, and aesthetics issues.
However, no supporting report, research or studies were submitted.
8.

The city obtained the exhibits and evidence used by the Planning and Zoning Commission

to support its recommendation.
9.

That the Planning and Zoning Commission and City Council determined that the

application satisfied Chapter 152 of the East Grand Forks City Code as follows:
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a.

The use will not create an excessive burden on public facilities and utilities, which

serve or are proposed to serve the area. That no utilities will be necessary and once the city acquires
the electric territory the plant will utilize city services.
b.

The use will be sufficiently compatible with, or separated by sufficient distance

from, or screened from adjunct land uses so that there will be no deterrence to the use or
development of adjacent land and uses.
c.

Each structure or improvement is so designed and constructed that it is not unsightly

in appearance to the extent that it will hinder the orderly and harmonious development of the
district wherein proposed. The plant is allowed as special use in the industrial district. It is
compatible with uses to the north and west of the property. Screening and berms and distance will
separate this use from the south and east. The two closest township residences are within 1700 feet
of the plant and commercial and industrial uses are located at closet point 2500 feet or more.
Similar plants in other locations have residents closer and none have deterred the use of the
properties.
d.

The use is consistent with the purposes of Chapter 152, and the purposes of the

zoning district in which the applicant intends to locate the proposed use.
e.

The use is not in conflict with the East Grand Forks Land Use plan. The 2050 land

use plan future development map shows this area as industrial; it shows industrial acreage demand
of 26.5 acres in the near term and is consistent with the plan.; and
f.

Adequate measures have been taken to provide for ingress and egress so designed

as to minimize traffic congestion, provide adequate access to public roads, and to provide sufficient
on- site parking. The ingress and egress will be at two different locations, one access off of
Highway 2 and one access off of County Road 17. Both are capable of the additional truck traffic.
Both MnDot and the County engineer have no issues with the access or additional traffic. Parking
on site will be for applicant’s equipment and there is a truck staging area. No parking or trucks
will be parked or stacked on either road.
10.

The fire department has addressed fire protection and it meets fire code and city

requirements.
11.

The applicant satisfied all application requirements.
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12.

The applicant submitted a supplemental information packet which accurately describes the

facility operation, schedule, traffic and site access, buffer zone, compliance and regulation
requirements, property values, commercial business locations and business support letters from

13.

a.

Fastenal

b.

Happy Harry’s

c.

The Carpet Garage

d.

Casey’s general store

e.

Bert’s Truck Equipment

f.

Cash Trucking

g.

Todd’s Trailer Sales

h.

Grand Forks/East Grand Forks Chamber of Commerce

That based upon public objections to the special use permit after receiving the

recommendation of the Planning and Zoning Commission the City Council required further
discussed the information, testimony and comments at the work session on April 26, 2022, and
developed staff recommendations for potential restrictions to be placed on the permit if granted.
Based upon the above Findings of Fact, the Commission makes the following:
DECISION
1.

The City of East Grand Forks satisfied the statutory notice requirements to

conduct a public hearing;
2.

That the special use application DOES satisfy the requirements of Chapter 152 of

the City Code;
3.

Specifically, the applicant HAS demonstrated that the application satisfies code

section 152.022;
4.

The City Council has received all the necessary and required information to

approve the application;
5.

That a quorum was present and a motion to approve the application for a special

use permit for an asphalt plant was entertained and approved by a majority of the City
Council with the following restrictions to address the concerns elicited during the public
hearings:
a.

The road leading to the site must be a hard surfaced roadway within three years

unless otherwise agreed upon by the applicant and City Council.
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b.

If dust becomes a nuisance, the piles and/or gravel road needs to be watered or

calcium chlorate needs to be added.
c.

While the asphalt plant is in operation, the City’s Noise Ordinance will be followed.

This condition is applicable only during the operation of the asphalt plant. An annual Decibel test
taken during operation will be submitted to the city.
d.

Must follow Minnesota Administrative Rules Chapter 7030 regarding noise

pollution. The land use activity would be classified as a level 3 under the noise area classification.
e.

Require dry hydrant and a water retention pond to hold 120,000 gallons of water at

any given time, to meet the MN and City Fire Code requirements.
f.

The asphalt plant must hook up to City electrical service once it is available on site.

g.

A topsoil berm is required on the south end of the property, and larger trees or a

hedge row will be planted on or near both the south and east sides of the property within 5 years.
h.

The plant cannot be substantially modified without city approval at the City’s sole

discretion. This site will allow a maximum three hundred ton/hour operational average per year.
i.

The asphalt plant must be in substantial compliance with all City, State and Federal

permits, including the Air Emissions Permit and the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Permit. All monitoring and emissions reports submitted to the State or Federal
Governments must be submitted to the city annually.
NOW THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY DECIDED THAT:
Based upon the testimony, exhibits, argument, the files, and records on file and herein that
the proposed special use application is hereby APPROVED and the applicate must satisfy the
requirements of City Code to obtain a building permit.

CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS
By:
City Administrator, David Murphy
By:
Council President, Mark Olstad
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APPROVED:

By:
Mayor, Steven Gander
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Request for Council Action
Date: April 19, 2022
To:

East Grand Forks City Council Mayor Steve Gander, Council members Clarence Vetter, Dale
Helms, Tim Riopelle, Tim Johnson, Mark Olstad, Marc DeMers, and Brian Larson.

Cc:

File

From: Nancy Ellis, Community Development Director
RE:

Final Approval of the Enright Addition

PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
Planning Commission recommends final approval of the Enright Addition.

BACKGROUND AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION OF REQUEST:
We have received an application from Zavoral and Sons to plat a piece of property sold to them by
Randall and Scott Enright. They are hoping to build and operate a hot mix asphalt plant on this recently
annexed piece of property. The Special Use Permit must be approved by the City Council as a condition
of the plat. If not approved, they may pull the final plat application.
GENERAL INFORMATION
APPLICANTS/PROPERTY OWNERS: Randall Enright, Scott Enright – property owners; Zavorals - applicant
REQUESTED ACTION: Applicants are requesting final approval of the Enright Addition
SITE ZONING/LAND USE: I-2 is the current zoning – this lot will be used to build and operate an asphalt plant
SURROUNDING ZONING/LAND USE:
North: I-2 zoning, Industrial Park, empty lot and MnDOT facility
West: I-2 zoning, American Crystal Sugar
South: C-2 zoning, Some commercial Businesses and storage facilities
East: Out of City limits, Hwy 2, County residences
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COMMENTS
Randall and Scott Enright have agreed to sell approximately 22 acres (Lot 1) to the Zavorals to construct an
asphalt plant/contractor yard and install a road to said property. They have established I-2 General Industrial
Zoning for the land, annexed said piece of property into city limits and are now applying for a Special Use Permit
to construct and operate an asphalt plant and plat the property where the plant is to be located. The property has
been reviewed by the City’s Utility Group (various Departments) and all Right of Way and Easements requested
by the City are shown on the plat.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approving the final plat with the following conditions:
1) Submit a digital file to the planning office.
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ENRIGHT ADDITION

PRELIMINARY

TO THE CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS,
POLK COUNTY, MINNESOTA

4-6-2022

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATE
I, Gerald D. Pribula, Registered Land Surveyor in the State of Minnesota, do hereby certify this map is a true and
complete survey made by me or under my direct supervision and all dimensions, angles, and bearings are
correct as shown.
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Gerald D. Pribula, Registered Land Surveyor
Minnesota Registration, Number 13468
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On this ______ day of _______________, 2022, before me a Notary Public in and for said County and State,
personally appeared Gerald D. Pribula, to me known to be the person described herein and who executed the
foregoing instrument and acknowledged that he executed the same as his free act and deed.
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Quarter, all in Section 6, Township 151 North, Range 49 West of the 5th Principal Meridian, Polk County,
Minnesota, described as follows:
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Commencing at the southeast corner of said Section 6; thence westerly along the south line of said
Section 6 having a grid bearing of South 87 degrees 24 minutes 17 seconds West, a distance of 276.73
feet; thence North 02 degrees 30 minutes 30 seconds West, a distance of 1895.00 feet to the point of
beginning of that tract of land to be described herein; thence continuing North 02 degrees 30 minutes 30
seconds West, a distance of 756.29 feet to the north line of said Southeast Quarter; thence South 87
degrees 06 minutes 48 seconds West, along said north line, a distance of 1070.67 feet; thence South 02
degrees 27 minutes 00 seconds East, parallel with the west line of said East Half of the Southeast Quarter,
a distance of 2645.85 feet to the south line of said Southeast Quarter; thence North 87 degrees 24 minutes
17 seconds East, along said south line, a distance of 80.00 feet; thence North 02 degrees 27 minutes 00
seconds West, parallel with the west line of said East Half of the Southeast Quarter, a distance of 1889.96
feet; thence North 87 degrees 06 minutes 48 seconds East, a distance of 991.44 feet to the point of
beginning.
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Said tract of land contains 22.06 acres, more or less.

RJ ZAVORAL & SONS, INC
John Zavoral, President/CEO
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STATE OF MINNESOTA)
COUNTY OF POLK)
This instrument was acknowledged before me on this ______ day of _______________, 2022, by John Zavoral,
President/CEO, RJ Zavoral & Sons, Inc.

CITY PLANNING COMMISSION APPROVAL
The subdivision of land shown hereon has been approved by the Planning Commission of the City of East
Grand Forks at a meeting of said City Planning Commission on the ______ day of _______________, 2022, in
accordance with the laws of the State of Minnesota, ordinances of the City of East Grand Forks, and
regulations of said City Planning Commission. In witness thereof are set the hands and seals the City Planner of
the Planning Commission of the City of East Grand Forks.
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Owner of land platted herein:

Notary Public, Polk County
State of Minnesota
My Commission Expires:_______________

Chad Erickson, Planning Commission Secretary
STATE OF MINNESOTA)
COUNTY OF POLK)

COUNTY TREASURER TAX STATEMENT

20TH AVENUE NE

This instrument was acknowledged before me on this ______ day of _______________, 2022, by Chad Erickson,
Planning Commission Secretary.

Notary Public, Polk County
State of Minnesota
My Commission Expires:_______________

I hereby certify that all taxes for 2022 on the land described herein are paid.

Polk County Treasurer, State of Minnesota
RECORDING CERTIFICATE
COUNTY RECORDER CERTIFICATE
DOCUMENT NUMBER

I hereby certify that this instrument was filed in the office of the Polk County Recorder for record on this
of
, 2022 , at
o'clock
M, and was duly recorded in Book
on page
.

PUBLIC ROADWAY

CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL

Polk County Recorder, State of Minnesota

The City of East Grand Forks, Minnesota has approved the subdivision of land shown hereon, at a regular
scheduled meeting of the City Council held on the ____ day of ________________, 2022.
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David Murphy, City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer
City of East Grand Forks, Minnesota

SE SEC. COR.

STATE OF MINNESOTA)
COUNTY OF POLK)
This instrument was acknowledged before me on this ______ day of _______________, 2022, by David Murphy,
City Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer.

TAX STATEMENT
COUNTY AUDITOR TAX STATEMENT
No delinquent taxes due and transfer entered this

Notary Public, Polk County
State of Minnesota
My Commission Expires:_______________
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Polk County Auditor, State of Minnesota
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Request for Council Action
Date: May 10, 2022
To:

East Grand Forks City Council Mayor Steve Gander, Council President Mark Olstad, VicePresident Tim Riopelle; Council members Clarence Vetter, Dale Helms, Brian Larson, Tim
Johnson, and Marc DeMers.

Cc:

File

From: Reid Huttunen
RE:

Request to fix water drainage issues at south entrance of VFW Arena

Background:
At the south entrance of the VFW Arena, frost has heaved the concrete and asphalt leading to the doors. The
frost heaves have damaged the surfacing as well as created a negative drain slope, to the point that water
during rain and thaw events flows into the arena, rather than away from it.
The issue of water standing in this area has existed for many years, but the issue of water running back toward
the building is new this spring.
Each time it has rained this spring, we’ve dealt with water flooding into the arena. We have attempted to slow
the amount of water coming in by sandbagging at the entry doors and overhead door, but that hasn’t
completely stopped the water from entering the building.
After the recent rain, I asked Steve Emery to look at the possibility of adding a new storm drain to the low spot
between the two buildings and tie into the nearby catch basin in the parking lot.
He has suggested the attached drawing as a solution to fix these drainage issues.
- Demo all existing concrete and asphalt in the area.
- Install a Catch basin, 12” storm water line connecting to the existing storm drain in the parking lot
- Install new curb and gutter, and concrete apron between the two arenas
- Relocate dumpster pad to align with driveway from the parking lot
- Add sidewalk connecting from the back door of the VFW connecting to the Blue Line Arena and front
parking lot.
Budget Impact:
Engineers estimate for the total project is $77,275.50. This includes all work shown on the attached site plan
from Widseth. In discussing this project with Mr. Murphy and Ms. Anderson, since it is primarily a storm water
drainage improvement, it would qualify for use of the ARPA dollars given to the City.
Recommendation:
Consider approving Widseth to seek price quotes for the described project.
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Enclosure:
Pictures of water drainage issue around VFW Arena
Engineers Site plan and price estimate for the work
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ESTIMATE OF COST
VFW / BLUE LINE HOCKEY ARENA
PARKING LOT, SIDEWALK & DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS
EAST GRAND FORKS, MN
4/26/2022

ITEM
DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.
01 5526

MOBILIZATION

01 5713

STORM DRAIN INLET PROTECTION

02 4100
02 4100

UNIT
LUMP SUM

QUANTITY
1
$

UNIT
PRICE
2,000.00 $

AMOUNT
2,000.00

1

$

300.00 $

300.00

REMOVE CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER

EACH
LIN FT

107

$

6.50 $

695.50

REMOVE PAVEMENT

SQ YD

269

$

25.00 $

6,725.00

$

10.00 $

950.00
2,500.00

31 2200

COMMON EXCAVATION

CU YD

95

32 1123

CU YD
SQ YD

50

$

50.00 $

32 1216

AGGREGATE BASE COARSE (CV)
CONSTRUCT BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

6

$

100.00 $

600.00

32 1600

6" REINFORCED CONCRETE PAVEMENT

SQ YD

227

$

85.00 $

19,295.00

32 1600

6" CONCRETE DUMPSTER PAD

SQ YD

11

$

100.00 $

1,100.00

32 1600

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER, DESIGN B624

$

50.00 $

7,800.00

32 1600

LIN FT
SQ FT

156

5" CONCRETE SIDEWALK

1143

$

10.00 $

11,430.00

33 4111

CATCH BASIN

EACH

1

$

2,000.00 $

2,000.00

33 4111

CATCH BASIN CASTING ASSEMBLY

EACH

1

$

1,500.00 $

1,500.00

33 4111

12" STORM SEWER PIPING

LIN FT

83

$

65.00 $

5,395.00

32 9219

TOPSOIL BORROW (LV)

CU YD

42

$

25.00 $

1,050.00

32 9219

TURF ESTABLISHMENT

SQ YD

365

$

6.00 $

2,190.00

$

65,530.50

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST
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ESTIMATE OF COST
CONCRETE DRIVEWAY (BLUE LINE HOCKEY ARENA)
EAST GRAND FORKS, MN
4/29/2022

ITEM NO.

ITEM
DESCRIPTION

UNIT

31 2200

COMMON EXCAVATION

CU YD

32 1123

AGGREGATE BASE COARSE (CV)
6" REINFORCED CONCRETE DRIVEWAY

CU YD
SQ YD

32 1600

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST
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QUANTITY
40
$

UNIT
PRICE
15.00 $

AMOUNT
600.00

7

$

50.00 $

350.00

127

$

85.00 $

10,795.00

$

11,745.00

CONSTRUCT 1143 SF CONCRETE SIDEWALK
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Request for Council Action
Date: May 17, 2022
To:

East Grand Forks City Council Mayor Steve Gander, Council President Mark Olstad, VicePresident Tim Riopelle; Council members Clarence Vetter, Dale Helms, Brian Larson, Tim
Johnson, and Marc DeMers.

Cc:

File

From: Reid Huttunen, Parks & Recreation
RE:

Request to purchase kayak launch for LaFave park area

Background:
In 2018, we applied for and were awarded a grant from the Greater MN Regional Parks & Trail
Commission to install a kayak launch in the LaFave Park area, along with a few other improvements to
site access and amenities in the Greenway trail system.
Total project funds awarded to EGF in the grant application were $72,000, with 25% ($18,000) of that
amount committed as a local match. Included in this RCA is a price quote from At Ease Dock & Lift, the
regional distributor of EZ Dock floating dock systems, for a kayak launch dock system at a price of
$44,133.00. This dock system for kayak access is similar to those installed in other communities along
the Red Lake River Corridor including, Thief River Falls, St. Hilaire, and Crookston.
This kayak launch will be installed along the Red River, south of the existing boat ramp location. Final
installation site is dependent upon final site review by the installer from At Ease Dock & Lift, once
river levels recede inside the banks.
Budget Impact:
$18,000 is budgeted in 2022 for the City’s 25% matching portion of the grant total. $11,033 of that
amount will be used for our matching share of the Kayak launch quote.
Recommendation:
- Approve purchase of the floating kayak launch system, as shown in the attached price quote.
Enclosure:
Kayak Launch Spec 2022
Kayak launch artproof
At Ease Dock & Lift Kayak launch price quote
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At Ease Dock & Lift, Inc.
31694 U.S. Hwy 10 E
Frazee, MN 56544 US
(218)334-2202
john@ateasedock.com

Estimate
ADDRESS

ESTIMATE # 10928
DATE 05/10/2022

Reid Huttunen
East Grand Forks - Parks &
Recreation Superintendent
600 Demers Ave
East Grand Forks, MN
56721

ACTIVITY

QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

EZ Dock:500950 Kayak Launch Drive Through w/ Ports
2 - Port Max, Railings, Couplers, Etc

1

10,422.00

10,422.00T

EZ Dock:5008900 Kayak Launch Transfer Bench
ACCESSIBLE TRANSFER BENCH w/SUPPORT/GRAB
RAIL

1

5,745.00

5,745.00T

EZ Dock:100757SS Kayak Launch - Adjustable Adapter
Dock to Kayak Launch - Vertical Adjustable Pin Adapter
(2pr)

1

660.00

660.00T

EZ Dock:208010 80 x 10' EZ Dock Section
80" x 10' EZ Dock Section

1

2,647.00

2,647.00T

EZ Dock:260120 Half Hex EZ Dock Section
Half Hexagon EZ Dock Section

1

1,603.00

1,603.00T

12

68.00

816.00T

EZ Dock:210250 Heavy Duty w/ Wear Sleeve
2.5" Heavy Duty Pipe Bracket w/ Wear Sleeve

4

466.00

1,864.00T

EZ Dock:121025 21' Pipe 2-3/8
21' Galvanized Pipe 2-3/8"

4

220.00

880.00T

EZ Dock:100026 Pipe Cap 2.5
2.5" Galvanized Pipe Cap

4

8.00

32.00T

EZ Dock:35116 Brown Curbing (2.5 x 3.5 x 116 Inches)
Plastic Curbing (Bolts not Included)

5

215.00

1,075.00T

30

6.00

180.00T

EZ Dock:G200460 60 Inch Hinge to Float Kit
60" Hinge to Float Kit - 4 Pocket Connection w/
Hardware (Alum Gangways)
Used for 3' Wide & 5' Wide Gangways

1

580.00

580.00T

EZ Dock:G400524 5' x 24' Gangway

1

9,289.00

9,289.00T

EZ Dock:301100 Coupler Pair
Coupler Pair - Complete

EZ Dock:80530SS Curbing Bolts
3" Bolts to Attach Curbing
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ACTIVITY

QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

EZ Dock:G200550 5' Wide Gangway Transition Plate

1

1,499.00

1,499.00T

EZ Dock:300300 Aluminum Gangway Roller Kit
Use 3" Sch 80 PVC Pipe

1

242.00

242.00T

EZ Dock:105042 Aluminum Gangway SCH80 3" x 60"
Roller

1

110.00

110.00T

EZ Dock:Fab Float (5' x 4') Framework for Large
Gangways
Used on 5' Large Gangways to House a 5'x4' Poly Float

1

1,525.00

1,525.00T

EZ Dock:ACE Float - 4' x 5' by 16"
Use with Fab Float Framework (For Large Gangways)

1

489.00

489.00T

Shipping
Factory to At Ease Dock & Lift

1

510.00

510.00

Delivery
***Assembled, Delivered & Installed***

1

3,965.00

3,965.00

5' x 24' Aluminum Gangway w/ Railings

SUBTOTAL
TAX (0)
TOTAL

Accepted By

Accepted Date
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44,133.00
0.00

$44,133.00

MADE IN
USA

Dock Live Load of 62.5 lbs/sqft
Low Profile Dock Live Load 30 lbs/sqft
40'
13'

5'

19'

9'-9"

Project Name:

4'-3"

City of Grand Forks ADA EZ Launch
Frazee, MN

Distributor Name:
Justin Lance

ABC Boat Docks
(701) 751-8484

Drawn by: Justin Lance
Date: 5/8/2022
DWG Name: ABC_44689386574

5ft by 24ft ADA Aluminum Gangway
w/ Black Float

EZ Dock, Inc
878 East Highway 60
Monett, Missouri 65708
Phone: 1 (800) 654-8168
Fax: (417) 235-2232

General Notes:

5ft Transition Plate

NOTICE! Read EZ Dock Limited Warranty carefully. Among other things, EZ Dock does not warrant damages,
failures or defects caused by unauthorized modification of EZ Dock Product, and/or unauthorized attachment to/of
EZ Dock Product.
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1.

This drawing does not reflect anchoring. Once sufficient information &
completed Proposal Request Form concerning water and bottom conditions
is received, anchoring may be detailed.

2.

Note: It is the dock owner/operator's responsibility to ascertain and comply
with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws, ordinances and
regulations, as well as all inspection, permitting and licensing requirements
pertaining to the installation, application and use of EZ Dock products on
the owner/operator's premises. EZ Dock, Inc. assumes no duty or
responsibility with respect to the legality or compliancy of the
owner/operator's chosen installation, application or use of EZ Dock
products.

3.

Reference EZ Dock Owner Manual for additional details.
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Request for Council Action
Date: May 17, 2022
To:

East Grand Forks City Council Mayor Steve Gander, Council President Mark Olstad, VicePresident Tim Riopelle; Council members Clarence Vetter, Dale Helms, Brian Larson, Tim
Johnson, and Marc DeMers.

Cc:

File

From: Reid Huttunen, Parks & Recreation
RE:

Request from Blue Line Club to rent VFW Arena for Summer Hockey camps

Background:
The Blue Line Club is planning their summer hockey camp for the dates of June 5 to June 24 at the
VFW Arena. Seeking approval of the included lease agreement for the duration of the rental.
Recommendation:
Seeking approval of a rental rate of $9,500.00 to the EGF Blue Line Club for the dates of June 5 to
June 24.
Enclosure:
VFW Arena Use Agreement for June 2022
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City of East Grand Forks
Facility Use Agreement
It is the City of East Grand Forks’ hereinafter “CITY” desire that all patrons who periodically use a CITY
building, facility, park, room, arena, field, recreational area, shelter, or other City property are able to
enjoy the “Facility”. This agreement has been set in place to achieve that goal.
The person signing this agreement and the organization (hereinafter the “User”) on whose behalf the
“Agreement” is being made are responsible for compliance with this agreement. All Users’ are required
to read and sign the City Use Agreement as part of the rental and before the Facility can be rented by the
User. Please read carefully, fill out City, User, and Event sections, initial at the bottom of each page, and
sign in the signature page at the end of this document.
1. CITY FACILITY INFORMATION
Name of CITY Facility/Property:
Address/Area/Location of Facility/Property):
Room/Area of Use Rented:

VFW Memorial Arena
711 3rd St SE, East Grand Forks, MN 56721
Entire Facility

The RENTAL FEE and consideration to be paid by the User shall be as follows:
Rental Fee sum of $9,500.00 for the ice rental dates of Sunday, June 5 through Friday, June 24th.
Special Conditions:
Specific equipment/special conditions as designed by Parks & Recreation Department included in
the rental agreement are as follows:
Parks & Recreation staff will install the ice sheet for Blue Line Club camp. Blue Line Club staff will
operate the camp and have responsibility for ice and building janitorial work for the duration of
the rental dates noted above.
2. USER INFORMATION
Organization Name:
Address, City, State, Zip:
Contact name/title:
Email:

East Grand Forks Blue Line Club
PO Box 125, East Grand Forks, MN 56721
Mike Kolstoe, Board President
egfbluelineclub@gmail.com
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A. This agreement, made and entered into this _______ day of ________________ by and between
the City of East Grand Forks Parks & Recreation Department, a municipal corporation, acting by
and through its Superintendent of Parks & Recreation and the “User” _EGF Blue Line Club (list
organization/renter), now, therefore, in consideration of the promises contained herein, do
hereby agree as follows:
B. The CITY agrees to provide the use of the above listed Facility or the following parts therein,
described above in City Information.
Renting said premises subject to the conditions, rules, regulations and policies that the CITY shall
by Ordinance and Resolution establish for CITY property and facilities from time to time, which
Ordinance and Resolution are mutually understood and agreed by the parties hereto be a part
hereof. It is further mutually agreed that any attached conditions, rules, regulations and policies
of the CITY are a part of this Rental agreement.
C. User shall perform routine pick up after its use of the rented FACILITY, ensuring equipment is
cleaned and returned to its beginning location; as well as area locker rooms, ensuring locker room
and shower area floors are clear of any items and all equipment is properly stored. All garbage will
be placed in the appropriate receptacles as determined by the CITY. If not cleaned to the sole
satisfaction of the CITY, the User agrees to pay CITY the costs the City incurs for clean-up purposes.
D. No alcoholic beverages shall be sold or permitted by User upon the premises. Unless authorized
by City Council.
E. Indemnification. The User shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City and its officials,
employees and agents from any liabilities, judgments, losses, costs or charges (including
attorneys' fees) incurred by the City or any of its officials, employees or agents as a result of any
claim, demand, action or suit relating to any bodily injury or illness (including death), loss or
property damage caused by, arising out of, related to or associated with the use of the Facility by
the User or by the User's guests or invitees, except to the extent caused by the sole negligence,
gross negligence or willful misconduct of the City or its officers, employees or agents.
F. Waiver and Assumption of Risk. The User knows, understands and acknowledges the risks and
hazards associated with using the Facility and hereby assumes any and all risks and hazards
associated therewith. User hereby irrevocably waives any and all claims against the City or any of
its officials, employees or agents for any bodily injury (including death), loss or property damage
incurred by the User as a result of using the Facility and hereby irrevocably releases and
discharges the City and any of its officials, employees or agents from any and all claims of
liability.
G. Insurance. The User is required to obtain liability insurance for the Agreement. If insurance is
required, User agrees to obtain at least a minimum $1 Million General Liability coverage. The
User agree to provide a certificate of insurance to the City showing the required coverage at least
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seven (7) days prior to the Event and naming the City of East Grand Forks as an Additional
Insured.
H. User shall be solely responsible for the supervision and control of its volunteers and participants
and it is strongly recommended by the CITY that if said volunteers are working directly with
children that background checks be performed in accordance with “The Minnesota Child
Protection Act (MN Stat. 299C)”. Any volunteers provided by the User are not “City Volunteers”
and are acting on behalf of the User and ARE NOT acting on behalf of the CITY.
I. CITY, its agents and employees shall have the right to enter the rented premise upon reasonable
advance notice for the purpose of inspecting, repairing, altering or improving the rented
premises, or for any other purpose. There shall be no diminution of rent and no liability on the
part of CITY by reason of any inconvenience, annoyance or injury caused by CITY’s reasonable
exercise of the rights reserved by CITY in this Article.
J. DISCRIMINATION. No person shall be discriminated against in the terms and conditions of
employment, personnel practices, or access to and participation in, programs, services, and
activities with regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, gender, marital status,
status with regard to public assistance, disability, sexual orientation, age, family care leave
status, or veteran status.
K. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the
laws of the State of Minnesota.
L. User agrees to abide by all rules, regulations, and guidelines set in place by the State of Minnesota,
County of Polk, and City of East Grand Forks in compliance and operation of event.
M. User agrees to provide in writing to the Parks & Recreation Superintendent, a COVID Preparedness
Plan as required by the State of Minnesota, prior to any use of Facility under this agreement, and
agrees
to
comply
with
said
COVID
Preparedness
Plan
as
written.
N. User shall not assign this agreement, nor suffer any use of the said leased premises other than as
herein specified, nor sublet the premises or any part thereof, without the prior consent of the City
and
its
Parks
&
Recreation
Superintendent.
O. User is responsible for any lost keys, and any costs that the City might incur to replace and/or rekey the Facility.
P. Priority of Use/Cancellation. The City shall have first priority for all governmental and
department activities. The priority for all other users shall be on a first come, first served basis.
The City reserves the right to cancel any Event or Agreement as it deems necessary. If the City
cancels the event, the User shall be entitled to a full refund of any rent paid.
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Q. Set Up, Clean Up , Misc. Equipment.
Set up, Clean Up, Misc. Equipment use must be followed under the standards of use and care as
described in the Special Conditions listed below or as described above by this agreement.
R. Special conditions of this Agreement not hereinabove provided are as follows:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands the day and year first above
written.
IMPORTANT – READ BEFORE SIGNING
I am an authorized agent of the organization submitting this agreement. The information provided
in this agreement is true and correct. I have read and understand this agreement and agree to all
of the aforementioned rules, regulations, and conditions of use.
Signature ________________________________________________________
Print name _Mike Kolstoe______Title_Board Chair___________________
Organization _East Grand Forks Blue Line Club_____
Address _PO Box 125, East Grand Forks, MN 56721__
Telephone: Home/Mobile _____________________ Work__________________
CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS
By: ______________________________ _________________
Its Mayor
By: _______________________________________________
Its City Administrator
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